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Abstract 

This paper describes Condor, a tool that translates Godei programs into Andorra-l Prolog 
programs. Godei is a logic programming language with types, modules, a flexible compu
tation rule, and an originai pruning operator. Andorra-I Prolog is a language supported 
by the Andorra pamllel execution system. Condor is then a parallel implementation of 
Godei. 

l Introduction 
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The logic programming language Godei [12] has been developed lo support the application of 
advanced meta-programming techniques to software engineering. Its main design aim is " to 
have functionality and expressiveness similar to Prolog, but to have greatly improved declar
ative semantics compared with Prolog" [15]. This paper describes Condor [6, 7], a tool that 
translates Godei programs into Andorra-I Prolog [8, 21], a language supported by the Andorra-I 
System [20, 26] for the parallel execution of logic programming languages on multiprocessor 
architectures. The Condor preprocessor and the Andorra-I System together constitute the first 
parallel implementation of the Godei language. 

Godel's main facilities include types, modules , support for meta-programming, and a set of 
contro! features. 

Godel's parametric polymorphic [4] type system and its module system provide the well 
known advantages of types and modqles for large scale software systems, particularly from 
the point of view of verification and software reusabilily. The meta-programming facilities are 
an extended collection of lools (mainly predefined lypes and procedures) lo support program 
transformations. Its core is the ground representation [2, 11], a technique whereby an object 
program (e.g. a program to be interpreted or compiled, or a database query lo be evaluated) 
is represented as a ground (varia h le-free) term in a meta-program ( e.g. an interpreter or com
piler, or a database syslem). This contrasts with the approach encouraged by traditionallogic 
languages, such as Prolog, where the distinction between object program and meta-program 
is often made unclear by the presence of both object-level and meta-leve! variables in the 

"This work was partially supported by the Ministero dell'Università e della Ricerca Scientifica e Tecnologica, 
ltaly. 
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same (meta- )program- Godel's contro! features are contro[ declarations, constraint solving, and 
prunmg. 

Contro! (or delay) declarations are a means to specify that the execution of certain procedure 
calls must suspend unti! its arguments are instantiated in a way specifìed by the programmer. 
These declarations can be used to program more effi.cient execution strategies when the standard 
lcft-to-right computation rule is less fìt for a given problem. Godel's computation rule is said 
to be flexible, as it can be modified by delay declarations. Constraint solving [10] handles 
systems of linear and non-linear constraints on integers, and linear constraints on rationals. 
The Godei pruning operator [14], called commit, generalizes the commit used in the concurrent 
logic programming languages [23] but has a better procedura! semantics and lends itself to 
program transformations, while conditionals replace a typical unsound usage of cut. 

The Andorra-I System is an implementation of a parallel execution mode! called Basic 
Andorra Mode[. This mode! combines OR-parallelism with a form of AND-parallelism (de
terminate dependent AND-Parallelism) where contro! of execution relies on the property of 
determinacy: a determinate subgoal is a call that can be matched by only one clause, and 
determinate calls are executed in parallel before nondeterminate calls. When no determinate 
calls exist in a goal, a nondeterminate call is selected and executed in OR-parallel. 

The Condor preprocessor is a first solution for the task of executing Godei on a parallel 
architecture. The approach of translating between two high-levellanguages has made it possible 
to exploit the mechanisms of an existing parallel logic programming system without dealing 
explicitly with the system's implementation. 

The language accepted by the preprocessor is the one described in [13]. This earlier version 
of the language differs from :the current one ([12]) mainly in the lack of constraint solving. 
Accordingly, constraint solving w ili no t be discussed further in this p a per. 

Section 2 discusses the features of Godei and Andorra most relevant to a parallel implemen
tation. Section 3 describes the techniques used to translate Godel's constructs. Section 4 refers 
to some related research work, and Section 5 is a brief discussion. 

2 Some features of Godei and Andorra 

For the purpose of a parallel implementation, the relevant features of Godei are its pruning 
mechanism and its computation rule. Tlùs section gives a short informai exposition of these 
two issues in Godei an d in the Andorra system, following a simplifìed description of the language. 

2.1 Godei in brief 

In Godei, identifìers beginning with a lowercase letter denote variables, wlùle uppercase letters 
begin identifìers of constants, functors, type names and constructors, and keywords. 

A Godei program is a set of modules. A module consists in generai in an export part 
and a local part , identified by the 'EXPORT' and 'LOCAL' keywords, respectively; the 'MODULE' 
keyword is used in modules with no export part. The export part declares symbols available to 
other modules, while the !oca! part contains declarations of private symbols and defìnitions of 
predicates. Import declarations, of the form 'IMPORT modules' are·used in a module to obtain 
access to the symbols exported by other modules. 

Language declarations introduce the types, coustants, functions, propositions, and predicates 
used in a module. Base types are denoted by identifìers occurring in declarations beginning 
with 'BASE', and can be used, together with constructors, to create complex type names. For 
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example, the following Godei fragment declares the base type 'People' and aU the types whose 
names are the "terms" built {rom the functor 'List ', t he constant 'People ', an d arbitrary 
variables called paramet ers: 

BASE 
CONSTRUCTOR 

People . 
List/1. 

Some of the types introduced by the above declarations are 'People', 'List (People)' (list of 
people), and 'List (alpha) ' (list of anything). The last example is a parametric type: the 
parameter 'alpha' is a variable that c:an be instantiated as a type name. The type of a function 
is declared by listing the types of its arguments and of its range , and the type of a predicate 
is t he tuple of the types of its arguments. Godei variables are not declared , as their type is 
inferred from the positions of their occurrences. 

A delay declaration for a predicate P has the form 'DELAY atom UNTIL condition', where 
atom is an atom having P's functor and arity, and condition is an expression composed of 
conjunctions an d disjunctions of the simple conditions NONVAR(v), GROUND (v), an d TRUE, with 
v any variable in atom. The meaning of delay declarations \Vili be discussed in Section 2.2. 

The definition of a predicate is the set of statements whose head is an atom with the pred
icate's name and a rity. Definitions will also be called procedures, as is customary in P rolog. 
The body of a Godei statement is a formula in a polymorphic typed first-order language ex
tended with pruning operators and conditionals. The symbol '<- ' stands for left implication 
and replaces Prolog's ':-', negation is represented by •-• , conjunction by 'i:' , disjunction by 
'\/', right implication and equivalence by ' ->' and '<->', respectively. Expressions of the form 
'SOME [variables] ' and 'ALL [variables] ' are existential and, respectively, universal quantifì.ers. 
A variable with a single occurrence c an be represented by an underscore ' _ '. Such underscore 
variables are implicitly affected by an existent ial quantifì.er placed immediately before the atom 
where they occur. 

Conditionals have the following syntax: 

conditional --+ ( conditional) 

l formula 

. l IF condit ion THEN formula 

l IF condition THEN formula ELSE conditional 
l IF SOME [ variables l condition THEN formula 
l IF SOME [ variables l condition THEN f ormula 

ELSE conditional 

where condition is a formula that does not begin with an existential quantifì.er and f ormula is a 
formula that does not contain conditionals. Intuitively, the 'THEN ' part is evaluated if condition 
succeeds, while the 'ELSE' part, if present, is evaluated if condition fails. If an existential 
quantifì.er precedes condition, its scope is composed of condition and of the 'THEN ' part. 

The generai form of a commit is '{ scope } _ /abel', where the scope is a formula that may 
contain commits or conditionals, and the /abel is a positive integer. When, in the execution of 
a statement S, the scope of a commit with !abel n has been solved, the other statements in the 
same definition of S containing commits with /abel n are pruned away. Ali further solutions for 
the scope are also pruned. 

The behavior of the Godei commit can be understood in terms of a generalized SLDNF-tree 
where goals are allowed to bave commits appearing in them. In such a tree T, let G,. be a 
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non-leaf node , and G 1 a child of G0 • We say that G1 is an l-chi/d of Gu if either i) Gu contains a 

commit labelled l and the selected literal in G, is in the scope of this commit; or ii) G1 is derived 

from Gu using an input statement which contains a commit labelled l (afte'r standardization 

apart of the commit labels). Now, let S be a subtree of an SLDNF-tree. We say that a trec S' 
is obtained from S by a pruning step in S at Go if i) S has a nodc Gu i1•ith distinct 1-children 

G 1 and G1 , and there is an l-free node G~ in S which is either t!qual to or below G1; and ii) 

S' is obtained {rom S by removing the subtrce of S rooted at G 1 • T he concept of pruning 

step is the basis of the procedura! meaning of the Godei commi t. In an actual implcmentation, 

when the scope of a commit has been solved (i.e., a goal with the properties of c; above has 

been derived), ali t he subt rees root.ed at goals (as G1 above) corresponding to other statements 

containing commits with t he same !abel are discarded in one step [12, 14]. 
This pruning operator has the property that the programs where it is used can be trans

formed ( e.g. by partial evaluation) without altering their operational semantics. 

If a commit !abel occurs in only one statement of a definition, the effect of the commit 

reduces to finding only one solution to its scope. In t his case, the label and its preceding 

underscore can be dropped. If some statements in a definition have bodies of the fo rm '{ l' 

}_ n W' , where n is the same in ali t hese statements, they can be written as ' 1/ l IV '. The 

expression 'Il l ' is called a bar commit and its scope Il cannol contain another bar commi l. 

2.2 Pruning and computation rule in Godei 

Pruning in Godei relies on conditionals and on t he pruning operalor. Conditionals, introduced 

in NU-Prolog [24], select one alternative according to the outcome of a condition. The pruning 

operator allows a selective pruning of statements within a procedure, i.e., in generai only a 

subset of ali the stitements of a procedure is pruned, rather t han all but one (as in committed 

choice languages), or ali remaining statements (as with Prolog's cut). An important feature of 

Godei pruning is what may be called safe pruning: pruning is disabled inside a negated cali 

and in the execution of the condition in a conditional. 

The syntax of Godel's pruning operator allows very complex constructs, as more than one 

commi t may appear in a staternent body and each commi t rnay be preceded or followed by other 

formulas, or embed other commits. Commits with a given label l may occur in all statements 

of a definition or just in some statements, and a definition rnay both have statements with 

commits and without commits. This variety of allowable forms contrasts with the syntax for 

commits enforced by most languages, where only one commit per statement is allowed and either 

a commi t operator is ass umed t o occur ( explicitly or implicitly) in each clause ( e.g. Parlo g) 

or the behavior of a procedure where commits do not occur in all statements (or clauses) is 

implementation-dependent ( e.g. Andorra-I Prolog) . 

Godel's compulation rule calls for a suspension mechanism involved in t he execution of 

negated calls, of calls to the inequality predicate ('-='), of conditionals, and of calls lo predi

cates for which delay declarations exist. More precisely, al each resolution step each literal or 

condilional is either delayed or runnable, i.e. , nol delayed. The selected literal or conditional is 

then the leftmost runnable one. If no literal is runnable , the computation cannot proceed, and 

we say that it fiounders. 

To ensure soundness, a negated cali is delayed until its arguments are ground. This treat

ment of negat ion is called safe negation. A call to inequality is delayed if its arguments unify 

but only by binding a t least o ne non-underscore variable. T his rule is a relaxation of the generai 

suspension rule for safe negation, which may result in unnecessary delays for calls to inequality. 

A conditional is delayed until its condition contains no free variables. 
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If a predicate has delay declarations of the form 'DELAY A 1 UNTIL condition-1 ', . . . , 'DELAY 

A, UNTIL condition-i', ... , 'DELAY A,, UNTIL condition-m', a cali A to the predicate is delayed if 

i) A has a common instance with some atom A, in the delay declarations but is not an instance 

of t his atom; or ii) A is an instance of an atom A, in the delay dcclarations but does not satisfy 

the corresponding condition condition-i. Recali that the conditions in the delay declarations 

refer lo the state of inslantiU:tion of the arguments. The effect of delay dedarations is then 

similar lo the contro! that can be achieved in Prolog by using var/1 and nonvar/1, but Godel's 

delay declarations are cleaner, sin ce this kind of non-logica! contro! in formation do es no t occur 

in the predicate defìnitions, and much more Aexible, since d<>lay declaralions affect the o rder of 

computation, whereas var/1 an nonvar/1 can just succeed or fai!. 

Wc may observe that the Godei com pu tation rulc is insensitive of the presence of pruning 

operalors, i.e., the fact that a li teral occurs in the scope of a commit does not influence its 

eligibility for selection al any computation step. For example, if a commit is not the leftmost 

formula in the body, the literals within its scope could be selected after literals outside the scope. 

This contrasts with languagcs such as Parlog, where the scope of a commi t is the formula lo its 

left, and the literals occurring in the scope are guaranleed to be selected before those outside. 

2.3 Pruning and computation rule in Andorra 

In t he Andorra system, both cul and commit {in t he style of committed choice languages) are 

supported. As in Prolog, a '-eu l prunes ali {further) solutions to the calis on its left an d ali the 

foliowing clauses in the procedure. A commit prunes solutions of the calls lo its left and the 

preceding and following clauses in the procedure. No provision is made for pruning selected 

clauses, or for safe pruning. 

T he Andorra syslem has an implicit suspension rule based on the concepl of determinacy: 

nondeterminate calis are delayed unti! either they become determinate (when some of their 

arguments are instantiated by other calls) or t h ere is no determinale call in t h e curren t goal. 

In this case, one nondeterminate call is selecled for reduclion. This is an aspecl of the Basic 

Andorra mode/: determinate calls are executed, possibly in And-parallel, before nondetermi nate 

ones. A nondeterminate cali is executed, possibly in Or-parallel, when no call is determinate. 

To support t his execulion mode!, the Andorra syslem is able lo detecl determinism and to 

suspend calls. Detection of determinism involves a static analysis [221 of the Andorra-I Prolog 

programs to generate delerminacy code, i.e. WAM-like [251 instruction that test arguments, 

select clauses and handle suspension at run lime. 

Suspension of nondeterminate calls is managed implicitly by tl!"e system. However, in the 

Andorra-I Prolog la nguage the testing and suspension mechanism is made accessible to the 

programmer through built-in predicales, such as data/ 1 and ap.ground/1, that suspend unti! 

their argumenl is inslantiated or, respectively, ground. 

In Andorra the selection of calls is affected by the pruning operators, since calls to the right 

of a cut or commit are executed after t he calis to its left. 

Another aspe c t of the Andorra contro! is t he possibili ly of overriding t he basic "eager" And

paraliel computat ion rule for determinate calls by forcing a sequential, left-to-right execution 

of certain sequences of calls . This possibility is needed by the system to guaranlee a correct 

execution of built-ins with side-eff~cts, and sequential execution can be programmed explicitly, 

in Andorra-I Prolog, by using a sequenlial conjunclion connective. 
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3 From Gode i to Andorra-I Prolog 

This section describes the techniques used to implement on an already existing parallel logic 
programrning system the features of Godei introduced in the previous section. The implemen
tation is based on transforming Godei programs intq programs in a language supported by the 
system. 

The execution mode! of Andorra-I Prolog, together with its explicit contro! constructs, make 
i t aclequate t o implement a version of Gode! that exploits the Basic Andorra principle t o achieve 
determinate dependent And-parallelism and Or-parallelism. 

This version differs from the originai defìnition of Gode! in the computation rule and in the 
lack of safe pruning. We may also recati that the defìnition referred to here is not the most 
recent. 

3.1 Computation rule and pruning operator 

As has been mentioned in previous sections, the Gode! pruning operator has a much more 
complex syntax than the Andorra comrnit. Furthermore, the Gode! computation rule does not 
take pruning operators into account, whereas in Andorra-l Prolog, as usual in logic programming 
languages, literals to the left of a commi t will be selected before those to the right. When a Godei 
procedure is translated into a target language supporting a commi t operator in the style of the 
concurrent logic languages, the result is a new procedure, usually containing new predicates, 
whose execution should produce the same solu tions that are produced by the execution (on a 
Godei system) of the originai procedure. The procedure obtained by the translation follows 
the target language's syntax, which in turn determines in part the order of literal selection. 
Therefore choosing a particular schema of translation for Godei procedures implicitly defìnes a 
new computation rule for the language. 

It is desirable that the new computation rule be as dose as possible to the originai one, 
but we have chosen to introduce selection criteria that take commits into accoul;)t. In some 
cases, this causes the transformed program to fìnd fewer solutions than the origina! program. 
This situation may arise when the different selection order leads to different pruning steps 
being executed, as will be shown in Section 5. In particular, under the standard Gode! rule 
some pruning operators may be ignored, whereas the computation rule introduced by t he 
transformations requires literals within commits to be evà1uated before literals outside commits, 
an d this usually ensures that the commits are . indeed executed if their scope succeeds. This 
computation rule is arguably more intuitive since a programmer usually wants the scope of a 
comrnit to be executed before the rest of the staternent , and also wants the pruning to take 
piace when the scope succeeds. 

The next paragraphs describe th~ transforrnations applied by Gondor to statements and 
defìnitions containing comrnits, then the resulting computation rule is described, in terrns of 
a set of constraints to be applied to the originai cornputation rule. The transforrnations are a 
set of rules that rewrite single staternents or predicate defìnitions, and are appliep repeatedly 
as rnany times as possible. When no rule is applicable, the program is in a form where each 
defìnition is in standard form, i.e., either it is cornrnit-free or each of its staternents has only 
one comrnit, the cornrnit occurs leftmost in the body, and ali cornrnits have the sarne !abel. A 
defìnition in standard form can be rewritten irnrnediately into a syntax of the form g~nerally 
used in comrnitted choice languages, which is also part of the Andorra-I Prolog syntax. 

In the following, commits whose !abel occurs in more than one statement of a procedure 
are called guards, otherwise one-solutions. The word commit will be used hereafter when a 
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rule refers lo a construct that may be either a guard or a one-solulion. For better readability, 
instead of the standard Godei syntax the following notation will be used: 

state7!lent --+ atom +- c-formula 
atom +-

c-formula --+ formula 

{c-formula}, 

c;-formula 1\ c;-formula 

where formula is a conjunction of literals, l is the commit !abel and 1\ is the conjunction 
connective. We may assume the above syntax without losing generality, as any Godei program 
stripped of the commit braces ( lhe underlying program) c an be transformed lo a norma! forrn 
where each body is a conjunction of literals. 

3.1.1 Transformations for statements 

Repeated application of the following rules transforms a Godei program P inlo a program P' 
where no guards are embedded in other guards, all guards precede commit-free formulas in 
statement bodies, and each !abel occurs at most once within each body. A program having t he 
above properties is said to be in linear guarded form. 

In the following, letters F, C, and C, possibly subscripted, denote formulas, c;-formulas, 
and conjunctions of guards, respectively. 

Rule l For all statements containing a commi l C of lhe form {F 1\ {C, h Il C1 }t, w h ere { C!}1. 

is a guard an d F an d C2 may be empty, rewrite C in the form {C, }k A {FA C2 },. If bo l h 
F and C2 are empty, replace {FIl C2 }t with {true}t. 

Rule 2 For all statements whose body B has the form F1 1\ C 1 1\ F2 1\ ... l\ Ck 1\ F,, w h ere one 
or both of F1 and F1 may be empty, rewrite B in the form C 1 1\ ... l\ Ck 1\ F 1 1\ ... l\ F1• 

Rule 3 For ali statements containing a conjunction of guards C of the form {C, }1 /\ C 1 A {C~}, 
where C 1 does not contain commils with label1, rewrite C in the form {C1 1\ C1 }t 1\ C1 • 

Rule l extracts a guard from an enclosing commit, thus "flattening oilt" nested guards. 
Rule 2 rewrites the body so thal ali guards precede formulas and one-solutions in textual order, 
and the lexlual order between guards is preserved. Rule 3 packs guards wilh the sal)le !abel 
and disjoint scopes into one guard. 

3.1.2 Transformations for defìnitions 

Repealed application of the following rules transforms a program in linear guarded form P into 
a program P' where each definition is in standard forrn. 

Each commit may be marked or unmarked. A marked commit is not considered for further 
transformations, ali commits are initially unmarked, and a rule may mark a commit. The 
conditions for application of lhe rules in this section implicit ly refer to unmarked commits. 

Finally, the least common gencralization (or most specific generalization) US of a set of 
atomic formulas is defined as in (19]. The same notation will denote the least common gener
alization of a se t S of ·terms, defined analogously. 

In the following, letters F, C, and D, possibly subscripted, denote formulas, statements, 
and sets of statements, respectively. Letter B will be used for whole statement bodies or for 
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lhe parl of a stalement body foLiowing a sequence of guards. Lelters p and t will be used 
for predicales an d lerms, respeclively. In parlicular, in each rule p ( unadorned) will be l he 
predicate, of arily a, whose defìnition D == { C,};~ , is lo be lransformed"into a new defìnilion 
D'. When D is expressed as the union of lwo sets of stalemcnls, the sels are underslood lo be 
disjoinl. Defìnitions for new predicales inlroduced by the transforrilations will be dcnotcd by 
D", possibly subscriptcd. 

Rule 4 For ali predicales whose defìnit ion contains both guarded and unguarded slalemenls: 

l. Let D = D., U D
11

, where D, is the set of guarded slalements in D. 

2. Le l each slatemenl be of t he form p( t;1, • •• , t..,) +- B,. 

3. Lel p( t;, ... ,t;,) = U{p(t;1 , ••• , t..,) l C, E G}, and D' = D., U {C'}, where 

C'= p( t;, ... , t,:) +- p'(t;, ... , t;,) 

and p' is a new symbol. 

4. Defìne p' by D"= {p'(t", ... , t.., ) +- B, l C, E D!1}. 

Rule 5 For each predicate such thal aLI slalements in its defìnilion are guarded, and no !abel 
occurs leftmosl in aLI slalemenls: 

l. Let each slatemenl C; be of the form 

p( t;, , ... , t..,) +- {F;, }t, , 1\ ... 1\ {F;.,,J,,,,, 1\ B, 

where F,j (1,1 ) is the scope (!abel) of the j -th guard in the i-th statemenl, and m; ~ l 
is the number of guards in the i-lh stalemenl. 

2. Let D'= {p( t," .. . , t,.) +- {F11 }A. 1\ p:(t", ... , t"' ' v, , ... , v,,)}i':~t where k is a posi
tive inleger, v1 , ••• , v,, are the r, distinct variables occurring in the body of C;, and 
each p; a new predicate symbol. 

3. Define the n new predicates Pi by 

U {p: (ti,, ... , ti•• x,, ... , x,;) +-{Fil }t;, 1\ ... l\ {Fim; }t;"'; 1\ Fi } 

where the values of j are such thal slatemenls Cj in D do nol contajn !abel 111 , and 
each xk is a variable that does nol occur elsewherc in the slatement. 

Rule 6 For each predicate such that ali slalemenls in its defìnition D are guarded, and t he 
leftmost guards of each slatemenl have the same !abel k: 

l. Let D=/( U L, where /( = { C;}i~ 1 is the sel of slalements where only k occurs as 
a guard !abel. 

2. L et each stalement be of the form p( t 11 , ••• , t;.) +- { F;}A. 1\ B;. 

3. Let D'= K UL', with L'= {p(t;1, ••• ,t,.) +- {F,}A. Api(v;lt·· ·,v;,1)}i':.., , where 
v; 1 , ••• , v;,1 are the r, distincl variables occurring in B;, and each p: is a new symbol. 

4. Define the n - m + l predicates p:, i = m, ... , n, by D;' = {pi( v; , , ... , v;,,) +- B; }. 
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Rule 7 For each predicate such that a statement C, in its defìnition D contains a one-solution 

{Q},: 

l. Let D' be the defìnition obtained from D by replacing {Q}, in C, with p'( v1 , • • • , v,), 

w h ere v 1 , • • • , v, are the r distinct variables occurring in Q, an d p' is a new symbol. 

2. Defìne predicate p' by D"= {p'(v1 , ••• , v,) <-- {Q }i}, w h ere {Q}, is marked. 

Rule 4 processes defìnitions containing both statements with guards and statements without 

guards. The set of statements with guards is replaced by one statement whose head is a 

generalization of the heads of the replaced statements ; this statement calls a new predicate 

whose defìnition is composed of those staterne'nts, with their heads renamed. 

Rule 5 transforms procedures where guards occur in al! sta tements, but the leftmost commits 

in each statement do not have the same !abel. This rule produces a set of new defìnitions where 

the leftrnost commits have the same !abel. In doing this transformation, we must take into 

account t he fact that a statement may contain cornrnits with different labels. After one of the 

commits has been executed, another one may still do some further prnning. In the following 

example: 

p(a,:v) <- {s 1(:v , y)}. ll q(y) 

p(b, :v) <- {sz(:v)h Il r(:v) 

p(c,:v) <- {.sJ(Y)}zll {s4(y,z)} 1ll s(y,z) 

(l) 

(2) 
(3) 

!et us ussume s3(y) in statement 3 succeeds. Statement 2 should then be pruned, an d execution 

should continue with the rest of the body of slatement 3, and with statement l still eligible for 

execu\ion. This is achieved if the defìnition is transformed into · 

and p~1 is defìned by 

p( a , :v ) <- {s ,(:v, y )} 10 Il p; (a', x, :v, y) 

p(b, :v) <- {sz(x)} 10 Il p~(b, x, x) 

p( c, X) <- { s3(y )} 10 Il p~(c, x, y, Z) 

p~(x.,:vz,y,z) <- {s4 (y ,z)} , ll s(y ,z) 

p;(a,x,:v 1,x2) +- {s1(x,y)}. 1\ q(y) 

(4) 

(5) 

This defìnition contains one statement (4) whose body is the body of statement 3 minus the 

fìrst guard, and one statement (5) whos~ body is the body of statement l. The arguments of 

the head of statement 4 are such that the unifìcations carried out when statement 3 was called 

are not repeated. 

Rule 6 deals with defìnitions where al! statements have guards, the leftmost gua.rds have 

the same !abel, and some statements have more than one guard. It produces definitions where 

each statement has only one guard by substituting the body of each statement after the fìrst 

guard by a cali to a new predicate. 

Rule 7 transforms statements where one-solutions occur together with other formulas, pro

dudng statements where the one-solution is replaced by a cali to a new predicate, whose 

defìnition contains only that one-solution. 
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3.1.3 Comp utution rule 

Wc may now state the constraints on t he Godei compulalion rule introduced by the above 
transformalions. First, the concept of depth of commits and lilcrals is inlroduced . 

Definit ion The depth of a commi t in a goal (body) is the number of unpaired left brackets 
between the first symbol of tbc goal (body) and lhe left brackel (i ncluded) of the commit itself. 
T he depth oC a literal J, is the max.imum depth of the commits containing L. The depth of a 
li teral not occurring inside any guard is defined lo be O. 

Thc constraints on lhe Godei computation rule can be stated as follows: i) literals insidc 
guards will be selected before literals outside ali guards; ii) literals within a guard will be 
selected before lilerals outside il and contained in a commit enclosing lhal guard; and iii) 
literals within differenl guards of lhe same deplh embedded in lhe same commit, or wilhin 
guards of deplh l , are selected from l he leflmosl guard firsl. t'v! ore precisely: 

l. Lilerals of depth n > O are selecled before literals of depth O. 

2. lf cis a commit of depth n conlaining a guard cl of depth n + l , lhe literals in cl are 
scie c led bcfore the literals of depth n conlained in C. 

3. lf two guards G 1 and G2 have depth l , or they have depth n+ l and are contained in 
a commil C of deplh n, the lilerals in G 1 are selected before lhe lilerals in C~ iff G1 

preccdes G2 in lextual order. 

Once these conslrainls are-.satisfied, other selection crileria can he applied, such as Godei delay 
rulcs for ncgated caUs, inequality, and predicates with delay declarations, and the Andorra 
principle for parallel execution of determinate calls. 

Compulation rule and implemenlalion of commits are discussed al some le~gth, and in a 
slightly more generai setting, in [5], where outlines of proofs for soundness and completeness 
properlies of the above rules are given. 

3.2 Delay declarations 

Gondor 's implemenlalion of delay declaralions relies on Andorra's suspension mechanism . In 
Andorra, each cali is tested for determinacy, and lhe cali may be suspended depending on 
the outcome of the test. The determinacy test, in turn , is composed of elemenlary lests for 
instantiation on the caU 's arguments and of their sublerms. These lests are implicitly carried 
oul by the determinacy code inlroduced by lhe Andorra preprocessor, by lhey may also be 
programmed explicilly by means of buill-in predicates in Andorra-I Prolog. 

Thc purpose of delay declarations is also lo suspend a cali according lo the way its arguments 
are inslantiated. The Condor preprocessor includes tests in lhe defìnition of each predicate 
that has delay declarations. More precisely, a predicate p for which delay declarat ions exist is 
renamed, say as p', and p's defìnition is replaced by one whose slatements contain the lests 
required by t he delay declarations. If the lests for a delay declaration are satisfied, a cali lo p' 
is issued, thus executing p's originai definition. 

Again , wc depart from t he standard Godei synlax, and alsg (rom the slandard Andorra-I 
P rolog syntax. Delay declaration are represented as: 

delay-declaration --+ atom >-+ delay-condition 

delay-condition --> simple-condition 



simple-<:ondition 1\ And- seq 

simp/e-condition V Or-seq 

simple-condition ----+ nonvar( var) 

ground( var) 

true 

( delay-condition) 

And-seq ----+ simple-<:ondition 

simple-<:ondition 1\ And-seq 

Or- seq ----+ simple-<:ondition 

simple-<:ondition V Or- seq 
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Statements in Andorra-I Prolog will be represented in a similar way as Godei statemenls, 
except t h al nonvar( var) an d graund( var) will stand in that context for the built-ins t h al 
suspend unti! their argument is instantiated or, respectively, ground. Symbols '&' and ' l' 
denote, respectively, sequential conjunction and Andorra-l Prolog commit. 

In the following, p is a predicate of arity a defined by D = {p( s,1, ••• , s,.) +- B; }i', l> an d 
the set of p's delay declarations is =: = {IC};',:, 1 , with 

K, = p(t;1, ... , t;.) ....., Y;(v1, ... , v,;) 

w h ere li( v1, ... , v,,) is a delay condition on the variables v1, ... , Vr; occurring in terms t, 1, ... , t,. 
The definition for p is then translated according to the following algorithm: 

l. For each K; , rewrite Y; in disjunctive norma! form: 

Y; 1 ( V1 1 • • • , v,;) V .•. V Y;i;( vii .. . 1 Vr; ) 

where each Y; 1 (v1 , ... , Vr;) is of the form € 1 1\ ... 1\ €,; an d each €k is nonvar( vA-), or 
ground( Vk), or true. 

2. With {t,k,, ... , t;k•} the non-variable arguments of the alotn in K, let 

~. = nonvar( xk,) 1\ ... 1\ nonvar( Xk• ~ 

where each x~; is a unique variable and '=' stands for equality. 
3. For each' K, let n: be the set of l; statements 

{p( xl> ... , x.) +- r,l l p'(xl, ... 'x.) , 

p(xil"'l:z:CI) +- ril, l p'(xll"' l :z:D)} 

with roj = ~. & ~: & Y;j(vl, ... , v,;). 
4. Let D'= u{Di};~ 1 be p's new definition. 
5. Define p' by D"= {p'(s;1, ... ,s;.) +- B;};', 1 • 

In Step 2, a new variable is associateci with eac.h non-variable argument in the atom of each delay 
declaration. T.hese variables are lested by expressions ~i and ~:. T he former suspends unti! the 
corresponding cali arguments are instantiated, the latter checks that the cali arguments unify 
with the declaration arguments. When the tests have been passed, expression }~;(v 1 , ••• , v,;) 
checks if one of the alternative components of the delay condition is verified, suspending if 
necessary. After this test has been satisfied, the cornmit is executed and contro! passes top' , 
which is identica! to the originai predicate but for its narne. 
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3.3 Safe negation, inequality, conditionals 

Safe negation is implemented by replacing each negated formula by a cali to a ncw predicate 
whose arguments are the variables of the formula that are not cxistcntially quantified. This 
predicate calls t hc Andorra builtin that tests for groundness (and susprnds otherwise), the n 
calls the standard unsafe negation of the formula, im plemented with Prolog's call /1 and cut. 

This transformation takes piace in lhe following steps: 

l. Let F be an expression of the form ~ G, where G is a formula, and let l' = {v,, . .. , v,} 
be t he se t of the free variables occurring in F. 

2. Replace F with p'(v1, ••• , v,), where p' is a new predicate symbol. 

3. Define p' by 

D" = {p'(v1, ••• , v,) +- ground(v 1 ) A ... A ground(v,.) & not(G)} 

w h ere no t( G ) is t he unsafe negation of G. 

Inequality is simply (and incompletely) implemented as the safe negation of equality. This is 
more restrictive t han required by Gi:idel, which allows a call lo inequality to fai! if its arguments 
can unify without binding any non- underscore variable. 

Conditionals are replaced by a cali to a predicate p' t hat firsl checks for groundness the 
variables thal are not exislentially quantified, t hen calls anot her predicate p" that uses the 
Prolog culto select t he appropriate branch of t he conditional. Conditionals where the condition 
is exislentially quantified ( quantified conditionals) will be expressed as 

condq( condition, then- part, els e- part) 

where else-part may be emply. Unquantified conditionals are similarly expressed as 

cond( condition, then- part, else-part) . 

The transformations applied to condit ionals are then as follows: 

l. Le t F be a conditional ofthe form cond(C, T, E) or condq(C, T, E), an d le t V = { v1 , • •• , v, } 
the set of the free variables occurring in F. 

2. Replace F with p'(v1, ••• ,v,), where p' is a new predicate symbol. 

3. Define p' by 

D" = {p'( v 1 , • •• , v,) +- ground( v 1 ) A ... A ground( v,) & p"( v 1 , •• • , v,)} 

where p" is a new predicate symbol. 

4. If F is unquantified, define p" by 

otherwise by 

D"' = {p"( v,, ... ,v,) +- CA ! A T, 

p"(v1, • •• ,v,)+- E} 

D"'= {p"(v1 , • •• ,v,) +- C A T A ! , 

p"(v1, ••• ,v,) +-E} 

The definition of p" for quantified conditionals allows mult iple solutions for C and T to be 
found. 
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4 Related work 

Program transformations and paraUel implementation of logic languages are the subject of 
many research projects. In this section, we only attempt to refer to very few works that, in 
this author's view and to his knowledge, are part icularly dose to the topics of t his paper. 

Another paraUel implemeutation of Godei is being developed [17] al the University of Upp
sala. T his implementation is based on t he Reform P rolug system !1], that uses Reform compila
tion [16] to achieve recursion-parallelism, a form of AND-paraUelism where recursive invocations 
of a predicate are executed in paraUel. 

Godel's delay declarations and conditionals are inherited from NU-Prolog [24]. A parallel 
implementation of NU-Prolog is NUA-Prolog [18]. 

Source-to-sou rce transformations from Prolog lo t he Andorra I<erncl Language [9] have been 
developed [3] at t he Universidad Politécnica de i\l ad rid. 

5 Conclusions 

The t ranslation techniques described in t his paper have implemented as a tool, written in 
SICStus Prolog, that has been used to produce Andorra-I Prolog programs from Godei pro
g rams. T he resulting programs have been execu ted on a shared memory multiprocessor. No 
performance measurements have been made, as this research is aimed at establishing basic 
implementation techniques for Gode!. Gondor is clearly an early prototype, and there is much 
scope for improvemenls in eflìciency. Some improvements will be gained by refining the t ransfor
mation rules, that in some cases lead to repeated computations, and by merging the generation 
of Andorra-l Prolog code wit h determinacy analysis. 

The main differences between standard Godei and the language implemented by Condor 
(asi de from t he user interface an d constraints, t h al h ave bee n in,troduced after Condor was 
designed) are the computation rule and safc pruning. In most cases, Gondor-processed programs 
give the same results as programs execuled on the Godei interpreter, excepl whe n par ticular 
combinations of commils lead to different pruning sleps in t he originai and lhe transformed 
program. This happens, for example, when the goal <- P( x ) is evaluated with respect to 
t he program 

P( x ) <- { G1 & { G2 }_2 }_1 & Q{ x ) . 
P( x) <- { G3 }_1 & R( x). 
P( x ) <- { G4 }_2 & S( x ) . 

Q{C). R ( D). S(E). G2. G3. G4 . 

With the sla ndard computat ion ru le, G1 is selected first in l he firsl statement for P, G1 fails 
and { G2} _ 2 is not executed, so t hat the t hi rd sl.atemenl is not pruned. Solutions x = D and 
x = E are then available. With the computation rule enforced by the transformations, in t he 
first s t atement G2 is execu ted first and thc third statement is pruned; t hen G1 fails, and on ly 
solution x = D remains. Although lhe computation rule implemented by Condor is different 
from the standard Godei rule, it is similar lo the one expected by p rogrammers accustomed to 
commilted choice languages, and commit slructures as complex as t he one shown in the above 
example are unlikely to occur in actual Godei programs. 

Saft: pruning is nol cur rent ly supported. l t can be implemented in a straightforward way by 
writing two versions of each procedure using commi t: o ne versi o n is the originai definition, thc 
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other is that defìnition stripped of the commits. One version or another is called according to 

whether the call being executed is negated or not. This solution has not been adopted asi t would 

produce too much bulk, unless some form of code sharing between the two versions is used. 

An other possible approach would require a small i!ddition to the Andorra implementation: 

"conditional pruning" instructions could be introduced, whose cffect would depend on the 

state of a flag set in the execution of negated calls. 

T his research shows that there is no fundamental obstacle to a parallel implementation of 

Godei on a multiprocessor architecture , and demonstrates the adequacy of the Andorra system 

to support a language, such as Godei, with a few unconventional feàt ures. The techniques 

used in Gondor should be useful in future d~velopments of parallel Godei implementations, and 

could be u~ed in other applicat ions, such as metaprogramming techniques for committed choice 

languages. 
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An unnecessary variable of a logic c/ause is a variable which either occurs nwre tha n once in the 

body or does not occur in the head. Unnecessary variab/es often cause ine.fjiciency in program 

execwion, because they force redundant computations or the construction of umzecessary imer

mediate structures. 
W e consider the prob/em of applying transformation strategies based on the application of 

wifold!fold rules, with the goal of eliminating the zmnecessary variables from a given program. 

These strategies are based on various versioiiS of the Elimination Procedure presented in a previous 

paper of ours [20]. 
W e have proved some completeness results for those strategies. Our notion of completeness can 

be fomzu/ated as follows: given a se t of transfomUJtion m/es R, we say tiUJt a strategy S is complete 

w .r.t . R ifffor any given program P, we can transform P by using the strategy S imo an equivalent 

program withom unnecessary variables, if the elimination of the wmecessary variab/es of P i s 

possible by an arbitrary ttse of the rules in R. 

l. Introduction 
A variable X of a clause C in a logic program is said to be unnecessary if at least one of the follow

ing two conditions are true: l) X occurs more than once in the body of C (in this case we say. that X 

is a siUJred variable), 2) x does not occur in the head of c (in this case we say that x is an 

existential variable). 
The use of unnecessary variables is often helpful for writing logic programs which can easily be 

understood and proved corree t w.r.t. their intended meaning. lndeed, a popular style of programming, 

which we may cali compositional, consists in decomposing a given goal in small and easy subgoals, 

then writing pieces of program which sol ve these small subgoals, and finally, composing the various 

pieces together. In logic programming thi s fina! composition is often perfonned by means of 

variables shared among the atorns which denote the computations for solving the various subgoals. 

Unfortunately, this programming style often produces inefficient programs, because the compo

sition of the various subgoals does not take into account the interactions which may occur among the 

evaluations of these subgoals. For instance, le t us considera clause of the fonn: 

p(X) ~ q(X,Y), r(Y). 

where for solving the goal p(X) we are required to solve q(X,Y) and r(Y). Y is an unnecess'ary 

variable being shared and existential, and its binding is not expliciùy needed because Y does not 

This work has been partially supportcd by "Progetto Finalizzato Sistemi Infonnalici e Calcolo Parnllclo" of CNR 

undcr grani n. 89.00026.69, and by Esprit Project, Computalional Logic (Compulog Il). 
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occur in the head of the clause. If ù1e construction and the destruction of that binding is expensive, 
then our prograrn is inefficient. 

Similar problems occur when the compositional style of programming is applied for writing 
prograrns using other languages, different from logic. In imperative languages one may construct 
severa! procedures which are then combined together by using various kinds of sequential or parallel 
composition. In functional languages, the various sinall subgoals in which a given goal is decom
posed are solved by means of individual functions which are then combined together by using 
function application or tupling. 

There are various papers in the literature which present techniques for improving the efficiency of 
the evaluation of programs written accor.ding to the compositional style of programming. The 
following two approaches have been followed: l) the improvement of the evaluator by using, for 
instance, garbage collection, memoization, and various forms of laziness and coroutining, and 2) the 
transformation of the given prograrn into a semantically equivalent one which can be more efficiently 
evaluated by a non-improved evaluator. 

W e will considerthe transformational approach, for which various techniques have been proposed, 
sucli as, for instance:jinite differencing [18] , composition or deforestation strategy [12, 26], tupling 
strategy [19], promotion strategy [2], compiling contro/ [5], and wmecessary variable e.limMtion 
[20]. (See also [13] for a survey of some transformation techniques, mainly in the imperative and 
functional cases.) 

Many of the transformation techniques we have mentioned, are based on the unfold!fold rules 
introduced by Burstall and Darlington [6]. Unfolding and folding are elementary, semantics pre-. 
serving transformations which can be combined with suitable properties of the program at hand to 
obtain more complex, efficiency improving transformations. The algorithms used for combining the 
transformation rules are called strategies. · 

The degree of autornation of many transformation strategies is not fully satisfactory yet, because 
in the general case they are nondeterministic and require the exploration of a large search space. 
However, there are relevant subcases which are particularly suitable for mechanization (see, for 
instance, [7]). · 

Unfold/fold based transformations ha ve been widely used in the field of logic programming and 
various specialized versions of these rules h ave been proved to preserve various semantics of logic 
programs (see, for instance, [3, 15, 23, 24)). Here we will consider the simple case o f definite 
prograrns with the least Herbrand mode! semantics [16] and a slight variant of the transformation 
rules by Tamaki and Sato, which preserve this semantics. We will then be concemed with the 
transformation strategies and the problem of their completeness. 

W e first notice that the unfold/fold rules are· not semantically complete, because one can easily 
find examples of two programs which have the same semantics, and neither of them can be 
transformed into the other one, using the unfolding and folding rules only [27]. However, s ince we 
are interested in the use of unfold/fold transformations for eliminating unnecessary variables, we 
considera weaker notion of completeness of strategies which we now define. 

DEFINITION l. (Complete strategies) Given a set of transformation rules R, a strategy S is 
complete w.r.t. R iff for any given prograrn P, if P can be transformed into an equivalent prograrn 
without unnecessary variables by an arbitrary use of the rules in R, then P can be transformed into an 
equivalent prograrn without unnecessary variables by using the strategy S. • 

Notice that, for the completeness of a strategy S, we do not require that by using S we can obtain 
aJJ prograrns without unnecessary variables which are equivalent to the given one. 

In the sequel, we will consider various sets of transformation rules: l) the basic one, called UFO, 
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which contains the unfolding, folding, and definirion rules, 2) the UFDR, which includes UFD and 

the goal replacement rule, and 3) the UFDRC, which includes UFDR and the clause delerion rule. 

We will then consider three versions of the strategy for eliminating unnecessary variables 

presented in [20], and we will prove the completeness of those three strategies w.r.t. UFO, UFDR, 

and UFDRC, respectively. 

2. Preliminary Definitions 

Given a term t, we denote by vars(t) the set of variables occurring in t. Similar notation will be used 

for variables occurring in atoms, goals, and clauses. Given a clause C, we denote its head by hd(C) 

and its body by bd(C). 

Given a syntactic structure S, we denote by preds(S) the set of predicate symbols occurring in S. 

In particular, given the program P, preds(P) denotes the set ofpredicate symbols occurring in P. 

A predicate symbol p in preds(P) is said to be a top predicaJe iff it occurs in the head of a clause in 

P and not elsewhere. in P. 

2.1 The Transformation Rules 

We now briefly describe the rules which will be used for transforming prograrns. We assume that 

when the transformation rules are applied, two distinct clauses do rwr ha ve variables in comrnon. 

Unfolding Rule. l..et C and D be two clauses and A be an atom in bd(C) unifiable with hd(D), with 

most generai unifier e. By unfolding C w.r.t. A ttsing D we derive a clause U such that: l) hd(U) = 

hd(C)e, and 2) bd(U) = ((bd(C) - {A}) u bd(D))e. 

Fo/ding Rule. l..et C arrd D be two clauses and B a subset of bd(C) for which there exists a 

substitution e such that B = bd(D)e. Consider the clause F such that: l) hd(F) = hd(C) and 2) bd(F) 

= (bd(C) - B) u hd(D)e. Suppose that by unfolding clause F w.r.t. hd(D)e osing D we get a variant 

of C. Then we say that F is derived by folding C w.r.t. B ttsing D. 

Definition Rule. Let P be a program. By definition from P we derive a clause D of the form 

newp(X1, ... ,Xm) .-- A1, . . . ,An, such that: l) newp does not occur in P, 2) X1, ... ,Xm are distinct 

variables, and 3) every predicate occurring in the body of D occurs in P as well. W e say that newp is 

the predicare dejined by D. 

Goal Replacement Rule. W e assume that we are given a finite se t L = { Gj = H i l i= l, ... ,n}, w h ere 

for i= 1, ... ,n, the rep/acemenr /aw Gi = H i de notes an ordered pair of frnite sets of atoms. Le t C be a 

clause, B a subset of bd(C), G =H a replacement la w in L, and e a substitution for the variables of G 

such that: a) vars(C) rì vars(G = H) = 0, and b) B = Ge. By rep/acemenr of B in C using G = H we 

derive the clause D such that: l) hd(D) = hd(C) and 2) bd(D) = (bd(C)-B) u He. 

Notice that we do not assume that = is commutative, in the sense that we use G = H for replacing 

Ge by He, but not viceversa. 

Clattse De/etion Rule. Given a program Pand a set of atorns B, we say that B isfai/ing in P iff it 

contains an atom which is nor unifiable with the head of any clause in P. If for some clause C in P, 

bd(C) is failing in P, then C can be deleted from P. In this case we will also say that from C we 

derive the mre clattse T (recall that for any program P we have that ~" T is equivalent toP). 

2.2. The Transformation Process 

For preserving the semantics of the program to be transformed, the above transformation rules 

should be applied according to some metarules. For describing those metarules, it is helpful to 
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reprcsent the transfonnation process as a set of trees as we now specify. Suppose that we are given a program P and a set of replacement laws L such that ali predicates occurring in L occur also in P. 
A transfomzationforest F for P and Lis a set of directed trees whose nodes are labeled by clauses and whose arcs are labeled by transfonnalion rules. By Roots(F) and Leaves(F) we denote the sets of ali clauses different from T which !abel the roots and the leaves, respectively, of ù1e trees in F. 111e transformation forest F is construeted in a non-detenninistie way as follows. W e start from F equa! to the empty set of trees and, given a transformation forcst E, we may either hai t or expand E accord.ing to one of the following metamles: 

l) lf C is a clause of P not labeling any root node of E, then we add to E a new tree with one node only labeled by C. 
2) (Dejinition Step) lf a elause D can be derived by applying the definition rule and the predicate defined by D does not oceur in any root of t h e trees of E, then we add to E a root labeled by D. 3) (Unfolding Step) Let N be a node of a tree in E labeled by a elause C and Jet A be an atom in bd(C) which is unifiable with the hcad of a t least one clause in P. If (U 1, . .. ,Uk} is the la.rgest set of clauses whieh ean be derived by unfolding C w.r.t. A using elauses in P, Ù1en we construet the sons N1, ... ,Nk of N. For i=l, . .. ,k, node Ni is labeled by Ui and the are from N toNi is labeled by 'unfolding'. 4) (Folding Step) Let N be a node of a tree T in E labeled by a clause C and Jet D be a çlause labeling a root of E sueh that the predicate oceurring in hd(D) is a top predicate of P. Suppose that on the path from Ù1e root of T to N there exists an are labeled by 'unfolding'. If elause G can be derived by folding C using D, then we construct a son N1 of N. Node N1 is labeled by Gand the are from N t o N 1 is labeled by 'folding' . 5) (Replacement Step) Let N be a node in E labeled by a clause C. If by replacement of a goal in the body of C using a replacement law in L we derive a clause D, then we eonstruet a son N1 of f:'l. N ode N 1 is labeled by D an d the are from N t o N 1 is labeled by 'goal replaeement'. 6) (Deletion Step) Let N be a node in E labeled by a elause C. lf bd(C) is failing in P u Roots(E), then w e eonstruet a so n N 1 of of N. N ode N 1 is labeled by T, that is, the true elause, an d the are from N toN 1 is labeled by 'clause deletion'. 

During the construction of a tree of a transfonnation forest we say that Step S2 is performed after Step S l iff the nodes generated by applying S2 are deseendants of a node generated by applying S l. 
From the tra.nsfonnation forest F for P a.nd L eonstrueted as deseribed above, we derive a new program Tra.nsfP = (P - Roots(F)) u Leaves(F). F will also be ealled a transfomzationforestfrom P to TransfP. 
Obviously, ùte sema.nlie equivalenee between P and Tra.nsfP depends on the ehoice of ùte set of replaeement laws L. We will not eonsider this problem here, and we refer the reader to [24] where it is shown the eorrectness of a similar set of transfonnation mles. The main difference between our rules a.nd the ones in [24] is that when we apply the definition, unfolding, and clause deletion mles we take into consideration the inilial program P, instead of the current program. 

3. Elimination of Unnecessary Variables by Transformation: An Example W e now presenta program for computing the relation common(T,U,V) whieh holds a.rnong the trees T, U, and V iff T eontains U a.nd V eontains U, where the binary relation 'contains' is defined as follows. 
Given two labeled binary trees T and U, we say that T contains U iff there exists a sequence of trees T1, ... ,T11 sueh that T1=T, T11=U, and for i=l, ... ,n- 1, Ti+l ean be obtained from Ti by replaeing a subtree S ofTi by a subtree of S itself. 
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l. common(T, U, V) r- contains(T, U), contains(V, U). 
2. contains(tip(N), tip(N)). 
3. contains(t(L, N, R), tip(N)). 
4. contains(t(L l, N, Rl ), t(L2, N, R2)) r- contains(Ll, L2), conta.ins(Rl, R2). 
5. contains(t(L, N, R), U) r- contains(L, U). 
6. contains(t(L, N, R), U) r- contains(R, U). 

In clause l , U is an unnecessary variable, which is a shared variable. W e would like to rransfonn the 
above progran1 into an equivalent one without shared variables. 

This task can be performed by the rransfonnation steps described below. The corresponding 
rransfonnation forest is depicted in Figure l . 

By unfolding clause l w.r.t. the first atom of its body we get the following clauses: 
7 . common(tip(N), tip(N), V) r- contains(V, tip(N)). 
8. common(t(LT, N, RT), tip(N), V) r- contains(V, tip(N)). 
9 . common(t(LT, N, RT), t(LU, N, RU), V) r- contains(LT, LU), contains(RT, RU), 

contains(V, t(LU, N, RU)). 
IO. common(t(LT, N, RT), U, V) r- contains(L T, U), contains(VT, U). 
Il . common(t(LT, N, RT), U, V) r- contains(RT, U), contains(V, U). 

From the body of clause 9 we inrroduce by the definition ru le a ne w predicate as follows: 
12. new(LT, N, RT, V, LU, RU)r- contains(LT, LU), contains(RT, RU), 

contains(V, t(LU, N, RU)). 

By folding clause 9 using clause 12, we get: 
13. commo~(t(LT, N, RT), t(LU, N, RU), V) t- new(LT, N , RT, V, LU, RU). 

By folding clause IO using clause l , we get: 
14. common(t(LT, N, RT), U, V) r- common(LT, U, V). 

By folding clause Il using clause l again, we get: 
15. common(t(LT, N, RT), U, V) r- common(RT, U, V). 

By unfolding clause 12 w.r.t. the third atom ofits body, we get the fo llowing three clauses: 
16. new(LT, N, RT, t(LV, N, RV), LU, RU) r- contains(LT, LU), contains(RT, RU), 

contains(LV, LU), contains(RV,RU). 
17. new(LT, N, RT, t(LV,M,RV), LU, RU) r- contains(LT,LU), contains(RT,RU), 

contains(LV, t(LU,N, RU)) . 
18. new(LT, N, RT, t(LV,M, RV), LU, RU) r- contains(LT,LU), contains(RT,RU), 

contains(RV,t(LU, N, RU)). 

By folding clause 16 using clause l we get: 
19. new(LT, N, RT, t(LV, N, RV), LU, RU) r- common(LT, LU, LV), contains(RT, RU), 

contains(RV, RU). 

By folding clause 19 using clause l we get: 
20. new(LT, N, RT, t(LV, N, RV), LU, RU) r- common(LT, LU, LV), conmmn(RT, RU, RV). 
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By folding clause 17 using clause 12 we get: 
21. new(LT, N, RT, t(LV, M, RV), LU, RU) +- new(LT, N, RT, LV, LU, RU). 

By folding clause. l8 using clause 12 we get: 
22. new(LT, N, RT, t(LV, M, RV), LU, RU) +- nt:w(LT, N, RT, RV, LU, RU). 

Figure l. A transformation forest. Numbers referto clauses and labels 'u' and ·r stand for 
' unfolding' and 'folding', respectively. 

The fina! program can be obtained from the initial one (that is, clauses l through 6), by replacing 
clause l by the clauses labeling the leaves ofthe transformation forest ofFigure l. These leaf-clauses 
do not contain shared variables, and therefore, the fmal program does not contain any unnecessary 
variable. 

4. A Complete Elimination Strategy Using the Unfolding, Folding, and Definition 
Rules 

In this section w e will consider the se t of transformation rules UFD = ( unfolding, folding, de
finition). The application of these rules will be considered w.r.t. the given initial program in the 
sense that, for instance, we will perform the unfolding steps using the clauses in the initial program. 

Throughout this section we will denote the initial program by Prog. We will then introduce a 
strategy and we will prove its completeness w.r.t. UFD. This strategy is a slight variant of the one 
presented in [20]. . 

DEFlNITION 2. (Biock.s of a clause) Considera setA of atoms. W e define a binary relation .1 over 
A as follows. Given two atoms A1 and A2 in A, we have that: 

A1.1 A2 iff vars(A1) lì vars(A2) ~ 0. 

Let ~ be the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation .1 over A. We denote by Part(A) the 
partition of A into block.s w.r.t. the equivalence relation U. • 

Example l. Let C be the following clause taken from the eltample of Section 3: 
16. new(LT, N, RT, t(LV, N, RV), LU, RU) +-.contains(LT, LU), contains(RT, RU), 

contains(LV, LU), contains(RV,RU). 
Part(bd(C)) consists of the following two. blocks: ( contains(L T· LU), contains(L V, LU)) and 
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(conlains(RT, RU), conlains(RV, RU)). 

DEFINITION 3. (8/ock-fo/ding) Lei C and D be two clauses without common variables. Suppose 
that C can be folded using D, that is, there exist a subset B of bd(C) and a substitution e such Ùlat 
B = bd(D)e. Consider the clause F derived by folding C w.r.t. B using D. 
W e say that F has been derived by block-folding from C iff the following conditions hold: 

l) Part(bd(De)) s: Part(bd(C)), 
2) X is an existential variable of D iff X e is an existential variable of C, an d 
3) vars(hd(D)) s: vars(bd(D)). 

W e also say that clause D is ablock-generalization of C. 

PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that, by using rules in UFO, the prograrn Prog can be transfonned into 
a prograrn Q without unnecessary variables. 
Then there exists a transformation forest F from Prog to a program without unnecessary variables 
such that for each tree T in F: l) in T we perform precisely one unfolding step, 2) every folding step 
is a block-folding step, 3) ali folding steps are perforrned after the unfolding slep, and 4) the root of 
T is labeled by a clause whose body has one block only and this block contains at least one 
unnecessary variable. O 

Let us now introduce the following strategy. 
THE ELIMINA TION STRA TEGY L. 
Input. A program Prog. . 
Outpw. A program TransfProg equivalent to Prog such that no unnecessary variable occurs in 
TransfProg. 

InCJauses := (C l C is a clause in Prog with unnecessary variables); 
Defs := (D l D is a clause of InCiauses such thatthe predicate of hd(D) is a top predicate ofProg); 
TransfProg := Prog- InCiauses; 
while there exists a clause C E InCJauses do 

InCiauses := InCJauses- (C); 
Unfolding. Select an atom A in bd(C) which is unifiable with the head of at Jeast one clause in 
Prog, and collect in a set Cu ali clauses which can be derived by unfolding C w.r.t. A using 
clauses of Prog; 
Dejinition. For every clause E in Cu and for every block BE Part(bd(E)) containing at least one 
unnecessary variable, considera clause NewB such that: 

l) NewB is a block-generalization of E, 
2) B is an instance of bd(NewB) 

and add NewB to both InCiauses and Defs, unless in Defs there exists a block-generalization of 
NewB; 
Folding. For every clause E in Cu add to TransfProg the clause derived from E by folding every 
block B of Part(bd(E)) with at least one unnecessary variable (in particular, if no block of 
Part(bd(E)) has unnecessary variables, then add E to TransfProg). rn 

Notice that the strategy L is nondeterministic. Indeed, for the I.IJlfolding phase in L we have to 
select an atom in the body of the clause to be unfolded, and for the definition phase in L we have 10 

choose one among several possible block-generalizations of Ùle given clause. 
We will not address here the problem of controlling the nondelerminism of:E (and similarly for 

the exlensions of L, called LR and :ERe• which we will introduce below). W e only want 10 mention 
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that one can specialize the techniques presented in [21]. 

THEOREM 5. The strategy l: is partially correct. Moreover, l: is complete w.r.t. the set of transfor

mation rules UFD. 
PROOF. l) Partial correctness. By the correctness of the transforrnation rules [24], we have that 
TransfProg is equivalent to Prog. The absence of unnecessary variables in TransfProg follows from 

the fact that, during the folding phase in l:, the clauses which are added to TransfProg do not contai n 
any unnecessary variable. 
2) Completeness. By Proposition 4 and by the fact that the use of 'old' definitions for perfomling 
folding steps does not affect the termination of l:. · • 

5. Enhancing The Elimination Strategy by Using Goal Replacement 
In this section we consider also the goal replacement rule in the set of transforrnations which may be 
performed for eliminating the unnecessary variables of a given program Prog. W e will then present 
an extension of the strategy l: and we will prove its completeness w.r.t. UFDR = { unfolding, 

folding, definition, goal replacement} . 
Throughout this section, we assume that L is the set of replacement laws which may be used for 

the application of the goal replacement rule. 

DEFINTI10N 6. W e say that G = H in L is a block-rep/acement /aw iff Part(G) is made out of one 

block only. • 

Example 2. The following replacement law, expressing the associativity of append, is a block

replacement la w: 
append(L, M, N), append(N, P, Q) = append(L, R, Q), append(M, P, R) • 

PROPOSITION 7. Suppose that every law in Lis a block-replacement law, no top predicate of Prog 
occurs in L, and preds(L) s; preds(Prog). Suppose also that, by using rules in UFDR, Prog can be 

transforrned into a program without unnecessary variables. 
Then there exists a transforrnation forest F from Prog to a program without unnecessary variables 

such that for each tree T in F: l) in T we perforrn at most one unfolding step and if T contains a 
folding step then in T we perforrn precisely one unfolding step, 2) every folding step is a block

folding step, 3) ali folding steps are perforrned after the unfolding step and the replacement steps, 

and 4) the root of T is labeled by a clause whose body has one block only and this block contains at 

least one unnecessary variable. • 

Let us now consider the following extended strategy. 
THE ELIMINATION STRATEGY l:R. 
l nput. A program Prog and a set L of replacement laws such that every law in L is a block
replacement la w, no top predicate of Prog occurs in L, and preds(L) s; preds(Prog). 
Output. A program TransfProg equivalent to Prog such that no unnecessary variable occurs in 
TransfProg. 

InC!auses := {C l C is a clause in Prog with unnecessary variables}; 
De fs := {D l D is a clause of InClauses such that the predicate of h d (D) is a top predicate of Prog} ; 

TransfProg := Prog- InC!auses; 
while there exists a clause C e InC!auses do 

InC!auses := InC!auses- {C}; 
TransfC :={C}; 
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Replaceme11t & U11[oldi11g. Replace C in TransfC by a clause D obtained from C by zero or more 
applications of Ùle goal replacement rule; 
if D does not contai n any unnecessary variable 
tlum Add D to TransfProg and delete i t from TransfC 
else begi11 Select an atom A in bd(D) which is unifiable with Ùle head of at least o ne clause in 

Prog, and replace D in TransfC by the set of ali clauses which can be derived by un
folding D w.r.t. A using clauses of Prog; 
Apply zero or more times the goal replacement rule to the clauses ofTransfC 
e11d; 

Deji11itio11. For every clause E in TransfC and for every block Be Part(bd(E)) containing at least 
one unnecessary variable, considera clause NewB such that: 

l) NewB is a block-generalization ofE, 
2) B is an instance of bd(NewB) 

and add NewB to InClauses and Defs, unless in Defs there exists a block-generalization of 
NewB; 
Foldi11g. For every clause E in TransfC add to TransfProg the clause derived from E by folding 
every block B of Part(bd(E)) with at least one unnecessary variable (in particular, if no block of 
Part(bd(E)) has unnecessary variables, then add E to TransfProg) . • 

THEOREM 8. The strategy l:R is partially correct. If every la w in Lisa block-replacement law, no 
top predicate of Prog occurs in L, and preds(L) ~;;; preds(Prog), then the strategy l:R is complete 
w.r.t. the se t of rules UFDR. • 

6. Completeness Results of a Strategy which includes Clause Deletions 
In this sectio n we present an extension of the strategy l:R which is complete w.r.t. the set of 
transformation nlles UFDRC = { unfolding, folding, definition, goal replacement, clause deletion ). 

Throughout mis section, we assume Ùlat Prog is the initial program and L is Ùle set of replace
ment laws which may be used for the application of Ùle goal replacement rule. For L we make the 
same assumptions we have indicated in Section 5. 

PROPOSITION 9. Suppose that, by using rules in UFDRC, Prog can be transformed into a 
program witl1out unnecessary variables. Then there exist two programs Q and R such that: 

• R does not contain unnecessary variables, 
• R can be obtained from Q by repeated applications of the clause deletion rule and by deletion of 

every clause C such that no predicate in preds(Prog) depends on the predicate occurring in hd(C) 
(where the 'depends' relation is defined in Ùle usual way), and 

• there exists a transformation forest F from Prog to Q such tl1at for each tree T labeling a node of F: 
l) in T we perform at most one unfolding step and if T contains a folding step then in T we 
perform precisely one unfolding step, 2) every folding step is a block-folding step, 3) ali folding 
steps are performed after Ùle unfolding step and the replacement steps, and 4) Ùle root of T is 
labeled by a clause whose body has precisely one block. • 

Let us now consider the following strategy. 
THE ELIMINA TION STRA TEGY ERe· 
l11put. A program Prog and a set L of replacement laws such that every law in L is a block
replacement la w, no top predicate of Prog occurs in L, an d preds(L) ~;;; preds(Prog). 
Outpttl. A program TransfProg equivalent to Prog such that no unnecessary variable occurs in 
TransfProg. 
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InCiauses := {C l C is a clause in Prog with unnecessary variables}; 
Defs := {D l D is a clause of InCiauses such that the predicate of h d (D) is a top predicate of Prog}; 
Transffrog := Prog- InCiauses; 
while there exists a clause C E InClauses do 

InCiauses := InCiauses- {C}; 
TransfC :={C}; 
Clause Deletion. Repeatedly apply the clause deletion rule to TransfProg v lnClauses and also 
delete from TransfProg v InClauses every clause G such t ha t no predicate in preds(Prog) 
depends on the predicate occurring in hd(G). 
Replacement & Unfolding. Replace C in TransfC by a clause D obtained from C by zero or more 
applications of the goal replacement rule; 
if bd(D) is failing in Prog 
tlum Remove D from TransfC 
else if bd(D) = 0 
then Add D to TransfProg and delete D from TransfC 
else begin Select an atom A in bd(D) which is unifiable with the head of at least one clause in 

Prog, and replace D in TransfC by the set of ali clauses which can be derived by un
folding D w.r.t. A using clauses of Prog; 
Apply zero or more times the goal replacement rule to the clauses of TransfC and delete 
from Traru;fC each clause whose body is failing in Prog 
end; 

Definition. For every clause E in TransfC and for every block BE Part(bd(E)) consider a clause 
NewB such that: 

l) NewB is a block-generalization ofE, 
2) B is an instance of bd(NewB) 

and ifa block-generalization of NewB does not exists in Defs then add NewB to InClauses and 
Defs; 
F olding. For every clause E in TransfC a dd t o TransfProg the claÙse derived from E by folding 
every block B of Part(bd(E)) (in particular, if Part(bd(E)) is empty, then add E to TransfProg).• 

The reader should notice that in the Definition phase of this strategy we have considered the new 
clause NewB for any block (with or without unnecessary variables) in Part(bd(E)). 

This is due to the fact that the elirnination of the unnecessary variables of a block in the body of a 
clause E may take piace because a different block (with or without unnecessary variables) of bd(E) is 
failing in Prog. Therefore, when clause deletions are possible, we need to process al/ blocks for 
ensuring the eliminations of ali unnecessary variables via the strategy :ERe· 

REMARK. The strategy :ERe can be further optimized. For instance, the Clause Deletion trans
formation phase can be performed by avoiding, at each execution, the visit of the whole program 
TransfProg v InClauses generated so far. In particular, if no clause with failing body is found during 
the Replacement & Unfolding transformation phase, then no clause will be discarded by the next 
application of Clause Deletion. 

THEOREM 10. The strategy :ERe is partially correct. If every la w in L is a block-replacement la w, 
no top predicate of Prog occurs in L, and preds(L) ç;; preds(Prog), then the strategy :ERe is complete 
w.r.t. the set of rules UFDRC. • 

7. Conclusions 
W e have presented some strategies of transforrning logic programs for eliminating the unnecessary 
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variables. We have shown the completeness of our strategies w.r.t. severa! sets of transformation 
rules. Unfortunately, due to space limitations, we were not able to present in detail the proofs of 
Theorems 5, 8, and lO. 

Although we have not proved any formai result which relates the efficiency of the initial program 
to the one of the transfonned program, our practical experience in program transformation shows 
that, by eliminating unnecessary variables, many redundant computations can be avoided and the 
program perfonnances can be improved. This improvement realized depends very much on the 
different sets of replacement laws and the properties of the given initial program. 

The interest of the results presented in this paper is also given by the fact that many trans
fonnation strategies described in the literature may be rephrased in tenns of the strategies for 
eliminating unnecessary variables. In particular, this is the case for the compiling contro! technique 
[5], the techniques for getting tail-recursive programs [1 ,8], and those for improving the recursive 
structure of the programs [9]. 

Finally, we would like to mention that the elimination of unnecessary variables may also be used 
as a useful transformation method for producing efficient object code. Two examples of this use of 
the elimination ofunnecessary variables are the Bin-Prolog compiler [25] and the compilers support
ing AND-parallelism [10]. 

Bin-Prolog compiles Prolog programs by first transforrning them into binary programs, that is, 
programs with at most one cali in the body of every clause, and then using a simplified set of W AM 
instructions. In [11] it is shown that the Bin-Prolog compiler produces very efficient code if the 
binary program derived during the initial phase of compilation does not contain unnecessary 
variables. 

The AND-parallel execution of logic programs is particularly simple when, at runtime, no two 
calls share unbound variables. The strength of our transformation strategies for parallel programs 
derives from the fact that every program without unnecessary variables during the evaluation of any 
initial goal without multiple variables does not produce a goal with shared variables. 
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In this paper we present a fixpoint semantics for Prolog defined as an extension of the S
semantics for logic programming. The semantics we present captures, in a goal independent 
fashion, both the left-to-right selection rule and the depth-first search strategy underling Pro
log's evaluation mechanism. We prove the soundness and the completeness of our approach 
and we show that our construction is rich enough to capture other important properties of 
the computational behavior of a program, such as existential and universal termination. 

l Introduction 
The elegance of the classica) approach to the semantics of logic programming has long been 
considered one of the most appealing features of this programing paradigm as well as one of 
the reasons for its popularity. The most important contribution of van Enden and Kowalski 's 
seminai paper on the subject was probably represented by the proof of equivalence of the 
operational, model-theoretic and fìxpoint characterizations of the programs' behavious. The 
.different semantic frameworks provide in fact different - but equivalent - theoretical tools 
for manipulating programs and reasoning about their properties and their equivalence. 

However this very same result exposes the weakness of the classica) approach. In fact, 
the correspondence between the operational and declarative interpretations of a program 
is achieved by assuming a rather poor definition of the program's computational behaviour 
based on t he notion of success set. li has often been advocated that the inadequacy of the 
semantics was an acceptable tribute to its elegance and that t he operational characterization 
based on SLD-resolution was always at disposal in case of more accurate definitions would 
be needed. This argument notwithstanding, it is obvious that since programs compute 
substitutions, then reasoning about their behavio~r in terms of success set (or equivalently 
in terms of Herbrand models) is inadequate. Furthermore, if we use Prolog, or more precisely 
its "pure" subset to write programs, then there are two more computational aspects which 
the classica) semantics fails to capture: the answer substitutions computed by a prograrn 
an d ·the contro) structure underlying the evaluation of a goal. 

A considerable amount of work has been recently devoted to the study of both these 
aspects. 

Answer Substitutions. A first solution to the problem of finding a declarative modeling of 
the computed answer substitutions of a prograrn was provided by the S-semantics approach 
of [14]. The appealing feature of this proposal is that it inherits the elegance of the classica) 
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semantics and it enjoys the same property of correspondence between the operational and 

declarative interpretations. The relevant difference is that in this case the result holds by 

assuming a definition of tbe Òperational bebaviour of a program stated in terms of tbe 

program's computed answers. Later extensions ([8, 9)) of the originai framework of [14] 

bave tben provided furtber evidence of tbe effectiveness of this approacb to capture otber 

computational (and compositional) properties of tbe bebaviour of open programs. 

Control. Tbere are two main aspects involved in tbe contro! structure underlying tbe 

evaluation of a Prolog program: t be se/ection rule wbicb makes tbe ordering among tbe 

atoms in a conjunction relevant to tbe computed answers , and tbe search strategy whicb 

imposes an ordering on tbe program clauses to be tried to reduce tbe current resolve nt. 

Tbe first aspect bas recently received great attention and two solutions bave been pro· 

posed in tbe literature. Both conceived as extension of t he S-semantics, they attempt to 

capture the left-to-rigbt selection rule of Prolog ([17)) and the mecbanisms underlying the 

evaluation of bui/t-in predicates such as var, nonvar, ground among others ([2]). 

As for the second aspect, tbe first proposal for a declarative semantics with an embedded 

notion of search strategy, was due to Fitting. Proving properties of Prolog programs con

stitutes in [15] one of Fitting's motivating arguments. His semantic framework is defìned in 

terms of a fìxpoint construction based on a corresponding immediate consequence operator. 

lnterpretations are sets of functions from goals to sequences of substitutions and , accord

ingly, a mode! for a program and a goal is an interpretation whicb associates with the goal 

the sequence of its computed answers in tbe program. Although undoubtedly elegant, this 

approach has a major weakness in that the reseulting semantics is inherently goal dependent: 

the notions of interpretation and mode! are in fact sensi t ive to set of goals chosen to query 

tbe program with. 
Severa! other formulations of the semantics of Prolog bave been developed after [15]. but 

tbey ali seem- to a certain extent - to lack the declarative.flavour peculiar of the classica! 

construction of the semantics of logic programming. We just recall bere the denotational 

frameworks of [10], [5] and [18], and the proposals based on dynamic algebras and transition 

systems of [6] and [11] and similarly of [13]. 

A more recent contribution towards a truly declarative modeling of contro! in logic pro

gramming has been developed in [3]. The solution is inspired by the idea of explicitely 

distinguishing the logica! and t he contro! components of Prolog. The contro! strategy is 

modeled in terms of an oracle which defines at each computation step, the set of clauses 

applicable to rewrite tbe current resolvent. The logica! reading of a program results thus 

unaffected. The program's semantics is defined parametrically on the oracle and this gives 

to t be approach a quite generai flavour. However, generality seems to be achieved at t he 

expense of complexity: wben speciali zed to the case of Prolog tbe framework becomes bur

dened with a lot of information which, while needed to bandle the generai case, is in fact 

irrelevant in the context of the specialization. 

1.1 Goals and Outline 

In tbis paper we present a fixpoint reconstruction of tbe semantics of Prolog which captures 

both the left-to-rigbt selection rule and tbe depth-first search strategy underling Prolog's 
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evaluation mechanism. Our framework is directly inspired by the S-semantics approach of 
(14) and i t inherits two of the distinguishing features of that proposal: the ability to mode! the 
computed answer sub~titutions an.d, more importantly, the property of goal independence. 
The semantics of a program is in fact built without any reference to the goals the program 
will be queried with. 

The approach we follow results in a simpler and m01·e direct semantics for Prolog than 
the one of (3), even though somewhat less generai. The idea is to follow the guidelines of (16) 
and to assume an enriched notion of interpretations and have them include more complex 
syntactic objects than atoms. An interpretation for a program is thus defined as a set of 
sequences over an extended Herbrand base BE where each sequence in the interpretation is to 
be regarded as an abstraction of the ordered set of parti al answers computed by the program. 
Equivalently, this amounts to saying that an interpretation provides an abstraction of the 
set of resultants (as defined in [20)) computed by a depth-fìrst & left-to-right evaluation 
of the most general atomic queries for a program. The idea is similar but simpler than 
the one described in [3). Non-unit resultants are in fact abstracted upon resorting to the 
notion of divergent atoms. Each resultant of the form A: - B is represented as the divergent 
atom A. A conveys ali the relevant information provided by A:-B - that the associated 
derivation is partial - and abstracts from the body B, which is in fact irrelevant in this 
context. This very same idea motivated also the approach followed in (12) for declarative 
modeling the setof and fìndall built-in's of Prolog. Divergent atoms are denoted in [12) by 
? A and interpretations are defined as subsets of an extended base consisting of divergent as 
well as standard (non-divergent) atoms. The framework we present in this paper shares in 
fact severa! other features with the approach proposed in (12), but the signifìcant difference 
is that we extend these ideas to fit with Prolog's depth-first search strategy. 

To this purpose, we define an immediate-consequence operator ~P whose least fìxpoint 
consiste of the ordered set of sequences over BE which represent ali the possible partial 
computations originating from the most generai atoms in the program. We then show that, 
given any particular goal G, the answer substitutions computed for G in P can be obtained 
by means of a si m pie projection on the least fixpoint of ~p. This result justifies the soundness 
and complèteness of our fixpoint construction and is to be viewed as a direct extension of 
the correspoding result proved for the S-semantics, where the answer for ·a any given goal 
is obtained by simply attempting to unify the goal with an element in the S-model of the 
program. 

We then show that our construction is rich enough to capture other important properties 
·of the computational behavior of a program, such as existential and universal termination 
for a query. In this second respect, out approach can be seen as an extension of the results 
presented in (4) (see section 5 for a detailed discussion on this issue). 

P ian of the paper. The next section is dedicated to introducing some preliminary defini
tions and results needed in the sequel of tbe paper. In section 3 we introduce our semantic 
cbaracterization and in section 4 we prove the results of soundness and completeness. Finally 
in section 5 we discuss the relevance our approach in tbe context of termination and address 
some of the extensions planned for the near future. 
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2 Preliminaries 

We assume familiarity with the standard definitions for logic programming ([ l) and [1 9) pro

vide the necessary background on the subject) . In the sequel of t he paper we a lso ma ke use 

of the following notation and terminology. 

Sequences. Given any set of symbols S we denote by S" the set of finite sequences of 

symbols in S. The concatenation of two sequences s 1 and s2 is denoted by s 1 : : s2 whereas À 

stands for the empty sequence. The notation e t: s is used to denote that e isa member of s. 

Substitutions. With S ubst we denote the space of substitutions and wi t h f and Ow we 

denote respectively the empty substitution and the restriction of O to the set of variables V. 

We say that a substitution 8 is less generai than O' (O~ O') iff there exists a substitution u 

such that O = O'u. A renaming substitution is a substitution which is a bijection on vari

ables. 

Te rms, Atoms and C lauses. We say thal two terms (atoms or clauses) t 1 and t2 are 

renaming-equivalent (t 1 ,..., t 2) iff there exists a renaming a such that t1 a = t 2. Given a set 

of terms (atoms or clauses) T and a term t, t is said to be standardized apart from T if it 

shares no variable with any of the elements of T . With var( i) we denote the set of vari

ables occurring in the tuple of terms i. Also for any atom A , we use the notation P1·ed(A) 

to stand for the predicate symbol of A. Finally, we say that a predicate p is de/ìned in a 

program if the program contains at least one clause whose head's predicate symbol p. A 

program is assumed to be a sequence of defini te clauses of the form H : - È where È denotes 

a conjunction of positive atoms. Unit clauses, clauses with empty body, are denoted by H. 

Monotonic Functions and Fixpoints. Given a complete lattice (L, ç , 1. , T, U, n ) and a 

function f : L ._. L, the ordinai powers of f are defined as usual: fl (X ) = X , r( X ) = 

f(r- •(X)) for every successor ordinai a and r(X) = UfJço/fJ(X) for any limit ordinai. 

If f is monotonic, then f's least fìxpoint lfp(f) is well-defìned and if f is also continu

ous lfp(f) = /"'(1.). The continuity of a monotonic function on a complete lattice L is 

a consequence of the following property ([21]): for any set X in L and any element y, 

y E f(X) => 3X' fini te X' ç X such that y E f (X') . 

2.1 Basic D efinitions and Lemmata 

We start by introducing the notion of Prolog Computation Tree (p-tree for short) for a 

clause. Prolog Computation Trees provide the basis for formalizing the compuled-answer

substitution semant ics of Prolog. 

Given a goal G, the p-tree for G is defined as usual in terms of unfolding by assuming a 

fixed (left-to-right) selection rule in the current resolvent an d a lì x ed ( textual) selection of 

the program clauses altempted during evaluation. We generalize this nolion by applying it 

to clauses rather than to simple goals as follows. 

D efinition 2.1 (p-tree) Let P be a program and C be a clause. T[ is a t ree rooted at 

C whose nodes are labeled by clauses - t he resultants of C {20] - and satisfy the following 

properties. For any node N E T[, if H:-È is the associated )abel, then: 

l. if È is empty t hen N has no children (N is a s uccess node ) 
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2. if È = B1 , ••• Bn , and Ci, :: · · · :: Ci. is the ordered subsequence of the clauses of P 
whose head unifies with B1, then N has k ordered children N1 , .•• , Nk w h e re, for any 
j E (l..k), if Ci, = Ai: - Di and O i = mgu(Ah BJ), then Ni is labeled by the clause 
(resultant) (H: -Dj, B2 ... , Bn)Oj. 

3. N has one single leaf-child labeled by FAIL otherwise. 

Implicit in the above definition there is the proviso that the clauses used to unfold the current 
resultant be standardized-apart renamings of t he clauses of P. The definition of p-tree fora 
goal is obtained as a byproduct of the above definition by simply taking T{ -c as the p-tree 
T% associated with G. With this understanding, we will henceforth use the term p-tree to 
refer interchangeably to the p-tree for a goal G and for the associated clause G: - G. A Iso, 
in view of the tight correspondence between p-trees and SLD-trees, the notions of part ial 
derivation and resultant of {20) will be used similarly in the context of p-trees. The only 
difference from the standard case is that here we use FAIL as the resultant associated with 
a failing derivation. 

The following lemmata establish two important properties of resultants. 8oth the results 
hold for generai SLD-trees and therefore for our p-trees. Lemma 2.1 establishes the corre
spondence between derivations (and resultants) for a goal G and for an instance GO of G. 
The proof is due to {20). Lemma 2.2 establishes a dual property and its proof uses a version 
of the lifting lemma proved in (20) as well as the result stated in lemma 2.1. 

Given a selection rule, say that two derivations D and D' correspond iff they select t he 
same program clauses in the exact same order. Also, denote with R(Dc) (a standardized 
apart renaming of) the resultant associated with the non-failing derivation Dc for a goal G. 

Lemma 2.1 (Instantiation) Let :-A be a goal, DA be a partial derivation for :-A and 
l et R(D A) = (A: - è)O be the associated resultant. Let al so A t/> be an instance of A an d 
u = mgu(AO, A t/>). Then there exists a derivation DM> corresponding to D A su eh that 
R(DM>) "'R(DA )u. o 

Lemma 2.2 (Generalization) Let : - At/> be a goal and DM be a partial deri vation wit h 
associated resultant R(DM) = (At/>: - è)O. Then there exists a derivation DA forA corre
sponding to D M with resultant R(D A) = (A: -è)o su eh that there exists (J = mgu(At/>, Aa) 
and R(DM) "'R(DA)u. O 

Resultants will play a fundamental role in t he fixpoint characterization developed in the 
sequel of the paper. As already mentioned, we will be interested in computing (an abstract 
representation of) the sequences of ~esu ltants associated with t he clauses of our programs. 
We will also show that such sequences can be computed both in a top-down fashion following 
the construction of the associated p-trees and bottom-up through a corresponding fixpoint 
computation. 

To this purpose, we now introduce the two related notions of frontier and eu t Coi: a fìnitary 
tree (a tree is /ìnitary iff each node in the tree has a finite number of children). 

Definition 2.2 (Frontier) Let T be a finitary tree. A frontier F(T) for T is the (left-to
right ordered) sequence of the leaf-nodes of a finite tree obtained by cutt ing at a finite depth 
each path from the root of T. 
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Cuts are just special cases of frontiers obtained by cutting ali the pat hs in the tree at the 

same depth. 

Definition 2.3 ( Cut) Let T be a finitary tree. The cut Ck(T) of T a t leve! k is the frontier 

obtained by cutting at dept h k each path from the root of length greater than k. 

Noti ce that for any given k, there exists a unique cut Ck(T) for any tree. Given the p-tree Te 

for a clause c, any cut in Te embeds a corresponding sequence of resultants for c found in a 

top-down traversai of Te. Dually, a frontier will be the result of the bottom-up computation 

of a corresponding sequence. Frontiers (and cuts) for the same tree can be related according 

to the following definition. Cali d(N) the depth of a node N in any finitary tree T. 

Definition 2.4 Given a finitary tree T an d two frontiers F1 (T) an d F2(T), we say that F1 (T) 

is dominated by F2(T) (denoted by F1(T) -< F2(T)), and dualiy, F2(T) dominates F1(T), 

iff for any two nodes N and M on the same path of T, if N E F1(T) and M E F2(T) then 

d(N) ~ d(M). 

It foliows that, given any cut on a p-tree, we can always define a frontier for the tree which 

dominates the cut, and vice-versa, for any frontier t here exists a dominating cut. This very 

same result provides the basis for proving the correspondence of the top-down and bottom-up 

constructions addressed earlier in the section. 
In the sequel, we wili also use the following property on -<-ordered fron tiers of the same 

p-tree. Let F1 and F2 be tw"o frontiers for the p-tree Ta such that F1 -< F2. Now consider a 

path in T a and two resultants r 1 E F1, r2 E F2 on this path. Jf r1 is a non-uni t resultant with 

head GO, then r 2 is either FAIL or a resultant whose head is an instance of GO. Otherwise, 

r 1 is either a unit resultant of FAIL and r1 and r 2 coincide. 
We conclude by introducing the definition of Depth-First-Leftmost derivation which pro

vides the basis for characterizing the operational behaviour of Prolog in terms of computed 

answers substitutions. 

Definition 2.5 (DFL-derivation) Given a goal G and a program P, "a DFL-derivation 

Da for G in P, is a path terminated by a success node in the p-tree Tt such that eve ry path 

in Tt occurring to the left of Da is fini te (either successful of failing). 

We can finally formalize the operational beh~iour of a Prolog program in terms of the 

foliowing notion of Prolog answer substitution (p.a.s). We say that O is a p.a.s for a goal 

Gin a program P, and we denote it by G ~P D, iff there exists a DFL-derivation Da for 

G in P such that (} is the restriction to the variables of G of the composition of the mgu's 

computed at each node in Da. In terms of p-trees, this amounts to saying that there exists 

a path from the root of Ta to the unit resultant GO such that ali the paths occurring to its 

left are finite. 

3 Fixpoint Semantics 

As already stated, our fixpoint reconstruction of the semantics of a Prolog program is based 

on the idea of characterizing the sequence of the partial answers of the program. The notion 
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of resultant introduced in the previous section provides the basis for such characterization. 
Suppose that (A: -é)8 is a resultant fora program clause. Then the idea is tha t, given any 
goal A' with the same.predicate symbol as A, a partial answer for A' is simply obtained by 
taking the mgu of A(} and A'. Thi~ very same idea motivated the use of resultants to achieve 
the oracle-based declarative semantics of (3]. The semantic domain of (3] is in fact defined by 
allowing clauses (as opposed to atoms) to occur in the program's interpretations. Here we 
follow a similar - but simpler - approach and use a more abstract characterization given in 
terms of divergent atoms rather t han clauses. If (A: -ÈJ)(J is a resultant fora program clause, 
then the semantic object associated with the clause is simply the divergent atom denoted by 
Ao. The qualification divergent for An is used bere to emphasize the fact that i t represents 
a partial derivation which could in fact never terminate. Successful derivations will be also 
represented by their associated resultants (which are simply unit clauses or, equivalently, 
atoms). 

The association between sequences of resultants and their abstractions is formal ized by 
t~e following definition. 

Definition 3.1 (abstraction) For any sequence of resultants s, the abstraction sj of s is 
obtained by: (i) replacing each occurrence of a non-uni t clause A: -è with the divergent 
atom A; (ii) stripping off ali t he occurrences of FAIL in s. 

We now proceed by introducing the notion of extended interpretations. 

3.1 Extended Interpretations 
We start by defining the extended base fora program. Let B denote the set of (the represen
tatives of the "'-equivalence classes of t he) non-ground atoms built over the sets TI and E of 
the predicate and function symbols occurring in the program. The extended base BE for the 
program is obtained as the union of B with the set jj of the divergent atoms corresponding 
to the elements of B. Formally: BE = {A l A E B} U B. 

We also assume that the elements in BE are standardized apart from each other. In
terpretatio.ns are defined as elements of the power-set of BE;: an interpretation I is a set of 
sequences of elements in BE where each sequence defines an abstract representation of the 
corresponding set of sequences of resultants for the program clauses. Given an interpreta
tion I, a sequence SE I and an atom A , we denote with 1TA(S) the subsequence of S which 
consists of the elements which unify with A. IfA is in most generai form , say A = p(x) , 
then 1Tp(S) will be used as a shorthand for 1Tp(.rJ(S). 

Example 3.1 Any program can be viewed as a sequence of resultants by simply considering 
each program clause as the resultant associated with a derivation of length O for the clause. 
Therefore the abstraction function applies as well to programs and produces a corresponding 
sequence of the program's interpretation. The following is an example of a program and its 
abstraction: 

P = p(a) :: p(J(x)):-q(x) :: q(b) .. pl :: p( a) :: p(J(x)) ::q( b) 

In this case, the p~ojection 1rp(oJ(Pl) yields the sequence consisting of the single element p( a) 
whereas 1rp(z:)(P1) = 7rp(P') =p( a):: p(J(x)). D 
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The set 'P( Bi:;) is a complete lattice under the usual inclusion ordering, wi~h top and bottom 
elements defined. respectively as Bi:; and 0. Associateci with any program P, we can define 
an immediate-consequence operator ~P over 'P(Bi:;) . The definitior:t is given in two steps. 
We first define a function r/Jp associateci with the program, which maps sequences in Bj, to 
sequences in BE;. 

Definition 3.2 Let P be the program c1 :: • • • :: c,. r/Jp : Bi:; >--+ BE; is defined clause·wise 
as the concatenation r/Jp(S) = <P"' (S) :: · · · :: tPc"(S), for any sequence S. Let c be a clause 
standardized apart from S. We distinguish two cases, for unit and non-unit clauses . 

• If cis the unit clause A., then tPA.(S) =A. 

• Otherwise, let c= A: -B, ÌJ and 11'B(S) = d1 :: · • · :: dk. Then 

l 
AO; 

rPc(S) = a1 :: · · · :: ak where a;= -~. (S) 
l"( A: - D)O; 

and O;= mgu(B, B') for any i E [l..k]. 

if d; = fi', 
if d; = B'. 

o 

Given any interpretation I, the immediate consequences of I are then obtained by simply col
lecting ali the sequences produced the component-wise application of tPP to ali the sequences 
in J. 

Definition 3.3 (Immediate Consequences) The immediate consequence operator cflp : 
'P(Bj,) >--+ 'P(BE:) is defined in terms of r/Jp as follows: 

cflp(J) = {r/Jp(S) l SE l} U {P1} 

The definition of r/Jp extends the Tp operator used in [14] in two respects. First, similarly 
to the operator defined in [12], for any sequence S on Bi:;, it computes the sequence of the 
atomic and of (the abstract representation of) the non atomic consequences of S .. Secondly, 
and in contrast to [12], it is applied to sequences (as opposed to sets) and it embeds a left
to-right selection rule for the atoms in the body of a clause, so as to capture the contro! 
component underlying Prolog's computation rule. 

Proposition l cl>p is continuous on ('P(Bj:;), ç, .L, T,y,n). 
Proof. The proof uses the property on monotonic functions mentioned earlier in the paper. 
Let I be an interpretation and Jet S be a sequence in cl>p(J). By definition, either S = pc 
or thére exists a sequence S'in I such that S = r/Jp(S'). In the first case take J = 0 , in the 
second take J = {S'} as a finite subset of l. Clearly, SE cl>p(J) and hence the claim. O 

The continuity of cl> p guarantees the existence of the least fixpoint S DFL(P) = «l>p( 0 ) of cl> p. 

An interesting characterization of the set SvFL(P) is provided by the following observation. 
Consider the interpretations /lt / 2 , ••• , Ik, ... resulting from the iterative computation of the 
fixpoint. At the first step, / 1 = cl>p(0 ) = {PI}. Similarly, at the second step, /2 = cl> p(/!) = 
{PI,rjJp(P')}. In generai, at step k, h will consist of k sequences S1t ... ,Sk and these 
sequences can be ordered so as to ensure that, for any j E [l..k], r/Jp(Si-d = Si. It is also 
easy to see that if h= {S1, ... ,Sk}, then h+t = h u {Sk+t} where Sk+t = r/Jp(Sk) is 
the only new sequence computed a t step k + l. The fi xpoint S DFL( P) can then be viewed 
as the limit interpretation 1.., consisting of the (finite or infinite) ordered set of sequences 
slt ... ,sk,··· 
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Example 3.2 First consider the program P consisting of the following (sequence of) clauses: 

p(b) :: p(X):-r(X) :: p(c) :: .. r(a):-p(a) :: r(b):-q(a) 
SvFL(P) is computed al the third iteration of 4>p(0 ) and consists of the ordered set of the 

following sequences: 
St = p(b) :: p(X) ::p( c) :: r(a) :: r(b) 
s2 =p( b) ::p( a) ::p( b): : p( c):: r(a) 
s3 = p(b) ::p( a):: p( c):: r(a) 

Now consider the new program Q: p( O) :: p(s(X)) : -p( X) .. 
In this case the computation requires i.nfinitely many iterations. At step k, h contains t he 

k sequences {St, ... , Sk}, where for each j : 
Si = p(O) :: · · · :: p(si-1(0)) :: p(si(X)) o 

We will show shortly how the ordering on the sequences of SvFL(P) has a natura! counter

part in the ordering on substitution sequences defined for the fixpoint semantics for Prolog 

proposed in [4]. Before doing so, however, we now move on to discuss the soundness and 

completeness of our characterization. 

4 Soundness and Completeness 

The soundness and completeness of the fixpoint construction given in the previous section 

is stated in terms of the notion of reachability of a substitution for an atom in a sequence 

of abstract resultants. The idea behind the definition of reachability is lo capture· both the 

iss.ués involved in the computation of a Prolog answer substitution (P.a.s.): lermination and 

success. Consider a goal G and its associated p-tree Ta. Let C be a cul on Ta and consider 

the sequence C1 of abstract resultants corresponding lo C. If GO E C1 an d ali the elemenls of 

C1 on the left of GO are non-divergent atoms, t hen certainly e is a P.a.s. for G. In this case 

we s~ that O is reachable for Gin C1.Conversely, if one such element is a divergent atom, 

say Gu, then the corresponding derivation in Ta is potentially infinite, 

Definition 4.1 (reachability) Let S be a sequence in BE; and AE be an element of the 

extended base BE. Lel also G and G' be two aloms such that Pred(G) = Pred(G'). p : 
B x Bj.; t-t Subst• is the funclion defined inductively as follows: 

l. p(G,-X)=-X 

2. p(G, G' :: S) =O:: p(G, S) if O= mgu(G, ç')lum(Gl 

3. p(G, (ji :: S) = À 

4. p(G, AE :: S) =p( G. S) 

if there exists an mgu(G, G') 

otherwise. 

Given a non-divergent atom G, we say that e is reachable for G in S iff e is one of the 

substitutions in p(G, S), i.e. (} é p(G, S). · O 

Example 4.1 Consider the sequence S =p(!( a)):: p(g(X)) ::p(!( b)):: ;{c;):: r(b) and lake 

the goal : -p(Y). Then p(p(Y), S) = {Y/ f(a)} since p(Y) unifies with the divergent atom 

p(g(X)). Conversely, for the goal :-p(f(Y)), p(p(f(Y)),S) = {Y/a} :: {Y/b}. Similarly, 
p(r(X), S) = À and p(r(b), S) =l. O 
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The next theorem shows that the above argument can be generalized in a non trivial way 
to make it independent of the p-tree for the particular goal G. In fact, for any G =p( l), we 
now show that the reachability of a substitution for G can be tested starting from the p-tree 
Tp(r) for the most generai form p(x) of G. 

T heor em 4.1 Let : -p(i) be a goal and P be a program. O is a P.a.s. for : -p( l) in P, if and 
only if there exists m such that O is reachable for p( l) in C~, where Cm is the cut at leve! m 
of Tp(i)· Formally: 

p( l) -!.p O iff 3Cm for Tp(i) such that O e p(p(l),C~) 

Proof. ( => ) By definition, there exists a successful derivation Dp(i) whose resultant is 
p(l)O and such that ali the derivations in T p(l) on the left of Dp(l) are finite (either successful 
or failing). Let k be the max length of ali these derivations (including Dp(i))· By lemma 
2.2 there exists in Tp(i) a successful derivation D p(i) corresponding to Dp(i) with resultant 
p(x)a such that u = mgu(p(l),p(x)a) and p(l)O ~ p(x)au. Hence, p(t)O ~ p(l)u a nd then 
O= O"ivar(t)· Let now m = k+ l an d !et Cm be t he eu t at leve) m in Tp(i)· Clearly p( x )a E Cm. 
Then, to see that O e p(p(l) , C~) we have only to show that p( t) does not unify with (the head 
of) any of the non-unit resultants in Cm which occur to the left of p(x)a. By cont radiction, 
assume that one su eh resultant exists. Sin ce the body is not empty, t he resultant. occurs also 
in the cut at leve) m= k +l in T p(i)· By lemma 2.1 there exists a corresponding derivation 
for p( l) whose resultant occurs in the cut at leve) k +l in Tp(i)· But then there exists also a 
derivation in Tp(i) whose length is m > k which occurs on the left of Dr(l) and this leads to 
a contradiction. 

( ~ ) From O e p(p(t),C~) it follows that there exists a resultant 'R.(Dp(xJ) = p(x)a in 
Cm such that (i) O= mgu(p(l),p(x)a)lv•••(i)i (ii) p(t) does not unify with the head of any 
non-unit resultant to the left of p(x)a. 
From lemma 2.1 and (i) it follows that there exists in Tp(i) a derivation Dp(i) corresponding· 
to Dp(i) whose associateci resultant is p(t)O. Furthermore, from lemma 2.2 and (ii) i t follows 
that every derivation in Tp(i) to the left of Dp(i) is finite. This proves the claim. O 

We now move on to the main result of this section. We bave just shown that any Prolog 
answer substitution for an atomic goal G can be characterized in terms of the reachability of 
G on (the abstraction of) a cut in the p-tree for the most generai form of G. Now we prove 
that this is equivalent to testing the reachability of G on one of the sequences contained in 
the fixpoint of the immcdiate-consequence operator iJ>p. We do this in two steps. We first 
show that testing reachability on the abstraction of a cut in the p-tree can be equivalent ly 
performed on the abstract ion of a corresponding frontier or"the t ree (4.2 below). Then we 
prove that the abstraction of any such frontier is contained in the fixpoint SvFL of iJ>p 
(lemmata 4.3 and 4.4). We first show that -<-ordered frontiers preserve the reachabili ty of 
any substitution for any goal. 

Lemma 4.2 Let :-p( t ) be a goal and let F1 and F 2 be two frontiers of Tp(z) · If F1 -: F 2 and 
O is reachable for p(l) in Ff then so is in FJ. 
Proof. (See (7]). O 
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By virtue of this result, it follows that the reachability of any goal p(i) on the a bst raction 
of a cut C in Tp(i) can be equivalently tested on (the abstraction of) any frontier F which 
dominates the cut C. We now show the abstraction of any such frontier can be computed in 
finite number of iterations of ~P starting from the empty set. Recall that, for any sequence 
S , 1r,(S) denotes the sequence in S of the elements whose predicate symbol is p. 

Lemma 4.3 Let S~c be sequence computed at the the k-th step of 4>}!.(0 ). Then, for any 
predicate symbol p defined in P, there exists a frontier F which dominates the k-th cut Ck 
of Tp(i:) and such that 1r,(Sk) = Fl. 
Proof (See [7)) . O 

T he soundness and completeness of the fixpoint semantics follows now as an immediate 
corollary of the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.4 Let C ~c be the eu t at level k of the p-tree Tp(i) for p( x). Then, for any goal p(i), 
O t: p(p(i), C~) iff there exists S E S DFL(P) su eh that O t: p(p(l). S). 

Proof Immediate by lemmata 4.3 and 4.2 and the continuity of ~p. o 

Theorem 4.5 (Soundness and Completeness} Let G be an atomic goal and P be a 
program. O is a P.a.s. for G in P if and only if t here exists S E S DFL( P) such that 
Ot: p(G,S). o 

Example 4.2 "Consider the first program of example 3.2. We bave already showed that the 
fixpoint consists of the three sequences {S1,S2,S3} where 

S, = p(b} :: p(X) ::p( c) :: r(a) :: r(b) 
'S2 = p(b) :: p(a) :: p(b) :: p(c) :: r(a) 
s3 = p( b) :: p( a) :: p( c) :: r (a) 

Now consider the goals : -p(X) and :-p(c). {X/ b} is th~ only substit ut ion computed for 
: -p(X) and, correspondingly, p(p(X},Si) = {X/b} . Similarly, € is t he only P.a.s. for : - p(c) 
and p(p(c),S3) = € 

5 Termination 

In this section we discuss and illustrate some further properties of the semantics of a Prolog 
program given in terms of the fixpoint S DF L(P). More precisely, w e show that the structure 
of SvFL(P) is rich enough to characterize two important properties of the evaluation of a 
goal: ex.istential and universal termination. As a matter of fact, an implicit charact eri"zation 
of existential termination is already embedded in the notion of Prolog answer substitut ion. 
Say that a goal existentially terminates with success iff there exists a successful derivation 
for the goal. From the ~oundness and completeness results, it immediately follows that: 

an atomic goal G exis tentially terminates with success in P iff t here exists S E 
SvFL(P} such that p(G,S) f. >. . 
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Existential termination with success is just one of the aspects of a Prolog computation we 

would like to reason about. The evaluation of a goal in a program may in fact have three 
different outcomes: (i) it may terminate after producing a finite (possibly empty) sequence of 

substit utions (universa/ termination); (ii) it may produce a finite (possibly empty) sequence 
of substitutions and then loop ·infinitely without producing any further answer, and finally 
(iii) it may produce an infinite sequence of answer substitutions. 

We now show that these different behav iours can ali be captured by our fixpoint con

struction. We do this by refining the notion of reachability to reflect the d istinction be

tween computations which terminate after producing k answers and computations which 
do not termina te after the first k answers. Similar results were obtained in [4) by means 

of a denotational characterization. Prolog programs are viewed in [4) as functions from 

goals to the sequences of answer substitutions generateci when the program is queried with 
the goals under consideration. Infinite computations are modeled by allowing a sequence 
of substitu t ions to be either infinite or to contain the special marker ..L (bottom) as its 
last element. The set of such sequences, denoted by s .. q , is formally defined in [4) as: 

S .. q = Subst" u (Subst" ::{..L}) u Subst~ where Subst~ is the set of infinite sequences of 
substitutions. Given a goal G, the associateci sequence is fin ite if and only if the number of 
computed answers for G is finite; its last element is ..L if, after producing a fini te number of 

answers, the execution enters an infini te loop; it is infinite if evaluating G produces infinitely 

many answers and it is empty in the case of finite failure. We can characterlze t he above 

situations by extending the definition of reachabi lity to have p range over the set S •• q rather 
than over Subst". T his allows us to achieve results corresponding to those of [4) but , in 

contrast to that case, we do this in terms of a goal independent construction. 

De finition 5.1 (reacha bility revised) Let S be a sequence in BE: and As be an el~ment 
of the extended base Bs . Let also Gand G' be two atoms such that Pred(G) = Pred(G'). 
The generalization PJ. : B x BE: ,..... S •• q is the function defined inductively as follows: 

l. PJ.(G,.X)=.X 

2. PJ.(G, G' :: S) =O :: PJ.(G, S) if O= mgu(G, G')lum(G) 

3. PJ.(G, éJi :: S) =..L 

4. PJ.(G, As :: S) = PJ.(G, S) 

if there exists an mgu( G, G') 

otherwise. 

Notice that the only difference between p and PJ. is t hat PJ.(G, S) returns bottom (as opposed 

lo the empty sequence) upon hitt ing a divergent atom in S which unifies with G. This simple 
extension has a number of fairly interesting consequences. Consider again the ordered set of 

sequences s., . . . ' sk, . .. in the fixpoint s DFL(P). For ariy atomi c goal G, t he application 
of PJ. on G an d the S ;s produces a corresponding sequence PJ. (G, S 1 ), ••• , PJ.( G, S K ), ..• of 

elements in S,eq· We can show that this sequence forms an increasing chain in the complete 
partia l order (S,.q, ç) defined in [4) . The ordering relation ç is formally defined in [4] as 

fo llows: for any two sequences s., S2 E s .. q' s. ç s2 iff one of the following conditions holds: 

(i) (s1 = s :: ..L) and 3s' E S,.q (s2 = s ::s') 
(ii) s 1 rf. S ubst* :: {..L} and s1 = s2 

Intuitively we can think of any sequence in S,.9 as the representation of a specific computlllion 

stage. Then, s 1 ç s2 gives a formai account of t he fact that s 1 represents an earlier stage 
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than s2• Assume for instance to have a finite computation producing Lhree substitu tion aL 
three different stages. The corresponding representation in terms of sequences over 5',.9 is 
given by: (Ot ::1.) ç (Ot :: 02 ::1.') ç (Ot :: 02 :: 03). 

· · 8oth finite and infinite sequences of substitutions are maximal elements of (5',.9 , !;;;). !t 
can also be proved that every chain in s .. q has a least upper bound in s .. q and hence, that 
the limit of an ascending chain in s .. q is well defined. 

The first result we proveis that the order ç on 5',09 corresponds, via PJ. and the a bstrac
tion function ~. to the ordering -< on the frontiers of a p-tree. 

Lemma 5.1 Let G be an atomic goal and let Ft and F2 be two frontiers of Te. If F. -< F2 
then PL(G, Ff) ç PL(G, FJ) 
Proof. (See [7)). O 

Based on this result, it is easy to see that the ordering on the sequences contained in t he 
least fixpoint S oFL(P) induces a corresponding ordering on 5',.9 • 

Theorem 5.2 Let G be an atomic goal and P be a program. For every Sk E SoFL(P), 
PL(G,S,~,) ç PJ.(G,Sk+t) 
Proof. (See [7)). O 

As the fina( step we show how to express the semantics of a "queried" Prolog program in 
term of the sequence of answer substitutions for the query. The proof of this resu lt derives 
from theorem 5.2, and from the two following generalizations of theorem 4.5. 

Theorem 5.3 Let G be an atomic goal and P a program. 01 :: • • • :: On is the sequence of 
the first n P.a.s. for G in P iff there exists S,~, E SoFL(P) such that (Ot :: · · · :: On ::1.) ç 
PL(G, S,~,). o 

Theorem 5.4 Let G be an atomic goal and P be a program. Then: 

Te is finitewith P.a.s. 011 .. • ,0" iffthereexistsS E SoFL(P) such that PJ.(G,S) = 
Ot :: . . . :: On . 

Te is infinite iff every SE SoFL(P) is such that PL(G,S) = s ::1. fora su itable 
choice of a sequence s o[ P.a.s for G. 

Example 5.1 Con si der again program P o[ ex ampie 3.2 an d the associateci fìxpoint S oFL(P): 
S 1 = p(b) :: p(X) :: p(c) :: r(a) :: r(b) 
s2 =p( b) ::p( a) :: p( b) ::p( c):: r(a) 6 ~ 
s3 =p( b) ::p( a):: p( c) :: r(a) 

When queried with :-p( a), P enters an infinite loop without producing any answer. Cor
respondingly, P.L(p(a),S;) =l. forali the sequences in SoFL(P). Similarly, if queried with 
:-p( X), P produces the substitution {X/b} an d then enters a n infinite loop. Again, an equiv
alent result is obtained reasoning on the fixpoint: for any S; E SoFL(P), P.L(p(X),S;) = 
{X/b} ::1. . Finally, for the two queries :-,·(b) and : - p(c) there are respectively no an
swers (: -r(b) finitely fails) an d the empty substitution €. Equiva lently, PL(,·(b), S3 ) = >. an d 
P.L(p(c),SJ) = €. 
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· Consider now program Q from example 3.2. S vFL( Q) is reached in w steps; the ordered set 
of sequen~ S1 , ••• , Sk, ... provides a sequence of approximations of the program behaviour. 

P.J.(p(sm(o)),Sn) =l. . ifn::; m 
P.J.(p(sm(o)),Sn) =E. ifn ?: m+ l 
P.J.(p(X),Sn) ={X/o}::···:: {X/s"-1 (o)} ::l... 

5.1 Remarks and future extensions 

Ali the above results can be extended to non atomic goals by observing that the answers for 
any goal G in a program P can be obtained by adding a new clause, ans(X): -G, where X 
are ali the va.riables occurring in G and a.ns is a new predicate·symbol. Furthermore, we can 
derive a goal dependent semantics SoFL(G, P) from SvFL(P) a.s follows: 

SvFL(G,P) = {4>ans(i):-a{S) l SE SvFL(P)} 

Hence, the sequence 81 :: · • • :: On provides the the first n a.nswer substitution for G in P iff 
there exists Sk E SvFL(G,P) such that (ans(X)Ot :: · · · :: ans(X)On) is a prefix of Sk. 

A further desirable refinement of the approach we have presented in these pages would 
be to simplify the semantic domain so a.s to define interpretations a.s sequences of abstra.ct 
resultant rather than a.s sets of such sequences. The problem with this extension is that it 
requires a richer structure for the Herbrand universe used to construct the extended base {or 
our programs. Rea.soning with sequences instead of sets of sequences and computing a. limi t 
sequence requires in fa.ct to bave a syntactic cha.ra.cterization for the terms resulting from 
infinite computations. Hen.ce the use of a Herbrand universe extended with infinite terms 
becomes cruda! in this context. 
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Abstract 

A (low-level) operational semantics for the finite-domains part of the constraint logic 

language CHIP is described. 

l Introduction 

633 

In the last years the Logic Programming (LP) community, prompted by the necessity of 

showing that the LP scheme can be effective for solving real-life problems and not just toy

problems, has devoted a great research effort for improvi ng the efficiency of LP languages. In 

particular, Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) is becoming a growing research field. The 

interest in this area is motivated by the fact that many interesting problems in a wide range 

of application areas (like artificial intelligence, operations research and computer science) 

can be viewed as cbnstraint satisfaction problems. A constraint s"atisfactiòn problem {CSP) 

involves a set of problem variables, a domain of potential values for each variable, and a 

set of constraints specifying which combinations of values are allowed for subsets of these 

variables (16). If each domai n is a finite set of values then the CSP' is a finite constraint 

satisfaction problem (FCSP). (F)CSPs are in generai NP-complete problems. 
. ' 

1.1 CLP 

The CLP scheme (8, 9, 10) is an extension of the LP scheme where unification in the Her

brand universe has been replaced by the concept of constraint;solvabi lity in some specified 

domain(s) of application. !t defines a class of languages which =share common basic prop

erties. A CLP(X) language, instance of the CLP scheme, is a many-sorted (a sort for eacl~ 

domain of application) first-order language. The intended meaning of some predicate sym

bols, function symbols, and constant symbols over the domai n of computation X is specified 

by a structure )Rx. Atoms built only from these symbols are called constmints. T he decision 

procedure which checks the satisfability of a given set of constraints \\•itb respect to )Rx is 

called constraint-solver. 

1.2 CHIP 

The CLP language CHIP ( Constraint Handling In Prolog) [5, l, 3) extends Prolog by pro

viding three new computation domains in addition to the Herbrand universe: finite domains 
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for integers, boolean terms and rational terms. For cach computation domain , CHIP pro· 
vides efficient constraint-solving techniques, namely, local consistency techniques for fini te 
domains, boolean unification for boolean terms and a symbolic simplex-like algorithm for 
rational terms. · 

In the following our attention is devoted only to the fìnite-domain part of CH IP . 
CHIP differs in two main points from the ideai CLP scheme: the presence of a generai 

delaying mechanisrn and the use of a local const.ra int solver in piace of a complete (global) 
solver. 

The delaying mechanism is used in order l.o pass only "easy-to-handle" constraints to the 
local constraint-solver. Constraints are selected in order to be checked for consistency only 
when some conditions on t hem are satisfied (e.g. when they are sufficiently instantiated), 
otherwise they are delayed. This data-driven mechanism introduces a form of incompleteness: 
at some time during the comput ation it could happen that every a tom and constraint in t he 
goal is delayed. In order to avoid such Aoundering situations, the programmer has to take 
care of introducing value generat ors (indomain atoms: explained below) in the goal. A value 
generator instantiates a fìnite-domain variahle, so that some delayed atom or constraint is 
possibly woken up and, hence, the computation can proceed. 

While other CLP languages (like Prolog III [4] and CLP(R) [Il , 12]) are provided by 
explicit delaying mechanisms, t he use of a constra int solver based on !oca! consistency tec
niques is peculiar of CHIP. Algorit hms based on !oca! consistency techniques (see [1 6, 22, 17] 
and references therein) consider only a subset of the const raints and not the whole set . They 
work by "refining domains", i.e. by removing, fo r every variable, (!oca!) inconsistencies, that 
is values su~h that there are no corresponding values for the other vari ables which could 
satisfy the constraints (these values cannot be pari. of any global solution to the CSP). The 
CHIP arc-consistency algorithm is based on the AC-3 algorithm [15]. 

In conclusion, the efficency of CHIP is based on a cooperation between testing !oca! 
consistency and generating va lues. This cooperatiori is controlled by the delaying mechanism. 

Van Hentenryck [19] provided the theoretical basis for t he embedding of !oca! con~is
tency techniques in LP. These consistency techniques previde a uniform paradigm for solv
ing constraints both built-in and user-defined ones [19]. However , for efficiency reason, in 
the CHIP language (as it is available on the software market) only built-in constra ints are 
provided [3]. 

An extensive amount of empirica! evidence over a wide range of application areas proved 
the practical value of CHIP as language for solving constrained problems (see [19, 6, 3, 2] 
and references therein). For example, CHIP has been applied to typical CSPs like opera
tions research problems ( cutting-stock, schedu ling problems, warehouses location), qualita
t ive physics and hardware design problems (simulation and verification of digitai circuits, 
VSLI design, faul t diagnosis and automatic test-pattern generation of digitai circuits, mi-
crocode !abel assignment). . . 

Further research is currently carried out for improving the efficiency and the expressive 
power of CLP languages over finite domains [20, 21, 22, 13, 7]. In particular, a successor of 
CHIP, called cc(FD), has been designed in the concurrent conslra int (cc) framework [23]. 
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1.3 Goal and Outline 

In the following, we describe a detailed (low-level) operational semantics for CHIP defìned 
along the lines of the operational semantics that was outlined by V an Hentenryck in [19] (see 
also [20)). 

We consider, for simplicity sake, only the kernel of the fìnite-domains part of CHIP. The 
predicates that are not treated are the fo llowing one~ \refer to [19] and [3)): higher order 
pr.edicates like minimize (for combinatoria! optimization, by means of branch-and-bound 
techniques); the predicate delete for dynamic orderings of variables (to choose according 
to a given heuristic which one is better to instantiate); and the non-deterministic predicate 
spli t (for domai n splitting an d case analysis). 

The motivation for this operational semantics is twofold. First, an (operational) seman
tics is, in generai, useful for understanding a language. Secondly, it is a preliminary step for 
studying semantics-based optimizations of a larguage. lndeed, even if CHIP was designed 
to be efficient, stili we believe that there is room for further optimizations. 

Pian of the paper. In section 2 we give the syntax of CHIP and some preliminary def
initions. In section 3 we describe the operational semantics for the CHIP language. For 
completeness aske, in appendix we give the modifìed unifìcation algorithm of [19]. We as
sume the reader familiar with logic programming (refer to [14)) and with Van Hentenryck 's 
work (refer mainly to [19)). 

2 Syntax 

The fìnite-domain part of the language CHIP is a two-sorted (the sorts correspond to its 
two computational domains: Herbrand universe and finite domains for.integers) fìrst order 
language (see [8]} with a denumerable set of variable \far for every sort (\far = Va1· 11 U 
VarF0 ) , a set of function symbols l: (containing the st311dard arithmetic operators +, -, 
•, /) with their signature, and a set of predicate symbols fi with their signature. Variables 
belonging to Var FD are cali ed domain variables. Predicates belonging to Ile C fi are t he 
constraint predicates of -CHIP. They are the arithmetic constraints =, f=, ::;, <, ~~ >, an d 
the symoolic constraints element, atleast, atmost (see (19, l, 3)). Predicates belonging to 
Il,. = Il\ Ile are the atom p1·edicates of CHIP. In particular itìdomain E Il ,., whose only 
argument is a domain variable or a integer. The notion of term, fìnite-domain term, and 
Herbrand term can be given in t he usual way by respecting the sorts. We denote lReiiiP t he 
structure of CHIP. 

We let Constraint denote the set of constraints. A constraint is an atom p( t., ... , t,) such 
that p E Ile (arity l) and every l; fori E {1, ... ,1} is a fìn ite-domain term. 

We Jet Atom denote the set of atoms that are not constraint (in the following, atoms tout 
court), that is atoms p( t., ... , t,) such that p E Il,. (arity l) and every l; fori E {l, ... , l} is a 
term of the appropriate sort. An atom whose predicate is indomain is said to be a genemtor. 

We Jet Subst denote t he set of idempotent substitutions (with the proviso of respecting 
the sorts). We Jet é denote the empty substitution. Let t be a term. We denote var(t) t he 
variables which occur in t. 

Definition 2.1 Let O E Subst. We denote ren(O) the subset of O that is a pure variable 
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substit ution: 
ren.(O) = {XfO(X )I X E dom(O). O(X) E Var} 

We denole gro(O) t he subsct of O t hat is a pme ground ing substitution: 

gro(O) = {X/O(X) IX E dom(O). var(O(X )) = 0} 

As usual we denotc Cl ~1" P a variant clause Cl of a program clause of the program P 
such t hat var(CI) n uar( T ) = 0, where T is a syntactic object. 

2.1 Finite domains 

First we introduce some notions tha t are useful in lhe following. 

D efinition 2.2 [finite-domain set] We let FDomS denole the set of finite-domain sets. A 
finite-domain set is a finite set {X1 i n d1 , ••• , X, in d,} , w h ere X; E \far FD (ali variables are 
distinct) and d; is a fini te domai n Vi E l , ... , n. A finit e clomain d is ei ther the expression 
{a., ... ,a,.} (m 2: l ), where thc aj's (j E {l , ... , m.}) are positive integers, or the expression 
[l .. u], where l and tt are integers such t hat l < 11. 

In the first case il 1)1eans that t he variable X ranges over the set {a., .... , am}; in t he 
second case il means that X range ovcr t he inlegers l, l+ l , ... , u. 

Definition 2.3 Let FDS E FDomS be {X1 ind1, ... , X, in d,}. We denole var(FDS) t he 
set {X1 , ... , X,} and we denote fd( X;, FDS) the corresponding set of values for X ; in FDS. 

A fin ite-domain sct could also be expressed as a {fini le) set of grounding substitu t ions 
for its domain variables. 

Definition 2.4 Let FDS E FDomS be t he fini le-domain sel {X1 i n d1 , ••• ,X, in d,}. T he 
set of ali the possible substitutions obtained from FDS, denoted subst(FDS) , is defined by: 
0Esubst(FDS) *> 0={Xtfa1 , ••• , Xn/an}witha;Ed;ViE {l , ... ,n} 

Definition 2.5 Let \1 ç VarF0 . We denote by FDSI v t he restriction of FDS lo the 
variables of V: 

FDSiv = {X ind l X in d E FDS,X E V} 

Definition 2.6 Let FDS E FDomS. Let p E Subsl a pure variable substitution such t hat 
var(FDS) n mg(p) = 0; we define t he fìnite-domain set 

FDS [p] ={ X in d l (3Y E dom(p) n var(FDS). (X= p( Y) 1\ d= /d( Y, FDS))) v 
V (X ft dom(p) 1\ X in d E FDS)} 

Let p E Subst be a pure grounding substit ut ion; we defìne tlie fì.nite-domain set 

FDS[p] = {X inp{X) l X E dom(FDS) n dom (p) } 
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The following definitions formalize, by introducing a order relation between finite-domain 

sets, the notion of domain ,·efinement. T hey take into account t he fact that during the exe
cution of a computation step, domains may be refined (the corresponding variables become 
"more instantiated") while other variables may be introduced in the actual goal. The strict 
order relation holds when at least one variable domain is reduced. 

Definition 2. 7 Let FDS 1 , FDS 2 E FDomS. W e define the following order relation ~ on 

FDomS: 

FDSt ~ FDS2 <=? var(FDS2) ç var(FDSt) A 
A VX E var(FDSt ) . fd(X , FDS t) ç fd(X , FDSe) 

' We define 

FDS 1 --< FDS2 <=? FDS 1 ~ FDS 2 A 3X E var(FDSt ). fd(X , FDSt) C /d(X , FDSt) 

Note that FDS ~ 0 for each FDS E FDomS. Coherently with that, we also define FDS--< 0 

for each FDS E FDomS. 

Proposition 2.8 The relation ~ is a pal'lial orde 1· over FDomS (i. e. (FDomS, ~) 1s a 

poset) . 

2.2 Programs 

We !et Program denote the set of programs. A program P consists of a finite set of clauses 

and of a finite set of declarations. 

Definition 2.9 (clauses] We !et Clause denote the set of clauses: 

Clause = (Atom U nil) x (A tom U Constraint)" x FDomS 

Le t C l be the clause H <-- 8 1 , ... , Bn ; F DS. T he atom H, denoted head( C l) is the head 
of the clause, the fini te sequence of atoms and constraints B1 , ... , Bn, denoted body( C/) is 

the body of the clause. FDS E FDomS, denoted fds et(C I) , is the finite-domain set of the 

clause1
, an d i t is such that VB; E Constmint(l :5 i :5 n) va1·(B;) C (FDS). W e let Goal 

denote the set of goals, i.e. clauses with nil (the zero length sequence) as head. We assume 
that there are no variables in the clauses (goals) whose finite-domains are singleton and that 

are not instantiated. This assnmption is obviously not restrictive. 
Program declarations are delay declarations for atom predicates. A delay declaration for 

an atom predicate pfn has the form delay p(a1, ... , an), where t he a; 's are either nonvar or 
any or ground. The indomain predicate is not submit ted to any delay declaration. 

3 Operational semantics 

The operational semantics is defined as a transit ion rules system on states. 

1 In CHIP [3) , cc(FD) (23) and other languages membcrship t o finite domains is expressed as particular 

(unary) constraint. Bere we prefer, for clarity sake, to single out the finile domains from the body. 
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3.1 Availability predicate 

First we defìne \vhen an atom or a constraint is available for being selected by the compu
tation rule. This not ion is given with respect to the current finite-domain set and the given 
program. 

Defìnition 3.1 [availability predicate] Define the availability predicate for P, 

availablep: (Afom U Consfrainf) x FDomS -+ {true ,jalse } 

as the predicate such that: 

• if B = p(t1 , ... , t,) E Atom then availablep(B, FDS) = t7·ue iff either 

l. B is not submi tted to the delay declaration; or 

2. Bis submitted to the delay declaration delay p( r1 , ... , r,) in P, an d for each h (h E 
{l, ... , l}) such that Th is ground, t h is a ground term an d for cach h (h E {l, ... , l}) 
such that Th is nonvar , th is nota variable; 

• if BE Constmint then availablep(B, FDS) = t1·ue iff 

B is X= Y or X :S Y or X< Y or X 2 Y or X> Y, where X and Y are linear terms2
; 

B is X ~ Y +c, where c is an integer and, either X is a domain variable and Y is 
an integer or Y is a domain variable and X is an integer; 

Bis element(I,L,X), where Lis a list of posit ive integers, I is a domain variable 
or a positive integer and X is a variable or a posi tive integer3. 

3.2 States 

A state is a goal with the atoms and the constraints of his body labelled as true or as false. 
T he intended meaning is t hat atoms and constraints labelled as false are delayed, while the 
others can be selected. 

Definition 3.2 [states] We let State be the set of states: 

State = ( ( Atom U Constraint) x { true, fa/se})' x FDomS 

We denote ebody(S) and fdset( S ) respectively the labelled body and the finite-domain set 
of the state S. We denote labels(Bk) the label of the atom or constraint Bk in the body of 
s. o 

Defìnition 3.3 [goal-state mapping] Let S E State be {B1 o E~o ... , Bn o En ; FDS). We 
denote G(S) the goal <- B1 , ... , Bn; FDS. Let G be the goal <- B1 , ... , Bn ; FDS. We denote 
S(G) the state {B1 oE1 , .. . , Bn oEn ; FDS), with E; = availab/ep(B;, FDS) (i E { 1, .. . , n}}. 

2 A linear term over doma in variables is either: (i) a positive integer; or (ii) a domai n variable; or (iii) 
X • c, where X E V arF0 and c is a positive integer; or (iv) t+ s, where t and s are linear terms. 

3 We recall that el ement{I, L, X) means t hat X is the 1-th element of L. When this constraint is considered, 
X is instantiated to a domai n variable ranging over the elements of L. 



The fact that is available is a necessary but not sufficient condition for being labelled 

as true. lndeed there ·are constraints (li ke element: see example 3.10) that, even when 

available, could not give any new information if selected. Therefore, labels a re updated 

during the computation in order to assure that only possibly useful constrainls a re selected 

(see later). 

3.3 Computation rule 

Definition 3.4 (collect function] Let P E Pr-ogram and S E State. We defìne the collecting 

function 
collect p : S tate -+ (Atom · U Constmint") 

as the function that extracts from the sequence of atoms and constraints of the state the 

ordered subsequence of ali the atoms and constraints labelled as true. 

Definition 3.5 (computation rules] A computalion rule for a program P is a function 

n: State-+ (Atom u Constmint) 

such that: 

• n(S) is defìned iff collectp(S) # nil 

• n(S) E co//ectp(S) 

Let S be state (B1 o E1 , •• • , B,. o E,. ; FDS) . T he atom or constraint n(S) = Bk is selected 

in s by n. 
The CHIP computation rule nc,, P is as follows: from collectp(S) the disequal ities (#) 

constraints are scheduled fìrst , secondly the other kinds of constraints, and fì nally the atoms. 

In the case of ties the left -most occurrence is chosen. 

3.4 State to state transitions 

There are three different kinds of state to state t ransitions: (i) by value generation; (ii) by 

clause se/ection; and (ii i) by constraint propagation. In the following we always refer to a 

given computation rule n. 
Transitions by value generation take piace when a generator atom indomain (X) is se

lected: the effect is the ins tantiation of the fìnite-domain variable X. 

Defìnition 3.6 [t ransition by value generation] Let P E Progmm and S' E Sta te be the 

state 
(B1 o E1 , ... , B,. o E,. ; FDS) 

There is a transition by value generation from S' to t he state S" via n if the following 

conditions hold: 

l. n(S') = Bk where Bk is a generator atom, i.e. Bk is indomain (t); 

2. one of the following two cases holds: 
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(a) e iÌher Bk is indomain(a ) where a is an integer; t hen O= e:; 
( b) or Bk is indomain.(V) where V E var(FDS) ; 

3. Let O be the following substitution: in case 2(a) O= e: , in case 2(b) O::::, {V/a}, where 
a E f d( V, FDS) called the selected value; S" is the state 

(B10 o E;, ... ,Bk- 10 o E~_ pBk+lO o E~+l> ... , BnOo E~; FDS") 

w h ere 

E; = E; V (a vai/ab/ep(B;O, FDS") A 8;0 f. B;) (i E { ! , ... ,k- 1 ,k + 1 , ... ,n}) 

and where 

FDS" = FDS) .. r(FDS)\{V) 

Example 3. 7 Let P be a program with delay declaration delay p(ground) . Let S' be the state 
(we indicate the selected atom or constraint by underlining it) 

(Z "l X o false, indomai n(X) o t,.ue, p(Z) o false ; {X in [ 1..5), Z in [ 1..10]}) 

and S" the state 
(Z "l2o true,p(Z)ofalse; {Zin [1..10]}) 

Then there is transit ion by value generation from S' lo S" in p via nCHIP" The cornputed substi-
t ution is 8 = {X/2}. :. 

Transitio ns by clause selection are the genera lization of standard Prolog transitions. The 
rnost generai unifìe r function has to be modifìed in order to dea] with fìnite-domain variables. 

Definition 3.8 [fdmgu function] Defìne the finite-domain mgu function [19] 

fdmgu: Atom2 x FDomS2 -+ (Subst x FDomS) Ufail 

as t he function that, g iven two atoms B and H and two fìnite-domain sets FDS and FDS', 
returns t he result of the execution of the m odifìed unifìcation algorithm (see the appendix 
at t he end of the paper) on the set of expressions [ = {B, H} a nd on the finite-domain 
set FDS U FDS'4 • This a lgorithm [19] is a modifìcation of t he usual unifìcation algori thm 
enhanced with type checking. It returns an idem potent most generai unifie r and a fìnite
domain set . 

Let P E Program, BE Atom, FDS E FDomS a nd C l «B P, We say t hat B unifies (w. r. t. 
FDS and fdset(CI)) with head(CI) iff fdmgu(B ,head(CI) , FDS,fdset(CI)) f. fa i/. 

D efinition 3 .9 [transit ion by clause selection] Let P E Program,· S' E State b e the state 

an d !et C l «s• P be the clause 

H+- s;, ... , B~; FDS'. 

There is a transition by clat1se selection from S' to S" via n if t he following cond itions hold: 
4 Bccause of the standardization apart condition this union is simply the se t union. 
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l. R(S') = Bk; 

2. fdmgu(Bk, H, FDS, FDS') = (0, FDS"); 

3. S" is the state 

(B10 o E;, ... , Bk-10 o E~_ 1 , s;o o F~> ... , B;,.O o Fm, Bk+IO o E~+1 , ... , BnO o E~ ; FDS") 

where, letting U; = var(B;)n var(Bk), (i E {l , ... ,k -l,k + l , ... ,n} ) 

either Olu; is not a pure variable substitution 
change; = rue 

{ 

t if 
or FDS"u FDSu;[gro(O)]-< FDSu;[ren(O)]) 

fa lse otherwise 

E! = E; V (availab/ep(B;O, FDS") 1\ change;) . (l) 

and where 
Fi = availablep(BjO, FDS") (j E {l, ... , m}) 

The formula (l) assures that t he labels are updated during the computation so that only 

possibly useful constraints are selected. Note that t he boolean value change is a necessary 

condition. lndeed, if a constraint B; was available before but it was labelled false, then 

change; garantees that it is labelled true only if t here has been a reduction of its variables 

domains. Moreover, change; is also true if an atom or a constraint B; t hat was not , becomes 

available. In this case, the computed substitution Olu, is not a pure variable s ubstitution. 

Compare this formula with the one in [19], where t he syntactical check B;O :/; B; is done: 

this check is not suflìcient. See the example3.10. 

Example 3.10 Let P E Progrom be a program with atom predicates p/2, s/1, q/2 not submitted 

to any delay declaration in P. Le t S' be the state 

( el ement(X, L, K) o false, element(X, [8, 6, O), Y) o false, p( X, T, L) o true ; 
{X in { 1,3}, Y in {o, 8}, T in [1..5)}} 

Cl the clause of P 

p(Z,W,[6,4,5))- q(Z,W),s(W) ; {Win [5 .. 7), Zin{1,3},Kin [4 .. 8)} 

and S" the state 

(element(V, [6, 4, 5) , K) o true, element(V, [8, 6, o), Y) o false, q(V, 5) o true, s (5) o true ; 
{V in { 1, 3}, Y in {0, 8}, K 1n [4 .. 8)} ) 

Then there is a transit ion by clause selection from S' to S" in p (via nCHIP). The computed 

substitut ion is 6 = {X/V, L/[6, 4, 5), Z/V, T /5, W/ 5} . Note l abel su( element(V, [6, 4, 5], K)) = true 
even if the domains for X an d K are not reduced, w bile l abel su( element(V, [8, 6, 0), Y)) = false. 

Transition by constraint propagation takes piace when a const raint is selected. 
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D efinition 3.11 [cprop fundion] Defìne the conslrainl pmpagaliowfunction, 

cpropp : Conslraint x V m· x FDomS --+ (Subst x. FDomS) U fai/ 

as the fundion such that: 

• cpropp is defìned for B E Constraint, V ç VarFD and FDS E FDomS only if V ç 
var(FDS) and auailablep(B, FDS) = true, 

• if Bis ground then i t ret urns (é, 0) if 1RcutP l= B, fa i/, ot herwise. 

• if B is not ground iL returns the result of the execution of the constraint propagation 
algorithm (3.1, given below) on B, V and FDS. 

T he constraint propagation algorithm [19] performes the domain refìnement by comput· 
ing a substitution and a fìnite-domain set. 

Algorithm 3.1 [constra int propagation algorithm] (from [19]) Let B be an available con· 
straint (w.r.t . FDS) in P , {X., ... ,X,} the set of the domain variables of Band FDS E 
FDomS. The value of cp1'0J1p(B, {X1 , • •. ,X,}, FDS) is computed as follows: 

l. set h to O, 00 Lo é and FDS 0 lo 0; 

2. if h= r, then stop: Oh and FDSh is the resu lt of the algorithm; otherwise increment h; 

3. let5 

nh =·{ah E fd(Xh , FDS) l 3 (a 1 E jd(X1, FDS), ... ,ah-l E fd(Xh-1, FDS), 
ah+l E fd(Xh+h FDS ), ... , a, E fd(X., FDS)) . 
1Rc 111 p l= B{Xda~>····X,fa, }} ; 

4. if nh = 0 then go to step 6; otherwise go to step 5; 

5. if nh = {c}, t hen put Oh = Oh- l u {Xh/c} and FDSh = FDSh-1; otherwise put 
Oh= Oh- l U {Xh/Zh}, with Zh new variable, and FDSh = FDSh-1 U {Zh in nh}; go to 
step 2; 

6. stop: re turn fai/ . 

For example, disequations X -:/: Y are handled as follows: if X is a domai n variable and Y 
is a posit ive integer, then t he set n in t he step 3 is the set {a E fd(X, FDS ) l a-:j: Y}. 

Definition 3.12 [transition by constraint propagation] Let P E Program and S' E State be 
the state 

(B1 oE1, ... ,Bno E" ; FDS ) 
There is a transition by constra int propagation from S' to the state S" via n if the following 
conditions hold: 

5 In the case of linear (in)equality constraints the algorithm computes sets fl/, such that fd( Xh, FDS ) 2 n:, 2 nh, by using an idempolent sup-infprocedure [19]. This method is portio/, that is it works by reasoning 
only aboul the lower and upper bounds of domains, so that not oli the inconsistent values are removed from 
the domains of the variables. 



l. n(S') = Bk; 

2. cpropp(Bk,, V, FDS) = (0, FDS'), where V= vm·(Bk) n Va1·Foi 

3. S" is the state 

S"= 

1 

(BIOoE;, ... ,Bk- IO oE),_1,Bk+IOoE),+11 ... ,BnOoE~; FDS") 
- if there is at most one not-ground variable in FDS' 

(B10 o E;, ... , Bk-10 o El,_1, BkO o Ek, Bk+ IO o Ek+1, ... , BnOo E~ ; FDS") 
otherwise 

where 
FDS" = FDS' U FDS]vor(FDS)\dom(O) 

and where, letting U; = var(B;)n va,·(Bk) (i E {l , ... ,k- l ,k + l , ... ,n}) 

\ 

true 
change; = 

false 

i/ either O]u; is not a pure variable substitution 
or FDS" u FDS u, [gro(O)] ~ FDS u,[ren(O)]) 

othe1·wise 

E!= E; V (availablep( B;O, FDS") /\ change;) 

E~ = false (if stili present) 

Example 3.13 Let P E Program be a program. Let S' be 'the state 

( element(T, [ 10,20, 30], X o false, 1 'f T o true ; {X in { 10, 20,30 }, T in [ 1..3]}) 

S" be the state 

(element(Tl, [10, 20,30], X o true ; {X in { 10,20,30 }, T l in [2 .. 3]}) 

and S111 be t he state 

( element(T2, [ 10, 20, 30], X2 o false ; {Xl in {20,30}, T2 in [2 .. 3]}) 

643 

Then there is a t ransit ion by constraint selection from S' to S" and from S" to S 111 in P (via 

1<.CHIP). _The computed substitution is 8 ={X/Xl , T/ T2} . 

Therefore we have t he following definition. 

Definition 3.14 [state tostate transitions] Let S', S" E State . T here is a lransition from 

. S' to S" via n in P (using 0) , denote S' #S", if either (i) there is a transition by value 

generalion from S' lo S" via n ; or {ii) lhere is a l ransilion by clause selection from S' lo S" 

via n; or (iii) l here is a lransition by constraint propagalion from S' lo S" via n. 
Propos ition 3 .15 Le t P E Program and S', S" E State. Then 

S' #S":::} fdset(S") U fds et(S' )[gro(O)] ~ fdset(S')[ren(0)]6 

6 Note that the strict inequality does no t necessarily ho l d ( consider for example the stae S" of the previous 
example as initial state). 
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3.5 Computations 

When a selection rule n is given, t here are two non-deterministic aspects: one pertaining 
to the choice of clauses whose head unifies with the atom selected by n, and the other 
pertaining to the choice of values for the not-ground generator atom selected by n. 

Definition 3 .16 (computations] Let P E Program and G E Goal. A computalion C for 
PU {G} (via n) is a (possibly infi nite) sequenceof states So,SJ, ... ,Sn, ···· where So= S(G) 
is the initial state and S; --;;:;;+ S;+1 (i 2: O). 

As usual, we denote # the transit ive closure of the --;;:;;+ relation. 
Referring to a program P E Program, we define the following notions. 

Definition 3.17 [success states] S E State is a success state iff e body( S) = n il. 

Definition 3.18 [floundering slates] S E State is a jlounde1·ing state if it is not a success 
state and it is such that collectp(S) = nil. 

Definition 3-19 [failure states] SE State is a failw·e state iff one of the fo llowings holds: 

(a) if n(S) = B E Atom, then B is not a generator atom and it does not unify with the 
head of any clau~e of P; 

(b) if n(S) =BE Constraint, then cp1·opp(B, V,fdset(S)) =fai/, V being the (possibly 
empty) set of the variables of B. 

Computations may be finite or infinite. Finite computations may be successful or fai led 
or they may flounder. A s uccessful com.putation is one that ends with a success state. A 
finitely fai/ed computation is one that ends with a fai ! state. A jloude1·ing computation is one 
that ends with a floundering state7

• 

The fo llowing definition, capture the notion of result of a computation. 

Definition 3.20 [computed answer substitutions] Let P E Progmm and G E Goal be a goal 
such that there is a successful computation C for P U {G}. A com.puted answer substitution 
~ for P U { G} is the substitution obtained by restricting the composition of the substitution 
used in C to the variables of G. 

Definition 3.21 [computed answer finite-domain set] Let P E Program and G E Goal be a 
goal su eh that there is a successful computation So = S( G), . .'. , Sn for PU { G} with computed 
answer substitution O. The fin ite-domain set 

{X in {Xli} l X E var(fdset(G)) n dom(gro(ll))} U fdset(Snlivar(GO) 

is sai d t he computed answer finite- domain se t for P U { G}. 

7 R.emember that in CHIP the burden of providing generators Lhat garantee t hat sooner or laler any 
constraint will be selecled is left Lo Lhe programmer (19]. 
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The computed answer fìnite-domain is the union ·or the set of the fìnite-domains corre
sponding to the domain variables of the initial goal that have been instantiated during the 
computation, together with the set of the (possibly reduced) fìnite-domains corresponding 
to the other (not instantiated) initial variables .. 

Definition 3.22 [operational semantics] The operational semantics O[ P] of a program P is 
given in terms of the set CJ[P] E (Atom U Constraint)" for P: 

O[ P)= {BOu l BE Atom U Constraint, O E Subst, FDS, FDS' E FDomS, u E Subst . 
var(FDS) = var(B~ n Va1·ro• 
(B; FDS) -;f:rt (c, FDS'} 
with compu,ted answer substitution O, and 
with CT E subst(FDS )}. 

4 Appendix 

The modifì.ed unifìcation algorithm [1 9] takes as input a set of expressions t: and. a fìnite
domain set FDS E FDomS and gives back as output a substitution and a fìnite-domain set. 
If t: is unifìcable w.r.t. FDS, then the unifìcation algorithm terminates and gives an mgu 
for t: and a new fìnite-domains set. If t: is no t unifìcable w.r.t. FDS, then the unifìcation 
algorithm terminates and reports this fact (see [19]). 

Algorithm 4.1 [modifìed unifìcation algorithm](from [19]) Let t: be a finite set of simple 
expressions and !et FDS E FDomS. The modified unification algorithm is the fotlowing: 

l. set k to O, 00 to c and FDS0 to FDS ; 

2. if EOk is a singleton, then stop: Ok is the substitution an d FDS 1 is the fìnite-domains 
set returned by the algorithm; otherwise fìnd the disagreement set Dk of t:Ok; 

3. if there exist a variable V rt Var ro and t in Dk such that V does not occur i t t, then 
put Ok+t = lh{Vft}, FDSH, = FDS1, increment k and goto step 2; 

4. if there exist a domai n variable V E Var ro an d a constant c in Dk such that c E 
fd(V, FDS), then put Ok+t = Ok{Vfc}, FDSH1 = FDSli•••(Fns1)\{V}, incre~ent k 
and go to step 2; 

5. if there exist V, U E var(FDSt) in Dk such that FDS' = fd( V, FDS1)njd( U, FDS1) t= 
0, then8

: if FDS' = {c} then put FDSk+l = FDSll..r(FDSt)\{V,U} and Ok+t = ok u 
{Vfc} u ·{U/c}; else put Ok+t = Ok U {V/Z,UfZ} , FDSk+, = FDStl..r(FDSt)\{V,U} U 
{ Z in F DS'}, where Z is a new variable9

, increment k an d go to step 2; 

6. otherwise stop: t: is not unifìable. 

8 This is a slight modification of the originai algorithm (see [19]) : it ensures that new variables whose 
domai n is a singleton are instantiated. 

9 By new variabl<! for a program and a states sequence, that is the current partial com.putation, we. mean 
a variable not used elsewhere in the program or in the states of the sequence. 
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5 Conclusions 

We have describeèl a detailed (low-level) operational semantics for the kernel of the fìnite
domains part of the CHIP language. This semantics completes and corrects the one outlined 
by Van Hentenryck in [19] . 

As mentioned in the introduction, t he defìn ition of this semantics is intended to cons ti t ute 
a fìrst preliminary step in t he direction of t he development of semantics-based optimizations 
of CHIP. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we prese n t an account of classica/ Logic Programming ftxed-point semanlics 

in te rms of two standard categorica/ conslruclions in which the least Herbrond mode/ is 

charoclerizcd by pmpe r·ties of univcrsalily. 

In porlicular, we show 1/wt, giuen a pmgmru P , lhe category of models of P is reflectiue in 

l h e calegory of inlerprelations for P. In addilion, we show t/wl /h e immediate consequence 

opera/or giues rise lo an endofunclor Tp on lhe calegory of llerbrand interpretations for 

P such that categor·y of nlgebras far Tp is the calegory of Herbrand models of P. 

As consequences, we haue /ha t the /ca st /lerbmnd mode/ of P is t h e least ftxed-poinl of Tp 

and is the reflection of the empty Her·bmnd inler'JJrelation . 

Introduction 
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Logic Programming, arisen in the early seventies from the work on automatic t heorem proving, 

is a very simple formalism based on the rigorous mathematical framework of fìrst-order theories. 

The revolutionary idea introduced in I<owalski 's work {13) is that logic has a computational 

interpretation and, therefore, logic can be used as a programming language. 

Generally s peaking, following {17), a logic system is a formai system consisting of the set of 

sentences over a certain alphabet equippecl wit.h ;u1 entailment r·elal.ion-informally speaking 

a proof system capable to "calculate" consequences of sets of sentences- and a satisfaction 

r·elation related by a condition of soundness. but not necessarily of completeness, of entailment 

with respect to satisfaction. From the Logic Programming point of view, any such system is a 

programming language whose opera tional' semantics is given by the entailment relation. 

The classical theory of Logic Programming is dcvoted to the st udy of the fragment of fìrst

order logic consisting of Horn clauses. Although Horn clauses reduce the expressivc power 

of fìrst-order logic, the choice of such a fragment presents some advantages both from the 

computational and from the model theoretic point of view. In fact , on one hand it has a 

simple, efficient goal-oriented deduction system (SLD-resolution) while on the other hand it is 

t he largest fragment of fìrst-order logic such tha t every set of formulas (program) admi ts an 

initial mode/, i.e., a model in which the facts entailed by t he program are true and everything 

else is false. Moreover, Horn clauses have a nice computational interpretation as function calls 

in fun~tional programming. 
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The latter- fact led to t he development of a functional (or fìxed-point) semantics for logic 
programs with which we are concernPd in this note and that we recall in Section l. 

In recent ye·ars, algebraic ([IO, Il]) an d ca/egor·ical ( [2, 3, 8, 17]) methods h ave been ap
plied in the study of logic programs. The work here lies between these approaches in the sense 
that we follow the algebraic style of Goguen and Meseguer and study how well-known cate
gorica! constructions relate to standard logic programs fixed-point semantics. Doing that, we 
invariantly fìnd the least Her·brand mode/ as a distinguished element in those constructions. 

Among the most studied categorica! constructions, there are adjunctions and algebras for 
endofunctors ([12, 15, 4, 5]). 

Algebras for endofunctors are a t ranslation to the categorica! language and generalization 
to arbitrary categories of the classica! notion of algebra bui l t over a set of elements, where the 
role of t he signature is played by functors. Equipped with a sensible notion of morphism, the 
algebras for a given endofunctor T form a ca tegory which prov ides the mechanism to define 
the concepts of fìxed-point and least fìxed-poi nt for T . 

In Section 2.1, we show that, fìxed a program P, the immediate consequence operator can 
be li fted to an endofunctor Tp on the category of 1-Ierbrand interpretations, in such a way t hat 
t he category of algebras for such a functor is exactly the category of Herbrand models of P. 
J'v!oreover, we show that the least Herbrand mode! of P is the least fìxed-point of Tp. 

Universal and free constructions appear everywhere in Mathematics and Computer Science 
and the relevance of adjunctions follows exactly from the fact that they elegantly describe such 
situations. Particular forms o[ adjunctions are the reflections. Yery informally, a reAection of a 
category B to a subcategory A guarantees the existence of a canonica! representative in A for 
each object in B . In Section 2.2, we show that the category of models of a program is reflective 
in the category of interpretations for that program and that the least Herbrand mode! is the 
r·eflection of the empty Herbrand interpretation. 

l Fixed-Point Semantics for Logic Programs 

In this section , we brieAy reca ll the basic defìnitions and results of fìxed-point semantics for 
logic programs ([1, 14, 16], among the others) in the algebraic style of [10, Il]. 

1.1 Logic Programs 

Syntactically, logic programs are terms of languages in which at least two different kinds of en
tities ca n be recognized: operators (or constructors) an d predicates. Such a nature is faithfully 
taken into account by signatures with predicates. 

Definition 1.1 (:!~ wdl. :!'~) 
A (one-sorted) signature with predicates is a pair· {E, n) where E and n are disjoint f amilies 
of disjoint sets o/, respectively, symbols / or oper-a/.ions {En l n E N} and s ymbols for predicates 
{nn l n E N} . En an d n" conta i n the sym bols of arity n. ./ 

Given a signature (E, n) an d a set of symbols for vari ab l es X , that without loss of general ity 
we will suppose disjoint from any Ei, terms buil t up from constructors and variables represent 
individuals to whom predicates may be applied. 
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Definition 1.2 (g.--) 
The set TE,n(X) of lerms with variables X o n th e signature (E, n) is the smallest s et such 
that: 

(i) Eo U X ç TE,n(X); 

(ii} \t't~o : .. ,tnETE,n(X) and \t'uEE, , u(tJ , ... ,In)ET!:,n( X) ./ 

Definition 1.3 {.tlt-...} 
The set of atoms with variables X on (E, fi) is th e sei of for·mulas 

./ 

Given B ç BE,n(X), we will denote by [B)P the set {(t1 , . . • , In) l p(t1 , . .. , In) E E}. 
When the set of variables is the empty, the previous constructions give the set of ground 

tenns TE,n(0), denoted by TE,n and called Her·bmnd univer·se for (E, n), and the set of ground 
atoms B!:,n(0), denoted by BE,n and called Herbml!d base for (E, n). 

Definition 1.4 (x .. ~,. 'fJto.-.... '&oot.. ,.ne/. 5'~) 
Fixed a signatur·e (E, n) and a set of val'iables X, defini te clauses, goals or· queries and definite 
programs 071 (E, n) wilh var·iables x ar·e, respectively, for·mu/Cls of the type A +-- BI, . . . 1 B n, 
fonnulas of the type +-- 8 1 , • •• , B, , wlw·e A, 8 1 , .•• , B, are atoms in BE,n(X) , and sets of 
definite clauses . ./ 

1 .2 Interpretations 

In the previous section, we have defined in a purely syntactic way what a logic program is. T he 
first thing we need to start talking about semant ics is an interpretation for the symbols which 
consti tute the program. We will identify interpretations with the category of the algebras ((6, 7], 
for an excellent survey see (9]) whose signature is program 's one. Let us begin by recalling t he 
basic definitions of Category Theory ((1 5, 5]). 

D efinition 1.5 (-&ro{'lv>} 
A graph is a structure (dom , cod: A--+ 0) , wh ere A (! l! d O are classes1 of, respectively, arrows 
and objects, and dom and cod are fupclions which associate l o each arTow, respectively, a 
domain and a codomain. ./ 

Given a graph G, the class of its comJJOsable arrows is 

A xo A= {(g,f) l g,J E A and dom(g) = cod(f) } . 

A category is a graph where each object has an identity arrow a nd arrows are closed under a 
given operation of composit ion: 

1 We shall noL worry about Coundational problems. We suppose lo be working in a given Grothendieck 
universe. 
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lA l" 
a A 

--+ lA l 

~"l l~ 
l BI" 

au 
;-----> l BI PU 

Figure l: (E, n )-homomorphisms 

Definition 1.6 (YJal«;<>.w.) 
A category C is a graph togelher· with two addil.iou.al funclion .s 

id: O--+ A a111i o: ;1 x 0 ;1 --+ A , 

ca/led, r·especlively, identity and COIIlJins iliou . .<uch /hai 

'v'A E O, cod(iti(A)) = A = dom(id(A)), 

'v'(g, f) E A x o A , cod(g o f) = cod(g) allll dom (go f) = dom(f). 

Mor·eover·, o is associativr and for ali f E A , givw A = dom(f) and B = cod(f), we ha ue 
f o id(A) = f = id( B) o f. .; 

Usually, t he arrows of· a category, also callcd morphisms, are denoted by f: A--+ B , where 
A = dom(J) an d B = cod(f) an d i denti t ic·s by idA. The class of arrows f: A --+ B in C is 
indicated as C[A, B] . Moreover, in dealing \\'il h a ra tegory C the actua l classes A an d O are 
never mentioned: we write A E C for objcrt s and f in C for arrows. 

A subcategory B of C is a category whose classes of objects and arrows a re contained in t he 
respective classes of C; B is full when for cach A , B E B we ha ve B[A, B] = C[A, 8]. 

Definition l. 7 ( A lgE,n) 
A (E, IT)-algebra A consisls of 

(i) a sei. A, called carrier of the algebm au.d denoted by IAI ; 

(ii) for each n E N aliCI a E E,. an opeml.ion a A: A" --+ A; 

(iii) for· each Il E N a1UI p E I1n a predica/e PA ç A"-

A (E, IT )-homomorphism between the (E, IT )-algebras A and B is a function ,P: IAI --+ IBI which 
respects operations and predica/es (see Figure 1}, i.e., such lhat: 

(i) far· each n E N an d a E E, , 4>( aA(a~, . . . , a n)) = au( ~(a t) , ... , ~(an)) ; 
(ii} for· each n E N and p E nn, ,P"(pA) ç fiL' · 

wher-e q,n is the carl.esian produci of n copits of ~ -

This, with lhe ·usualnotion of composi/io n f ar homomorphisms, gives the category A lgE,n . ./ 

In order to simplify notation , we will denote c/Jn by cjJ itself. Moreover, we w ili use 1r A to 
indicate the se t {p( e ~, ... , e,.) l ( e ~, ... , e,.) E PA , p E n} an d we extend the notation [ -DP to 
subsets of 1rA forA E A lg!:,n· 
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'., 

x---o---- A 

Figure 2: Free algebra on a set of generators X 

X T~.n(X) Cl'o 0 oo = 

~ / oo ~ooo)o 
O~ T~.n(X) a ·o A 

J~ 
x 

Figure 3: Composition of Substitutions 

The set T~.n(X) givcn in t.he previous seclion ca n be given the slructure of a (~. n)-algebra 

by defìning operations a nd prcdi cates as follows: 

The same construction makcs TE,n be a ( ~ . n )-a lgebra. Observe that variables in TE,n(X) 
are not considered operation~ of arity zero, but just elements of the alge bra. This a llows 

(E, fl)-homomorphisms to map va riables to any element of the target algebras and, therefore, 

to capture thé notions of substiluliolls and et,aluatiolls. 

Proposition 1.8 {TE.n(X) ~ & ,,..._.d~ .. , X) 

Let A be a (~, fl) -algebr·a. Giveu au assignment of values i11 A to the variables in X, i. e., 

a function a: X -+ A, ther·e e:r:isls a ulliqu e ( ~, 0)-h omomorphism a 0
: TI:,n( X) -+ A which 

extends a (see Figure 2), i. e., su eh /hai ( a 0 )Jx = a. ./ 

The (E, 0)-homomorphisms obtained as liftings of assig nments are called evaluation. An 

assignment 0: X-+ TE,n(X) and the correspondent 0° are what is usually called subs titution. 

Evaluations can be composed by composing their liftings as homomorphism. For ins tance, 

the composition of 0: X -+ T~.n(X) and a: X -+ A gives rise to the assignment (a0 o 0°)1x = 

a 0 o 0: X -+ A , as can be seen in Figure 3. In t he following, with abuse of notation, we will 

forget any difference between a aJl(l a 0
: \Ve wi ll write al to denote the evaluation of t under · 

the assignment a, i.e., a 0 (1). Moreover, composition of evaluations will be denoted by left 

jux taposition . Therefore, for instance, we w ili write a O(t 1 , ••• , t,. ) for 

(a o o 0°(tl) , ... ,ao o 0°(t,.)) = ((a0 o 0)0 (1.} , ... , (a o o Ot(t,.)). 
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We need a formai defìnition to establish whether a formula holds under an in terpretation 
A. This is the purpose of the next defìnition , in which A denotes a (E, fl) -algebra, a a generic 
assignment T~::.n(X) -+ A , A , B1, ••• , B,. are atoms, C ranges over clauses an d P over programs. 

Definition 1.9 (:!~ ~) 
The satisfaction relation l= between {E, TI)-algebras, and clauses, p1·ogmms and goals is the 
smallest relation such that: 

A Fo p( t t. ... , t,.) if and only if (o·t1, • • • ,ot,. ) E P.Jo.; 
A Fo Bt, ... ,B,. if and only if A Fo B; /01' i= l, ... , n ; 
A Fo A+- Bt , . . . ,B,. 1j and only if A Fo B1 , ... ,B,. =>A Fo A ; 
Al= A+- Bt, ·· · ,B,. if and only if A l=o A +-- Bt. ... , B,. Jo1· each a; 
Al= p if and only if Al= C Jo1· each C E P; 
A l= +- Bt. .. . , B,. if and only if A Fo Bt , ... , B,. for some a. ./ 

Models are those interpretations under which the logica] implications specifìed by the clauses 
in the program are ali realized. Some of t he facts holding in a mode! of P will be logica] 
consequences of the program , while other wi ll just depend on the nature of the particular 
mode]. Hence, the consequences of a program, i.e. , its semantics, are defìned to be the set of 
facts which hold under every mode! of P. T hat is formally stated in the hext defìnitions. 

Definition 1.10 (J.'-1..4 o{-:!'~) 
The category of the models of a J11'09ram P. denoled by Mod (P }, is the full subcategory of 
Alg~::,n consis ling of those algebras which salisfy P . i. c .. l h e algebras M such •that M l= P . ./ 

Definition 1.11 (~ '8~) 
An atom A is a logica! consequence of a Jlrogram P . WJ'illen P l= A , if and only if M l= A fo r 
any M E Mod (P). .t 

1.3 Fixed-Point Semantics 

Classica! Logic Programming t.heo ry is conc<'med with t h e study of different characterizations 
of t he set of logica l consequences of program::;. O n<> of t h<> classica! approaches is the so-called 
fìxed-polnt semanti cs, in which such a set is const ructed as least fìxed-point of a endofunction 
on the set of subsets of ground atoms. In th is sert ion we recall this approach. 

Definition 1.12 (Y5o~ o~) 
Given a progmm P, lh e famil y of lh f imm<>diat.e consequ<'nce operators is 

Y'p = {Y.Jo.:2".Jo. -+ yA JA E AlgE,n} , 

where Y'.Jo. is lhe fun clion which maps B ç rr A lo l h c sci 

{p(Ott , .. . ,Ot,.) l O: X_, A , pi(OI; ..... Ot ;,,) E B, i= l , ... , J.·, 
'p(t 1 ,· ... , 1,.) +--p( l : .. .. , t~, ), ... ,p( t~ , ... , t~.) E P} U B. 

Since u .. ~(B) exisls fo1' each B ç rr A. ll'hcrc ~(B) denoles 11 nested U[Jplications ofY'.Jo. to 
B allll U is the uni o n of scls , we ca n defìnP l h e funclion :r.;; wh ich m.aps B lo Un ~(B) and 
lhe fam ily of consequence operators 3"/> ={:T;; l A E AlgE.n} · ./ 
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Models built from lenn algebras are called 1-lerbrand models. T he following is a well-known 
facl aboul 1-lerbrand models whi ch does not. hold for generai models. 

Proposition 1.13 {tJ~alm.. <f X~nd. .Uod..l..} 

A ter·m algebra A is a mode/ of P if and only if 7..A(rrA) ç rrA. .; 

Definition 1.14 (~ X~nd. .U<Ki.i} 

The least 1-Ierbrand mode! of a program P is !h e algebra TE,n.P oblained /rom TE,n by enfor'Cing 
(ti , ... , ln) E PT.:.n.P i/ an d on/y i/ p( l ~o ... , l n) E Y;~.n (0) . ./ 

T he least 1-lerbrand mode! is t he most relevanl mode) in t hal it completely characterizes 
lhe sell)anlics of a program: the facts true in TE.n.P are exactly the consequences of P, i.e., 
the facts true in every mode!. In this sense t.he least 1-Ierbrand mode! is universal among the 
models P. In the next seclion, we will see t.hat. it is universal also in some precise a lgebraic 
senses. The standard result.s concerning TE.n.P are listed in the following propositions. 

Proposition 1.15 (TE,n.P;,. u..u-,aL) 
TE,n,P is a mode/ of P an d TE.n.P l= A {:? P l= A. .; 

Proposition 1.16 (x~· .. g~) 
TE,n,P l=+- B1, ... , Bn if an d only if M l= +- 8 1, . .. , B.n /or each M E M od( P). .; 

2 Categorica! Semantics 

In this seclion, we give two categori ca! characterizations of the least 1-lerbrand mode!. In 
particular, we show that t he classica! notion of a lgebra i c struclure over a category can be applied 
·to case of Logic Programming getting the cat.egory of Herbrand models from the category of 
Jlerbrand int erpretations via the st.andard rons t.ruction of algebras for· endofunctor·s (see [15, 
4, 5]). As a consequence, we fimi T~.n .P as the leas t. fixed-point of an endofunclor. 

Moreover, we show thal the calegory of (generai) models is refiective in the category of 
inlerpretations and we fine! again the leas t. Hcrbranclmodel as reflection of the Herbrand inter
pretation under which no fact holds. 

We start by reca lling that TE,n.P is t he in i t i al object in Mod(P) . For a discussion about 
the relevance of concept of initiality see, for ins t.ance, [9]. 

Definition 2.1 (Jnilia/4-) . 
An object ~ in a category C is init.ia l 
unique morphism /rom ~ lo c. 

in C if ~ bclongs lo C an d for any c E C lher·e exisls a 
.; 

l t is worthwhile observing tha.t the init.ia l objecl in AlgE.n is TE.n, the free algebra over the 
empty set of generalors. 

The universa.li t.y of the init.ial object. is r(,nectecl in t.he fo llowing standard result from Cat
egory Theory. 

Proposition 2.2 (u~ o! lh.- Jnki. Ofrd) 
Th e initial object of a calcgor·y C, if il eTisls, is uniqzle up lo isomor·phisms. .; 
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Proposition 2.3 (Jn<liaJ4. o{- 'l'r..n.l') 
Tr;,n ,P is initial in Mod( P). 

Pro o f. Sin cc T r;,n,p, w h eli WC forw'l il bolli pl'l·d icitlcs, coincidcs wilh lhe inilial (E, n)
algebra 7ì:.n , given any ;\11 E M od , il. <·xisls cxaclly o ne fun cl ion 4> from T r;,n,P lo 
M which rcspccls condilion (i) of Ddin it.ion 1.7. From Proposition 1.1 5, il is immedi 
ate lo sce lhal q, rcspecls also condii ion (ii) and that , l hercforc, is lhe unique (E, n)
homomorphism from 'l'r..n.P lo ;vt. ./ 

2.1 TE,n,P as Endofunctor Fixed-Point 

Definition 2.4 (8nd~) 
Given two catr.gories C and D , a funclor :F: C -+ D i., 11 frwclion wlrich maps objects in C to 
objecls in D and mot·plrisms in C In mOI'JJhi.-"'" iu D in .s uclr a way tlwt: 

(i) :F(It)::F(A)-+ :F(B) , Jot· l'llrh /, : A -+ B in C ; 

( ii) :F(idA) = id:F(A ); 

{i ii) :F(koh) = :F(~·)o:F(It) . 

An endofunclor is a fune/o,· fl'l)m a miPfJOI '!J lo lhr. mlegory itsclf. 

Given a catcgory C , l he fu nction which is tlw iclr>nlil.y bolh on objecls and arrows is clearly 
an endofunclor. Il will .be clcnoted by le . Conr posi t ion of fun clors is defìned in l he obvious 

· way and denoted by lcfl juxtaposilion. · 

D efin it ion 2.5 ('HA lgr;,n) 
Let 'HAlgr;,n be lhe /1111 subcalego·ry of Alg~.ll I'OIIsisliii!J of lhose algebms wlrich m·e He1·brand 
interp1·etations, i.e.,_lhe (E, 11)-a/gebrns of /tTIIIS. ./ 

In lhe following, we will denole by HM od( P) the fu ll subca legory of 'HAlgr;,n consisling 
of lhe (Herbrand) models of P. 

Now, we can see lhal the immediate consequence ~peralor Y1r..n g ives an endofunclor on 
l he category of Herbrand inlerprelalions . · 

Prop'osition 2.6 (~~ Tp) 
Given a program p 011 (E , n) , lei Il $ COII .Sidtr 1/tt fun clion Tp: 'HAlgE,n -+ 'HA lg E,n defined 
by: 

{i) Tp(A) has !Ir e same elemenls of A: 

{ii) D'Tr(AI = D'A for each a E ~; 

{i ii) PTr(A ) = [Yr~.n ( ;r A Hp fo r eaclr (l E n; 
{iv) Tp is lhe ùlenlily on homornorphi.sms. 

Tlren Tp is an wdofunc/or. 

Proof. Properlies (ii) and (i ii) in Defìnilion 2.4 obviously hold . In order lo show (i) , 
since h is necessari ly the identily,il is enough lo show lhat 



Let (t., .. . ,t,.) E PTp(.A) · Then , there exist (t; , ... , t ~.) E p~ , i= 1, . .. , k and 

p(TJ, ... , T,.) +- p1(Ti , ... , T~, ) •... , /(T1\ • • • , T/:.) E P 

with 0: X -+ A such that OT; = l; and OT;k =t L i = l , ... , k. 
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Sin ce by hypothesis h(p~) ç p~,, we h ave hO(T! , ... , T~,) E p~. i = l , ... , k an d, therefore, 

hO(T~> ... , T,.) =(t., ... , t,.) E P:rp(B)· .; 

Now, Jet us recall the basic definitions about illgebrils for endofunctors as stated in [5]. 

Definition 2.7 ((T: C)) 
Given a categot·y C and an endofunctor T : C -t C, a T -algebra on C is a pair (A, a), where 
A is an objecl in C nnd a: T (A) -+ A is a morphism in C. 

A T -homomorphism ,P: (A, a)-+ (B,b) is a mot·phism ,P: A -+ B in C such lhal ,Poa =boT( ,P), 
i. e., su eh l h n/ /h e following dingrnm com m ul c;;. 

T(A) 

T( ,P) l 
T (B) 

a 

b 
---+ B 

This defin es (T: C), l h e cn/egory ofT -algebm;; 011 C. 

Definition 2 .8 (,ilud.-!Poink.) 

A fixed-point for T is n T -a lgebm (A. a) E (T: C) s ue h /ha/ a: T(A) -+ A is cm isom01·phism . 
./ 

Hence, a fix<'d-point for illl t"ndofunctor is il T-illgt"bril .11 such that A S'! T(A). !t is therefore 

clear as this represents a generaliziltion of the conccpt of fixed-poi nt in the categoricallanguage, 

where everything is treated up to isomorphisms. 

Proposition 2.9 ( /fp(T)) 
lf(T:C) admils an inilial objecl (A , a), lh en (A , a) is afixed-pointforT. 

Proof. · lf(A,a) is initiill, then 3!<f>: (A, a )-+ (T(A), T( a)) and id.A is the unique morphism 

from (A, a) to it.st"lf. Then t.he following diilgram commutes. 

a 
T(A) ---+ A 

T( ,P) l l ,p 

T 2(A) 
T(a) 
---+ T(A) 

T(a)l la 

T(A) 
a 

---+ A 

The upper squil re commutes by defini t ion of morphism in (T: C). Reading the whole 

rectangle, we have that a o ,P is il T -homomorphism from (A, a) to itself. Therefore, 

a o t/>= id .A an d so T(a o t/>) = T(a) o T( ,P) = idT(.A)· O n the other han d, from the upper 

square we have that T(c1) o T( ,P) = <P o a, from which <P o a = idT(.A)· Hence t/> is an 

isomorphism. ./ 
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The following clefìnit.io11 is 11011' <'Olllpl<' t(-1,1· 11ntural. Thc reader ca n fìnd in [5] some examples 
which further justify il. 

Defìnition 2.10 (:t.O<>l ~i«.<.d.-:J'..,,l) 
lf(T:C) ha~ an inilial objccl. lhcn il isca/led lf'ast fì x<'d-poil1 l ofT. ./ 

Let us consider now (T p: 11Alg~.11 ). Wc· ll'ill show t hat il has an initial object a nd that it 
coincides with T-:;.ny. In othc r words. the (('a lq.\oririll) fìxcd-point o f Tp is thc least Herbrand 
mode! of P. 

Proposit ion 2.11 {X~nd. ~ VS Tp -o"J•'·~. r....t 1) 
A is an Herbmud mode/ of P if a111l nnly if (A. id .A) E (7j,: 'HAlg-:;,n) · 

Proof. T ri vially from Proposit.ion 1.1 3. si11n• hot.h conditions are equivalent to PTp(.A) ç P .A 
for each p E n . ./ 

P I·opos iti.on 2.12 rx~..t-nd m«<ck vs Tp - ol9cl·ro>, ""'"' 2) 
Lei (A,a), (B, b) be;, (Tp:'HAlg-:;,nl· Tl~tn o is 11 (~. n )-homomor·phismji'Om A to B ifand 
only i/ il is a Tp-hnmomorphismfmm (A .o) lo (B. b). 

P ro o f . ( <= ). Obvious. 
( =} ). Il is evi eleni that t h e d iagrillll in Ddinit.ion 2. 7 commutes, because Tp(A) an d A 
are term algebras obtil ined from T-:;.n.l'· an d t herefore the unique {E, n)-homomorphism 
between them, if any, is the ident.ity 011 t crms. ./ 

Two categories C and D are sai d isomorphic if t here exists a pair of functors :F: C -+ D and 
9: D -+ C suc h t hat 9:F = le and :F9 = lo. Clea rly, isomorphic categories are essentially 
the same. 

Cor o llary 2.13 (Tp-a~ CH'C- m«f.J.,.) 
(Tp:'HA lg -:;,n ) ~ 'HMod(P) . 

Proof. !t follows immediately from Proposition 2.12 that the functor :F: 'HMod (P) -+ 
(Tp : 'HAlg E,n ) which sends lvf in (M . icl_'vf) a nel is t he ide ntity on morphisms is an iso
morphism of categories. ./ 

Sin ce isomorphisms of categories in pilrt icular are isomorphisms of classes of arrows between 
correspondent objects, it is immediille to see t hat t hey send initial obj ects to ini tial objects. 
T he next coroll ary follows from t his obsen·at ion. 

Corollary 2 .14 (TE.n,P ;,. l fp(Tp )) 
TE,n,P is the least fixed-poinl ofTp. 

2.2 Models a r e r eflective in Inte rpret ations 

./ 

In t h is section, we presenta characterization of t he least Herbrand mode! based on an adjunction 
between interpretations ami models. 

Adjunctions, int rodnced in [12], provide a n elegant way to formulate properties of free 
objects and uni versal constructions. 
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D efinition 2.15 (.Jrl~) 

· An adjunction j1·om C to D is a triple (:F,Q,.,} : C ~ D , where :F: C--+ D and Q: D --+ C are 

fun ctors ancl'r' is a f unction which assigns lo each pail· of objecls A E C and 8 E D a bijection 

'P.11,u : D[:F(A) , 8 ] ~ C[ A , 9(8}], 

which is natuml both in A and 8, i. e., such tlw t for al/ k: A'--+ A and h: 8--+ 8' the following 

diagrams commute. 

D[:F(A) ,8J 

_o:F(~)l 
D[:F(A'), 8] 

V' A',o 
---+ 

C[A, Q(B)] D[:F(A) , 8] 

l-o k h o -l 
C[A', Q(8)] D[:F(A) , 81 

'-"A,O 
C[A, 9(8)] _., 

l Q( h) o -

~~'A ,LJ' 
C[A, Q(8')] _, 

,( 

H (:F, Q, 'r'}: C ~ D is an adjunction, :Fiscali ed le/l adjoint to Q an d, viceversa , Q is cali ed 

1·ight adjoint lo :F. 

A well-know result in Category T heory is that left adjoinls preserve initialily, i.e. , they map 

initial objects lo inilial objects. 

D efinition 2 .16 (~,..,) 

A subcategory C of D is said reAective in D if tlw·e erisls a left adjoint, said reAeclor of D 

in C, for the inclus ion functor C '--+ D . ./ 

In the following, we will show t he family of fu nctions :!'j, , defìned in Section 1.3, defì nes a 

reAector of Alg!:,n in Mod(P). Informally spcaki ng, in our setting il means that any inlerpre

tation can be "complelesl" to be a mode! in a universal way, i.e. , that any interpretation has 

a canonica! representat i~e-ils reAect.ion- in the category of models. The reader is referred 

to [15] for further consideralions on the rele1·a nce the concepl of reOection. By exploiting s tan· 

dard results from Category Th~q_!·r, we sholl' t.hat the T!: .n.P is t he canonica! object linked by 

the adjunction to the empty Herhi·f nd interpre tation. i.e., T!:.n· 

Definition 2.17 (~~ Tfi') 

Given a progmm p 011 (E, n}. lei IIS cousidcr th c fuuclion Tfi': AlgE.n --+ Alg~:.n defined by: 

{i) Tfi'(A) has th e sa m e elemenls of A : 

(ii) O'T;(.A) = O'.JI f or C(I Ch u E ~; . 

(iii) PT;(.Al = [~(1rA)DP fo ,· ench p E n: 

(iv} Tfi' is the idenlily 011 homomorphis ms . 

Proposition 2.18 (Tfi': Alg!:.n --+ Mod(P)) 

For each A E AlgE,n• Tfi'(A) is a mode/. Jlloreo ve1·, 

t/>: Tf/(A) --+ Tf/(8} is in Mod(P). 

./ 

t/>: A --+ 8 in AlgE,n i/ and only if 
,( 

Proof. Obviously, since ~(;;A) = ~(~(;rA)), we have that Tf/(A) = TJ"'l(TJ"'l(A)) 

which, t.herefore, is a mode!. 
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Concerning the claim abont morpbisms, tbe left implicaLion is clearly true. In order 
to show the conve rse implica tion , suppose now tbat (e., ... , en ) E PTjt(.A)· We show by 
induction on tbc least k E N su eh tbat p( e1, ... , e, ) E ~( 1r A) tbat t/l( e., ... , e,) E PT;:t(IJ)· 

lnduction base. In tb is case we bave tbat p(e1, ... , e, ) E 1r A. 
Tben \V(' bave Lbat t/l( e,' ... ' C n) E P Tj"/(llb sin cc tP is a (E, n )·bomomorphism an d 1!"8 ç 
7r7J1(B). 

lnductive step. Tbere cxists k E N \ {O} sucb t ha t for some 0: X -+ A and for some 
p(t., . . . ,t, ) +- p1(t:, ... , t~ 1 ), ... ,ph( t~ , . . . ,t~,) E P, we have tbat Ot; =e; for i= 
l, ... ,n and p1(t:, ... , l~), ... , ph(t~ , .. . , t~,) E ,r;-•)(1rA). Therefore, by astraigbtfor
ward application of Lhe inductive hypotbesis, Lhe proof is concluded. ./ 

As a corollary to the prcvious proposit.iou we ha ve tbat 7~"'); AlgE.n -+ Mod(P) JS a 
functor. 

Proposition 2.19 ((7;,+->):AlgE.n- Mod(P)) 
7~"') is the lefl adjoinl lo l h e inchtsion funr:/o r of M od( P) ;, AlgE.rl· 

Pro o f. Given A E AlgE.n an d ;VI E M od( P) we bave that 1/J: A -+ M if an d only if 
t/J: 7~"')(A)-+ 7~"')(;\A) = ;\A. Tberefore tbe natura( isomorphism we are seeking is tbe 
identily AlgE.n [A, M] = Mod( P)[7j~(A) , 7j1(M)] = Mod(P)[7P'(A), M]. ./ 

Finally, we fì ncl aga in tbe least Herhraud mode! as tbe image of Lhe initial (E, 0 )-algebra 
via7J1. 

Corollary 2.20 (TE,n.P ;,. ""- ...p.d«>"' of TE.n ) 
TE,n,P = 7~"')(TE,n). 

Proof. TE,n is inilial in AlgE,n and 7J1 preserves initiality. .( 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT S. J wiol.. lo IJ.a,nJ. ~ :JJ• .U.<;Iio o.-nJ. .,t~., '!loU.-<.J.Ii, f- tJw~ vo1.u.t4 «><n-
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Abstract 

In this paper we study the properties of a composit ional semantics for logic pro

grams and its applications to modular analysis and logic-based databases, focusing 

on programs defined on a fin ite domain (i.e. on a function free finite signature). 

By this restriction we obtain a finite characterization of the compositional se

mantics which has the same correctness and compositionality properties of the 

originai (fixpoint-based) definition, even if the latter could int roduce infinite de

notations a lso for finite domains programs. This property is particularly suitable 

for semantics-based program analysis, since i t allows to identify a class of abstract · 

domains for which the same finite characterization of the (abstract) cornpositional 

semanticsholds. By combining this result with an existing framework for t he mod

ular analysis of logic programs, we can obtain a compositional analysis without 

requiring an additiona l leve( of abstraction. The finiteness of our characterization 

can also be useful for the modular construction and the uniform compilation of 

Datalog programs. 

l Introduction 

663 

Module systems and data abstraction are powerful methods for managing the complexity of 

large programs. Recently, a new semantics for modular logic programs has been introduced in 

(5]. The essential idea is to enhance the semantics proposed in (14] by a llowing clauses in the 

semantic domain. The meaning of a module is given by the least fixpoint Fn(P) of a s uitable 

operator TV. This provides a semantics which is compositional wrt union of modules, stili 

maintaining the simplicity of the standard Tp-based semantics introduced by van Emden and 

Kowalski. From t he point of view of applications, a drawback of such a fixpoint semailtics 

is that since clauses are used as semantics objects , Fn(P) can be an infinite set even if 

consi·dering programs defined over a finite domain (i.e. a function-free finite signature). 

In this· paper we notice that this restriction allows to obtain a finite characterization of 

the compositional semantics of a program. T his is obtained by taking as semantics of P 

the re.sult o r" a finite number of iterations of the operator TV, without reaching t he fixpoint. 

While t his would not be correct in generai, we show that for finite domain programs the 

result ing denotation has the same composit!onality and correctness properties of the fixpoint 
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semantics. This is pa rt icu la rly suitable for sernantics- based program analysis and logic-based 
databases. In fact, when considcring abstract interpretation based on :Fn(P) , there are two 
independent dirnensions along which we need finite descriptions in the abstract domain. The 
first one is the usual fin ite abstraction on the (possibly) infinite set of descriptions of the 
concrete computations which depends on the particular property analyzed. For t he case of 
logic programs, concrete obscrvables can be expressed by {infinite sets of) substitutions and 
their abstraction is provided by thc standard approaches to logic prograrn analysis ([8,3,6,12]) . 
The second one is a finite description of sequences of atoms. lndeed, even if the set of 
abstract substitutions is finite, thc abstract version of the compositional fixpoint sernantics 
rnay introduce arbitrary large clauses in the abstract semantics, so that the analysis rnay 
not terminate. In [9] this problern has been tackled by introducing an additional layer of 
abstraction which is obtained by applyi ng fixpon t acceleration techniques such as the so 
called *-abstraction. T his is applied lo providc finitary descriptions for arbitrary large clauses, 
thus int roducing a further approxi rnation which rnake the analysis lcss precise. While this 
is needed to handle abstractions over generic (possibly infinite) abstract domains, we will 
show t hat there exists a wide class of abstract dornains for which a fin ite description of the 
semantics is obtainable withoul a further leve) of abstraction. This corresponds precisely to 
consider cornpositional sernant ics over finite dornains. 

The fini te charactcrization of t he cornpositional semantics can be useful a lso for Datalog 
programs. A Datalog program ([7]) is a particular logic program over a function-free sig
nature which consists of two components: a set of Horn clauses (the intensional database) 
which are used to derive new facts and the extensional database storing the information in 
terms of ground unit clauses. ·Compilat ion techniques are often used to optimize the query 
answering p1·ocess. Since there are no uniform compilation methods, usually the intensional 
database is partitioned into syntactic classes of clauses (e.g. linear, regular, ~te. ) and each 
class is compiled by using a specific technique. The compositional semantics :Fn(P) provides 
a way to t ranslate a recursive program into a recursion-free one. Our results give a finite 
characterization of thi s process for Datalog programs (on a finite domain), thus providing a 
uniform modular compilation technique for intensional databases. The mentioned composi
tionality furnishes also the semantic base to develop deductive databases in an incrementai 
and modular way. 

The remain ing of t his paper is organized as follows. After some preliminaries, in t he 
nex t section we introd uce t he compositional semantics which we are referring to. Section 
3 shows t he formai results that set up our finite characterization for the semantics and the 
related correctness and compositionality properties. In section 4 we fìrst apply these results 
to static program analysis, by identifying a suitable class of abstract domains which allows 
the applicability of the previous results to the abstract semantics. Then we consider the case 
of Datalog programs. 

2 Preliminaries 
In the following we assume familiarity with the standard definitions and notation for logic 
programs. The standard reference works by Apt [l] and Lloyd [~2] previde the necessary background material. 

Throughout we denote by {n , E, Vm·) a fìrst-order language defìned over a signature E (a 
set of function symbols with thei r arity), a set of predicate symbols n and a denumera ble set 
of variables Va1·. T he non-ground term algebra over E and Var is denoted by Term(E, Va1·) 
or Te nn for short. The set of atoms constructed from predicate symbols in n an d terms from 
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Term is denotecl by An (E, V m·) or An for short. A goal is a sequence of aloms. The lenglh of 

a sequence bis clenotecl by lbl. A clause is an object of the form h : -8 where h is an alom, 

calleclthe head, a nel B is a goal, called the body. A clause with an emply body 'is a uni t clause. 

The sel of clauses conslructecl from elemenls of A11 (E, Vm·) is clenotecl by C(TI, E, Var) or C 

for short. We will abuse by consiclering unil clauses as aloms. A logic program P is a fini le sel 

of clauses. A substitution {} is a mapping from Var lo Term which acts as t he iclenlily almosl 

everywhere, i.e. such that its domain dom(t9) = {x E Var l t'J(x) f: x} is finite . It extends 

to apply to any syntactic objecl (e.g. terms, aloms, clauses, etc.) in the usual way. The set 

range( {}) is defìned as mnge( {} ) = Uredom(~) v!lr( {}(x)). W e w ili use lhe sel theoretic nolalion 

{x>-+ t l x E dom(O) , O(x) =t } lo represent O. Given a syntactic object s, we denote by 

~l• the restPiction of {) to the variables of s and by SO lhe applicalion of {} to s. Composition 

of substitutions p and u is defìnecl as usual and denoted by pu. The sel of subslitutions is 

denoted by Sub. We fìx a partial funclion mgu which maps a pair of syntactic objects lo an 

idempotent most generalunifìer of t he objects, if such ex ists. Thus, a stalement O = mgu(s, t) 

implies thal s and t are unifìable. A va l'iable renaming is a substitution that is a bijection on 

Var. Syntactic objects t1 ancl t2 are equivalent ttp lo 1·enaming, denoted by t1 ~ ~. if, for some 

variable renaming p, t1p = ~. Moreover we denote by pred(t) the set of predicate symbols 

occurring in the synlactic object t. The sel of variables that occur in a synlactic objecl t is 

denoled by va~·( t) . If Cis a goal, C ~P O denoles a SLD refutalion of C in lhe program 

P with compuled answer t9. A pamllel de1·ivation for a goal C in a program P is obtained 

by simultaneously replacing each alom in C with the body of clauses in P, provided that G 

and the corresponding clause heads are unifìable . The not ion of ordinai powers of a function 

l on a complete lattice L is defìned as usual, namely l l O= .L, l l (n+ l)=!(! l n) and 

l l w = u.<".J l n where .L is the bottom and U is the /ub of the latti ce. The notations t, :ì: 
will be used to denote t uples of terms and variables respectively, while Ì3 denotes a (possibly 

empty) conjunction of atoms. Moreover, we denole the power set of X by p(X) . Finally, to 

specify function parameters , we often make use of Church's lambcla notation. 

2.1 Semantics for Composition 

In this section we will introduce a semantics wh ich is compositional wrt the union of (logic) 

programs. Compositionality has lo do with a (syntaclic) program composition operator o, 

and holds when the semantics of the compouncl construct C1 o Cz is defìned by (semantically) 

composing the semantics of the constiluents C1 and Cz. In the case of logic programs, the 

problematic syntactic construct is the rmion of clauses. Indeed, it is easy to see that the 

usual semantics based on atoms, such as the least Herbrand model and the s-semantics [14] 

are nol compositional wrt U. For example, for P = {p(X) : - q(X), ,·(a)} and Q= {q( a)}, 

the least Herbrand model M( P U Q) = {p( a) , q( a) , ,·(a)} of the union cannot be obtained 

from M(P) = {r(a)} and M( Q)= {q(a)}. 

This kind of compositionality is a desirable property since it allows an incrementai and 

modular defìnition of programs and of their semantics, ancl, as shown in [9], it provides a 

semantic base for modular program analysis. In the case of logic languages, a typical partially 

defìned program could be a program where the intensional defìnitions are completely known 

while ex tensional defìni lions are only partially known and can be further specified by adding 

new clauses. Partially defìnecl programs have been called n-open programs. An n -open 

program (open program for short) is a logic program p logether with a set n of predicate 

symbols. A predicate symbol occurring in n is considered lo be only partially defìned in 

P and can be further specifìed by composing P with olher programs. As specified by the 

following definilion, the composition of open programs is simply union of clauses moclified in 
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order to take into account the "interface" described by the set n. 

D efinition 2.1 (n-union) [5} Let P1 be an n 1-program and P2 be an n 2 -program. lf n ç 
n 1 U n 2 _and (pred(P.) n pred(P2)) ç (n1 n n2) then P1 Uo P2 is the n-open program P1 U P2. 
Otherwise P1 Uo P2 is not defined. 

A semantics which is compositional wrt the Uo operator is obtained in (5] by using a 
domain based on clauses. T his semantics is formalized in terms of unfold ing of clauses. The 
unfolding operator unf specifìes the result of unfolding clauses from a program P1 wit h clauses 
from a program P2 . 

D efinition 2.2 (Unfolding) 
The unfolding operato1· unf : p( C) x p( C) -+ p( C) is defined as 

{ 

c= (h:-b., ... ,b.)u, } 
unfp(Q) = c c= h: -g11 ... ,g. E~· (n~ 0) , h1: - b., ... ,h.: - b. E Q . 

renamed apart an d O'- mgu( (g1 , ••• , g.), (h1 , ••• , h.)) 

With abuse of notation, in the following we denote by ~ also the equivalence on clauses 
defìned by H: -A 1 , ... ,A. ~ /(: -B1 , ... ,B. iffthereexistsa permutation {i1 , ... ,i. } such 
t hat H : - A1 , ••• , An and /( : -B;,, ... , B;" are variant. Moreover C is also the set of the 
~ equivalence classes of clauses (on the given signature) and, given a set of predicates n, we 
defìne C0 = {H: -Ì3 E C l pred(B) ç n} and A 0 ={A l A E A 0 and pred(A) E n}. 

D efinition 2.3 (Interpretations) {5} 
An interpretation is any element in p(C). 

R emark 
To simplify the notation we will denote both. a clause c and its ~ equivalence class by c and 
we will consider a program P both as a set of clauses and as an interpretation. We assume 
that, when .considering a syntactic element of an ~ equivalence class, such an element is im
plicitly renamed apart, i.e. it does not share any variable with any other .expression in the 
given context. Moreover, given any syntactic operator f on sets of clauses, f will denote also 
the operator on sets of ~ equivalence classes obtained in the obvious way. This is correçt 
since ali the syntactic operators use clauses which are renamed apart . 

Note that, according to previous remark, unf denotes also a binary (semantic) operator on 
interpretations. The unfolding operator is of interest as it can be applied to formalize both 
top-down and bottom-up semantics for logic programs (21]. Below we show the bottom-up 
construction of the semantics for the open-programs. For a set of predicate symbols n we 
denote by ido the set {p(i): -p(x) E C l p E n}. 

Definition 2.4 (Fixpoint semantics (5]) 
The fixpoint semantics of an n-open program P is given by the function :Fo : p(C) -+ p(C), 
defined as :Fn(P) = /fp(Tp) , where TP: p(C)-+ p(C) is defined as TP(I) = unfp(l U ido)-

By TP continuity we have lfp( TV) = TV l w. In order lo obtain a compositional seman
tics where open predicates in n can be defìned from outside P, the TV operator generates 
interpretations which contain clauses. Technically, this is accomplished by letting ido to add 
tautological clauses for the open predicates and by unfolding ali predicates in the body of 
a clause. Notice t hat the unfolding of a predicate with a tautological clause is basically a 
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"no-op" and that the clauses in Fn(P) havc bodies with only predicates in n. tvlorcover, note 
that for n= 0, since id0 is empty, Tt(l) = 1111/p(!). Therefore when l cons.ists of uni t clauses 
(facts), T$ is exa~tly the (non-ground) immediate conscqucnce opcrator whosc !cast fìxpoint 
Fe(P) is the s-scmantics of P ([14]). 

Considering computed a11swer·s as "obscrvable" and Un as program composition operator, 
wc obtain an "obscrvational congruence" on programs which can be dcfìned as follows. 

D efinition 2.5 Le t P1, P2 be n-open programs. Le t C be a goal an d Q be a progmm su eh 
that P; Uo Q is defined, for i = l , 2. Then we define P 1 :=:::o P2 iff for any C, Q we h ave /ha t 
C ~P,unQ O iff C ~P,unQ O a11d CI'J ~ CI'J'. 

F o is proved to be compositional wrt Un and correct wrt :=:::o. In othcr words Fo(P) contains 
the information necessary lo describe the behaviour of P in terms of computed answers, 
compositionally wrt un ion of programs. Morcover, each successful derivation for the goal C 
in P Uo Q, w h ere Q ç A 0 , ca n equivalently be performcd by using parallel derivation steps 
in Fo(P Un Q). The following are t he formai results. 

Theorem 2.6 (Compositionality [5)) 
Let p) be an n)-opell pr·ogram and p2 be 011 n2-open progmm such t/wl, for· a sei of pr·edicates 
n, P1 Uo P2 is defin ed. Then Fo(PJ Un P2) = Fo(Fo,(PJ) Un Fo,(P2)). 

Theorem 2.7 {Correctness [5)) 
Let P, P' be n-open programs. Then 

l. P :=:::o Fo(~). 

2. if Fn(P) = Fo(P') then P :=:::o P' 

Mor·eover /o1· Q ç A0 a11d for an.y goal C = A1 , ... , A. , G ~PunQ O iff the1·e exists 
B,, ... , B. E T}n(P)( Q) U Q such lhat i = mgu((A , , ... , A.)(B" ... , B.)) and i lO = I'J1a· 

For the particular case of n = 0 we have the foilowing version of previous theorem which 
shows the full abstraction of the s-semantics. 

Fina lly note that, as shown by t he following t heorem (which general ize a theorem given 
in (17] for the case n = IT), the composition Un of two n-open programs induce the same 
equivalence ::::::0 on programs as the union of an n -open program with set of atoms whose 
predicates are in n. 

Theorem 2.9 {16} Lei P 1 , P2 be programs. Then P 1 ~n P2 iff IIICI·e exists a se t of atoms 
Q ç A0 su eh that P, U Q ~e P2 U Q. 

3 Compositional Semantics over Finite Domains 
In this section we w ili a lways consider programs an d goals defìned on a finite signatur·e E which 
contains only constant symbols. We will equi valent ly refer to t his assumption by saying t hat 
we consider programs on a finite damain. 

Given an n -open program P, we defì ne P. = rp j n. P. can be considered a kind of 
partia/ly correct semanlics of P. lndeed, when considering a signature E containing a function 
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symbol (or infinite constant symbols), it is always possible to find a program P such that, for 

any finite n, P t:-n P • . T his is not the case if we consider a finite domain. In fact with this 

assumption we can obtain an n· <w such that the finite denotation P •• = Tfll n• has the 

properties stated for :Fn in Theorem 2.7. Even if P •• is nota fixpoint of T~ (wrt set inclusion), 

P •• can be considered t he finite compositional semantics of the program. Note that even for 

finite domains :Fn(P) may be infinite. For example, for the n-program P = {p, p : - p, q}, 

with n = {q}, we obtain the infinite semantics :Fn(P) = {p : -q, p : - q, q, p : - q, q, q ... }. 

In the following we show that P •• is the first interpretation in the chain {P.} • <w su eh that, for 

any Q ç A0 , (T$ •• +id)( Q) = ( T$ •• +1 +id.)( Q). This property is shared by a li of the parti al 

interpretations P. in the chain, for n~ n·, including /ub({Pn}n<w) (which is precisely the 

:Fn(P) sernantics) . This implies (essentially because of theorem 2.9) that we hav!!obtained 

the same compositional behaviour as P. In order to formally prove these statements , !et 

us first define the notion of T-stable partial semantics P., and !et show that there exists a 

T-stable P. for any program P. 

Defìnit ion 3.1 Le t P be a11 n -open prognlm. W e say that P. is T -stable iff for any Q ç A0 , 

(T$. + id)( Q) = (T$.+, + id)( Q). 

Proposition 3.2 
Let P be an n -open p1·ogram. There exists n < w su eh that P. is T -stable. 

Lemma 3.3 shows that, as one would expect , when ascending in the cha in {P.}n<w• T
stabili ty is always preserved. The proof can be carried out easily by using the definition 

T~( Q) = unfp( Q U /do) and by the associa tivity of the unfolding. 

Lemma 3.3 
Le.t P be an n -open program and /et Q ç A 0

. If (T$. + id)( Q) = (T$.+, + id)( Q) then for 

any k ~ n and for any Q ç A0 , (T$. +id)( Q)= ( T$
1 

+id)( Q). 

R emark 
Note that when considering programs on a finite domain, the set of (variance) equivalence 

classes of atoms An is fini te. Then for any program P and for any Q ç An , :Fe(P U Q) is 

a finite set . By t heorem 2.9, P1 ~o P, iff for any Q ç A0 ç A, P1 U Q ~e P2 U Q iff (by 

Theorem 2.8) for any Q ç A0 , :F0( P1 U Q) = :F8( P2 u Q). T herefore for any n an d any P1, P2 

under previous assumption it is decidable if P1 ~o P2• 

Moreover, for any program P and for any n, P. , (T$+ id)( Q) and (T$. +id)( Q) are finite 

sets. T herefore T-stability is decidabk. 

Let us now show the desired resul t for T-stable interpretations. 

P roposition 3.4 
Let P be an n-open program. Th en 

l. if P. is T -stable then P ~n P.. The converse does not ho/d, 

2. P. is T -stable iff fo r-any goal G = A t, . . . , A m and for any set of atoms Q ç A 0 : 

G .;?..PuQ D <:} there exist B" ... , Bm E T$. (Q) U Q such that t?1c = I'IG• 
where ')' = mgu((A,, ... , Am)(B11 ••• , Bm)). 
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Example 3.1 Let us consider a signature E = {a, b }, a set of open predicates n = {p, q} 

and a program P= {p( X, Y) :-p( X, Y), q( X, Y)}. Then P. ~n P since, T~ T l = P1 = P. 

However P1 is no t T-stable sin ce, for Q = {q( a, Y), q(X, b), p(X , Y)}, T$, (Q) # T$, (Q). ln

deed p(g. b)(/. T$,(Q) and p( a , b) E T$,(Q) because p( X, Y): -p( X, Y), q( X, Y), q( X, Y) E 

P2 =Tp(P.). . o 

The previous results show that t here exists a T-stable denotation Pn for program P, and 

that each T -stable denotation Pn satisfies t he properties of Fn(P), i.e. the compositional 

behaviour of a program P in terms of computed answers is completely specified by P n. Indeed, 

further applications of the Tn operator for a T-stable interpretation may add ne w clauses, 

but t hese clauses do not add any possibility of computing new answers when composed with 

other program modules. We can now give the following definition of the finite compositional 

semantics P n · . lt is clear from the defin it ion an d from proposition 3.4 that P n• is finite an d 

has the required correctness and compositionali ty properties. In the next section we will show 

how Pn• can be used lo develop a modular analysis. 

Definition 3.5 Let P be an n-open p1·ogram . Let n· be the /cast indcx such that Pn• is 

T-stable. Then Pn• is the finite open semantics of the program P. 

We notice that the test for T-stability can be perfomed incrementally. Indeed for any Q ç 

An, clearly T$ n+ • (Q) = T$" (Q) iff Tg"( Q) ç T$" (Q) where ~O= 0 and ~n = Pn+l \P n 

for n ~ l. Moreover, we do not need to consider the whole p(An) space for any Pn to decide 

T-stabi lity. In fact, w h ile cor:nputing the (T~) fi xpoint we can reduce the number of t he ele

ments in p( An) to be checked by observing that, for a given Q E p( An) , if (T$"+' +id)( Q) = 

(T$"+ id)( Q) then for any k ~ n (by Lemma 3.3) ( T$t+• (Q)+ id) = ( T$t +id)( Q) . A simple 

algorithm to compute the compositional T-stable semantics for a program module P can be 

defined as in Table l. The procedure is terminating because the set D decreases during t he 

computat ion (a straightforward consequence of Proposition 3.2). 

For n# II , t here exists P and n such that P ?{;n Pn. For example, if P= {q(x),p(X) : 

- q(X)} and n= 0, then P ?{;0 P" for n =O, l and P ~o P2• Moreover, as shown in Example 

3.1, in generai Pn • is not the first interpretation in the chain {Pn}n<w which is ~o equivalent 

to P. 
We can alternatively consider as fin ite composit ional semantics for P the denotation P., 

where n is the least n such that P ~n P n . By Proposition 3.4 P., is a subset of P n• an d i t is 

easy to see that P., has the same properties of Pn•, with the only difference that a derivation 

in P., U Q may require more than two (parallel) derivation steps. For some applications in 

data-flow analysis, where i t is more important to maintain a small dimension of the semantics 

than to h ave an efficient analysis, the semant ics P., can provi de better results t han P n• . lt 

is worth noting that, as shown by the following result, there exists an interesting class of 

programs for which n· and n coincide, namely predicate disjoint'programs. We say that the 

predicate p is defi ned in the program P if P contain a clause such that p appear in the head. 

Defi nition 3.6 An n-open progmm P is predicate disjoint i/ any predicate symbol defined in 

p does not belong lo n. 

According to previous definition, if we consider a Un composition of predicate disjoint 

modules , predicates defined in each module are disjoint from those defined in the others. From 

a practical point of view the notion of p1·edicate disjoint module is relevant since often module 

based implementations of logic programming languages assume this kind of separation. A 
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lnput: A !1-open program P. 
Output: The T-stable semantics Pn for P. 

be gin 
{n = O} 
D := p(A0 ); 

Pn := 0; 
~n := TJ1(0); 
while D i: 0 and 6. n i: 0 do 

{Pn =TJiJ n Il t.n =TJi J(n+l)\Pn Il ((r$.+id)(X) f(T~~(Pn)+id)(X)~XeD) } 
for each X E D do 

if ( TL +id)( X) ç (T~. + id)( X) then D .- D\ X fi ; 
Pn := Pn U 6. n ; 
~n := Tfi(Pn) \ Pn 
{n := n + l } 

e ndw {Pn = Tfi l n is a T-stable interpretation in {Pn}n<w Il t> n= Pn+ l \P.} 

end 

Table 1: An algorithm for T-stable semantics. 

similar restriction is also considered in [17) and in [9). A typical example of predicate disjoint 
program is provitled by a Datalog program, where intensional and extensional predicates are 
disjoint, and where the extensional predicates are considered parti ally defined (see Section 
4.2). Let us now prove the mentioned equality. 

Proposition 3.7 
Let P be an !1-open predicate disjoint p1·ogmm. Let n be the least n such that P. ~n P and 
/et n ' be defined as in Definition 3.5. Then n· =n. 

4 Applications 

In the following we describe two appli cations of the previous results in the context of compo
sit ional data-flow analysis and logic-based databases. 

4.1 Compositional Analysis over Finite Domains 
It is well known that modularity helps in reducing the complexity of designing and prov
ing correctness of programs and provides an easy approach to develop adaptable software. 
However, most of the already existing frame\YI?rks for analysis ([8,3,6,12)) require the entire 
program to be available at the ti me of analn is·. This approach is often unpractical for large 
programs or for software developed by teams, either because the resource requirements are 
prohibitively high, or because not a li program components are avai lable at the same time for 
analysis. 

T he relevance of compositionality in logic program analysis has been first ly addressed 
in [9) by introducing a framework' which is based on the compositional semantics :Fn and 
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which formalizes the analysis in terms of the standard theory of abstract interpretation ((11)). 
The abstract meaning of a module corresponds to its analysis and composition of abstract 
semantics corresponds to composition of analyses. In the following we will briefly describe 
this framework. Then, using the results of previous section, we will show how for a wide class 
of abstract domains the analysis can be performed by avoiding a further level of abstraction 
on clauses which was introduced in (9] i~ order to treat any generic (possibly infinite) abstract 
domain. · 

An abs~ract semantics typically associat e programs with entities which capture the essence 
of "what t hey do" while abstracting away from the concrete detai ls related with its execution 
mode l. This abstraction should provi de a fini te characterization of the (concrete) semantics, 
which is useful for static data-flow analysis of programs. Let (TI, L:, Var) be a first-order lan
guage. To handle compositionality, the abstract semantic objects are descriptions of clauses. 
They are defined by describing sets of substitutions in p(Sub) by (abstract) descriptions of 
substitutions in a lattice ASub. We denote by Us the corresponding lub. As the standard 
theory of abstract interpretation is formalized in terms Galois insertions (11], specifying the 
relation between abstract and concrete semantics objects, we assume (p(Sub),as,/s, ASub) 
be a Galois insertion1 • Abstract clauses are pai rs I:.C x ASub, where LC ç C(TI,0, Var) is the 
set of jlat clauses, i.e. where no variable occurs twice. Abstract interpretations are sets of 
abstract clauses. Let [ • be an abstract interpretation. The meaning of [• is specified by the 
following concretization function -y: 

(/") = { cOl (c;~>} E l" } . 1 O E ìs(~>} 

Several abstract objects may represent the same concrete interpretation (i.e. ì may not be in
jective}. This problem is solved in (9] by defining an equivalence relation ~.., on p(LC x ASub) 
such that l t" ~.., J2• iff 1(/t) = 1(/,"). Notice that the equivalence ~.., provides variable re
striction and equivalence up to renaming. 

Let Alnt = p(LC x ASub}/-, be a complete lattice with U as lub. This approach induces 
a Galois insertion between concrete interpretations p(C} and abstract interpretations Alnt: 
(p(C),a,,,_A l nt} (a- is induced by ì in the usual way). 

As in the concrete case, the abstract fixpoi nt operator is based on iter~ting abstmct un
folding. Let p•, Q• E Alnt, and unf• : Alnt x Al nt-+ Alnt such t hat 

l c=(h:-bt:: ::b.;h:}, , l 
r•(Q•)-U - c=(h:-gt, ... ,g.;~>}EP•, 

UIIJp• - C - - • (h1 : -b1; ~> 1 }, ••• , (h. :-b.; ~>n} E Q• renamed apart, 
h:= mgu• (((9t•···•9n};~>},((ht.···•hn};~>t-··"n}) 

where mgu• represent the abstract unification and, for any {} E ìs(~>t) and q E ìs(~>2), if 
dom({}) n dom(q) = 0 and range(q) n range({}) = 0, then {)q E ìs(~> t K2)-

Given a program (module) P let us define P• = a-(P) and T/} : Alnt -+ Alnt such t hat 
T/}. (!•) = un/p• (!• U a-( idn)) . By un/" definition, T/}. is continuous. Moreover, by assuming 
the correctness of the abstract unfolding (i.e. unfp(Q) ç ì(unf;(P)(a-(Q))) it follows that for 
each logic program P and interpretation / : 

Based on t his observations, t he following abstract composition theorem guarantees the cor
rectness of the analysis. We denote Un the abstract version of Un. 

1 i .~. as and -rs are monotonic functions, aso-rs = id and -rsoas 2 id (i 1). 
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Theorem 4.1 (Correctness [9]) 
Let pl and p2 be nl and !12-open programs respeclively and n ç n such that pl Un p2 IS 

defined. Let a/so (p( C), a,/, Alnt) be a Galois insertion such that 

unfp(Q) ç l(unfo"(P)(a(Q))). 

Then :Fo(Pt Uo P2) ç I(:Fri(:Fri, (a(Pt)) Uo :F0, (a (P2)))} . 

The correctness specifies the meaning of the approximation introduced to let the analysis be 
elfective. In this case, the concrete meaning of the composition of two programs is described by 
the composition of abstract meaning of the two programs, i.e. everything which is computed 

is described . 
While t.'he standard correctness property for abstract unfolding is based on the correctness 

of the abstract unification mgu• , severa! technical properties of the abstract unification a re 

required to a llow the abstract unfolding to correctly mimic the concre te one. In particular, 
if K. ç ASub, x, x1, x2, x3 E ASub, an d ii, b, c, d be renamed apart tuples of flat atoms such 

that lal = Ici and lbl = Idi, we assume: 

• mgu"((ii ;UsK.},(c;x})=Us{ mgu"((a;x'},(c; x)) l x' EK- } additivity 

commutativity 

associativity 

To extend the resu lts of the previous section to the abstract semantics for composition, we 

need an associative and additi ve abstract unfolding operator. As shown by the following 

lemma, the associativity of the abstract unilìcation implies the associativity of the abstract 
unfolding. This property allow us to repeat essentially the same proofs of previous section 
also for the abstract semantics. 

Lemma 4.2 
lf mgu• is associative and commutative then unf" is associative. 

To providc convergence in solving semantic ·fi xpoint equations, the abst ract domai n is 

usua lly required to satisfy the ascending chain condition. Most of the existing abstract do

mains for substitutions are studied to sati sfy this condition (e.g. Prop [10] 2 , affine relations 
[20] 3 and Sharing [19] which is discussed later in ~he paper) . Even if ASub satisfies this 

condition, t he induced abstract domain of interpretations does not guarantee termination, as 
it is always possible to build (by unfolding) clauses with arbitrary long bodies. Thus, due to 

2The abstract domain Prop provides a concise represcntation for abstract subs ti t utions able \O describe 

g round dependcncy relations am ong their arguments. A propositional fo rmula wit h connectives {-.V, i\} is 

associated with each substitution. For example, the formula z represents a substitution {} such that tJ(z) is 

ground, while z - v i\ z rcprcscnts a substitut ion {} such that 11ar(tJ(z)) = var(tJ(v)) U var(tJ(z)), i.e. x is 

g round iff bot h v an d : are ground. 
3The domain of affine relations has been introduccd lo derive linear size relations among variables in a 

program. This analysis is useful for compile-time overflow an d array bound check ing. Let V be a finite set of 

variables and 6 : Te nn -w be a norm. In the logic programming case an abstract s ubstitution is an affine 

subspace of ~l VI, i.e. a point, li ne , piane etc. possibly not including the origin . An abstract subs titution 

x represents any concrete substitution {} such that dom(tJ) = V and the veclor (6{t?{r)))ze v satisfìes x. 
This abstract domai n satisfies t he ascending chain condition because in any properly ascend ing chain of affine 

subspaces X t ç x2 ç ... the subspace x; must h ave a dimension of at least one g reater than ,.,_ 1, and l VI <w. 
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the base semantics construction, an add itiona l layer of abstraction or the use of extrapolation 
techniques like wideningjnan·owing ([II]) is required. T he solution adopted in [9] is a further 
abstraction performed by using these techniques (i.e. *-abstraction). Abstract clauses are al
lowed to contai n a t mosto ne occurrence of the same predicate symbol. Multiple occurrences 
of atoms for the same predicate in a body are then "compressed" to a single atom. In generai, 
such a compression introduces a further approximation which makes the analysis less precise. 

In view of the previous results, we can identify a wide class of abstract domains for 
which fìniteness of the semantics, and hence termination, can be guaranteed independently 
on the fìniteness of Alnt. Therefore, using these domains the (compositional) analysis can 
be performed without the mentioned further loss of precision. We classify these domains as 
compositionally traclable abstract domains. From the abstract interpretation viewpoint, they 
play the same role as finite domains in (concrete) logic programming. 

Defìnition 4.3 
The abstract domain of inte1·pretations A In t is compositionally tractable iff /or each jlat clause 
c, the set { [{(c;~e)}]-, j K E ASub } isfinite. 

As in the concrete case, we defìne P~ = T/}. T n, for p• E Alnt. Moreover, we extend 
the notion of T-stability from concrete to abstract interpretations in the obvious way. Notice 
that, by correctness: l (a(Pn)) ç l(a(P)n)· The proof of the following result is ana logous to 
that of Proposit ion 3.2, since by mgu• additivity >.I.tmf/(P") is add itive. 

Proposition 4.4 . 
Let P be an 0 -open program 'an d A In t be a compositionally tractable abstract (/omain. There 
exists n< w such that a(P)n is T-stable. 

A composit ional abstract interpretation can be provided by a finite iteration of T. We 
cali this interpretation a T -stable abstracl interpretation. A characterization of n • can be 
obtained by mimicing the results of the previous section (Lemma 3.3 an d Proposition 3. 7). T he 
algorithm in Table l provides a compositional abstract interpretation on a composit ionally 
tractable domain for any n open program (module). The followin theorem states the 
correctness of a T-stable abstract interpretation wrt computed answers. 

Theorem 4.5 
Let G = Ah ... , Am be a goal, Q ç A 0 and P be a 0-open program and a(P)n be T -stable. 

lf C.!!.. PuQ D then there exist Bt, ... , Bm E 1 (T:( P).( a( Q)) U a( Q)) renamed apart su eh that 
/3 = 1ngu((Ai , ... , Am)(B1, ... , Bm)) and t? IG = f31G· 

Severa! abstract domains for logic program are compositionally tractable. As an example 
of a domain of abstract substitutions, in the following wè consider the domain Sharing, 
proposed by Jacobs and Langen in [19] . Sharing has been introduced to identify aliasing 
between variables with a great deal of accuracy. Let u be a (concrete) substitution: x and y 
share the variable w if w E var(u(x ))nvar(u(y)). T he sharing information description is based 
on the notion of sharing group. T he sharing group of a variable w ( denoted by sg( u, w) ) is 
the set of variables in the dom~in of u that share w [19]. A suitable representation for aliasing 
is provided by defìning Shm·ing = p(p( Var)). lntuitively, if S E Sha1·ing, each of t he X E S 
represents a sharing group for a given vari able name. For example, the substit ution 

u = {x1 >-+ [A l LJ, x2 >-+ M,x3>-+ [A l N ],x4 ,_. L,xs >-+ M,:r6 ,_. N} 
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is represented by the abstract substitution: 1\. = { { x1 , x.1}, {xl! x3}, { Z2 1 xs}, { x3, :r6 }}, w h e re 
{ x1 , x4 } is the sharing group for L in u. Groundness an d independence ca n also be derived 
from Sharing. Let S E Sharing; a variable is ground in S if i t does not appear in any sharing 
group of S. Two variables x and y are independent iff they do not share a common variable. 
By the defìn it ion, x and y are independent in S iff they do not appear together in the same 
sharing group. Ground dependences cat;~ also be captured: in { {x,, x3}, { x2, x3}} x3 is ground 
iff both 2"2 and x3 are ground. 

Proposition 4.6 
Sharing is compositionally tractab/e. 

The same holds for the abstract domai n Prop ([lO]) and for depth-k abstractions ([3]). O n 
the other hand, the abstracl domain of affine relations ([20]) is not compositionally tractable 
because for n <w, there are infìni tely many affine subspaces in ~n. 

Because of the use of flat clauses as semantic objects, abstract unifìcation is much simpler 
than the one defìned in [19]. We follow Jacobs and Langen in the defìnition of mgu•. Let 
S E Sharing, x E Var· and in.( x, S) = {X ES l x E X }. The closure under un.ion of S, 
denoted by s· is the smallest superset of S such that X E s· Il Y E S" :::} X U Y E 
s·. The abstract unifìcation requires an auxiliary binary operator E9 on Shar·ing , su eh that 
S Efi T= { X U Y l X E S, Y E T } for S, T E Shal'ing. Let p(xl! ... , x.) and p(x{, ... , x~) be 
(flat) atoms, and "• K 1 E Sharing: 

mgu•((p(x1 , .. ,x.); K.), (p(x:, .. ,x;,); /\.1)) = unify(x1 , .. ,x.; x:, .. ,x~; 1\. U /\.1) where 

i 
(S\in(x1 ,S)\in(x:,S))U . 

J. ( . , '·S) - (in(x, ,S) EBin (x{,S))" if n= l Uni y Xtt •. . , Xn 1 Xp •.• , Xn, -

unify(X2, ... ,x.;~, ... , x~;unify(x,; x:;S)) ifn >l 

The correctness of mgu • is a consequence of the correctness èondition proved in [19]. T he same 
holds for additivity, commutativity and associativity of mgu•. The relevance of Sharing in 
data-flow•analysis of logic programs has been considered in [23] lo exploit independent AND
parallelism. Other important optimizations can be obtained from the groimd dependency 
information. In the fo llowing we consider an example for compositional sharing analysis 
defìned in lerms of T-stable abstract interpretations. lt shows a practical case where , once a 
module has been changed ,_ the semantics of the composition may be affected. 

Exa mple 4.1 Consider an "insertion sort" routine defìned in lerms of t hree modules: 

P,.,1 sort ( [] , [] ) . 
sort([X IXs] ,Ys) 

P;., insert (X, [] , X) . 

sort(Xs,Zs),insert (X,Zs ,Ys). 

insert(X , [YIYs] , (YI Zs] ) : - gt(X,Y), insert(X,Ys,Zs). 
insert(X,[YIYs], [X,YIZs] ) l e(X,Y). 

gt(s(X), X). 
gt(s(X), Y) :- gt(X , Y) . 
gt(s(X), s(Y)) : - gt(X, Y). 

le(X,X) . 
le (X, s(Y)) 
l e(s(X), s(Y)) 

Assume insert be open in P,.,1• Then we obtain: 

le (X,Y) . 
le (X ,Y) . 



1,•0,11 : (sort(x.,x2): -;0) 

1,~.12 : (sort(x., x2) : - insel'l{xs, :r6, X7 ); { {x., xs}, { x2, x7} }) 

1 • . ( sott(~~oX2): - insett(x~.~.x.;),insert(xs,x6,X7);) 
'"'13 • { { X1 , Xs}. { X2, X7}, { :1'6, x;} } 

Assume also le an d gt be open in P;., . Thus we h ave: 

l;~,, : ( insert( x1, x2, X3) : -; { {x. , x3}}) 

( 
insert(x.,x2,x3): -/e{x4,xs)i) 

{{x. , x4, x3}. { x2, x3, xs }, {Xl, x3}} 

l;~.,: ( insert(x.,x2,x3): -gt(x~,xs)i {{ x2,x3,xs}. { x. ,:r~,x3}}) 

( 
insel'l.(x1,X2,x3): -gl(x.~oxs),le(x~,xn;) 

{ { X1, :1'4 1 X~}, { X2, X3, xn, { X2, TJ}, { T2, T3, Xs}} 

P91 is closed (i.e. completely defìned) and has the following abstract semantics et(P9,).: 
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The T -stable abstract semantics for insert is obtained in 2 steps an d hence is et( P;., h = l;~,, U l;~,,· No~ice that the test for T-stability of et(P;.,)l can be performed by unfolding et( P;., h \et( P;., )l with any possible sharing-pattern for gt an d le. The abstract interpretat ion for P;., U P9, is given by composing the interpretations for each single module: 

l 
(~t(x.,Xl): -; {{x.,x2}}) {/e(x. ,X2) : -; {{x.,X2}}) l (msert(x1,X2,X3): -; {{x1,x3} }) 
(insert(x., x2, x3) : -; { {x. , x2, x3}. {Xl, x3}}) · (insert{x1l x2, x3) : -; { { x1, x2, x3}}) 

A different defìnition for the predicates gt and le, like t he following: 
P;, gt(s(O) , O). 

gt(s(X), Y) : - gt(X, Y). 
gt(s(X), s(Y)) : - gt(X , Y). 

le(O, 0). 
le(X, s(Y) ) :-le(X,Y). 
le (s(X), s(Y)) :- le(X, Y). 

provides a different meaning for P;. , U P;, wrt the sharing information: 

(~nsert(x.,x2 ,x3): -; {{ x.,x3} }} . l 
(gt( x1, Xl): -; 0} (le( x., x2): - ; 0} l 
(mserl(x. ,Xl,XJ): -; {{x2,x3}}} 
(insert(x. ,x2,X3): - ;0} 

We do not need to recompile the analysis for P;., and Pw1 once P9, has been changed. The abstract meaning of Pm1 does not result affected by modifying P,,. For P,0 , 1 , in both thecases, weobtain: { (sot~(X~oX2) : - ;0}, (sorl(x~oX2): -;{{x1,X2}}}}. D 
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4.2 D atabases 

A Datalog program is a funclion-free logic program consisting of two components [7]: the 

extensional database (EDB) and the intensional database (JDB) . The set n of predicate 

symbols is partitioned into nsoB and niDB· EDB uses only predicate symbols of nsoB and 

defines extensional relations. Clauses of IDB are bui! t using symbols in nwB for the head and 

symbols in n for the body, and define intensional relations. A logica! query is a goal. Two 

basic methods of logica! query processing can be identified. Using t he interpretation method, 

a query is direclly evaluated against t he set of clauses (ID B) an d the base relations ( EDB). 

The query interpreter receives as input a set of base relations, a set of clauses, a query, and 

returns a result. This method does not, in essence, distinguish between the data extension, 

in the form of base relations, and the data intension, in the form of a sel of clauses. On 

the othér side, the compilation method makes a distinclion between t he data intension and 

the data extension by considering the intensional database as a mapping between intensional 

relations and extensional one. !t divides query processing into the following three phases: 

l. A database tmnslation phase, which receives as input the set of clauses of the IDB, an d 

transform it into a recursion-free one. 

2. A que1·y tmnslation plwse, which receive as input the translated database, and a query, 

possibly involving one or more intensional relations, and produces t he equivalent query 

that involves only extensional relations. 

3. An execution phase which receives as input the translated query, evaluates this query 

against the stored data and returns the results. 

The standard fixpoint semantics for logic programs ([1 ,22]} as introduced by van Emden 

and I<owalski, provides a bottom-up execution mode! which is strongly related to the interpre

tation view. Severa! evaluat ion strategies have been developed to improve the naive strategies 

based on the immediate consequence operator [2]. However, interpretation methods are very 

inefficient and therefore most systems approach t he problem of query processing by means 

of compilation. The main problem for compilation methods is the lreatment of recursive 

clauses. Severa! speciali zed lechniques have been proposed for specific classes of clauses (such 

as linear, regular etc.) and there is not a generai compilation framework which can treat ali 

the lypes of rules. The standard fi xpoint semantics in this case is nol useful since i t does nol 

dislinguish between the data intension and thè·data extension. 

The compositional fixpoint semantics introduced in Definition 2.4 allows lo consider the 

data exlension and data intension as separate modules. T he set of exlensional predicales 

nson can be seen as the set of open predicate symbols n. JDB and EDB are then two 

predicate disjoint nsoB-Open progr(\mS. Intensiònal relations are hypothetically defined in 

Fnevo by means of non recursive clauses. For Datalog programs defìned aver finite domains, 

according lo the results of Section 3, we can then obtain a fini te semantics (the T-stable IDB.) 

with the mentioned correclness and compositionality features. This provides the basis for an 

uniform teclmique to translate the intensional database IDB into an equi valent one which is 

recursion-free (and which maps intensional relations into extensional one). T he lranslation 

is obtained essentially by t he algorithm in Table l. Note that, according lo proposition 3.4 

the lranslated IDB allows to answer lo any query (with in tensional relations} using al mosl 

two (parallel) derivation steps. 

Example 4.2 
Consider L:= {henry,peter,john} , n = {parent}, 

EDB = {parent(henry,peter}, parent(peter,j ohn} and 
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IDB = { ancestor(X, Y) : - parent(X, Y) . 
ancestor(X, Z) : - parent(X, Y), ancestor(Y, Z) . } 

Then 

Tjb8 l w= { anccs.tor(X, Y): -parent(X, Y), 
ancestor(X, Z) : -parent(X, Y), TJal'e nt( Y, Z), 

anccslo1·(X,Z): -parent(X, YI), ... ,pm·ent(Y11 Z), 

1-lowever, since t he domain is fi nite, we can obtain t he following finite semantics Tjb8 l 2 
such that Tjb8 l 2 :::::n IDB. T he query ancestor(henry,john) is translaled by means of 
Tjb8 l 2 into the exlensional query parent(henry, Y), parent(Y, j ohn) which is evalualed 
againsl EDB. 

Tjb8 l2 = { ancestor(X, Y) : -pa1·ent(X, Y), 
anceslo1·( X, Z) : - parent( X, Y ), parent( Y, Z) 

o 

Because of composilionalily, the mentioned translalion lechnique can be carried oul in an 
incrementai and modular way, with obvious advantages. Moreover, the (finite) compositional 
semantics can be used to'1support modular construction of Datalog programs where also the 
IDB is parti t ioned in severa) modules. As illustrated by the previous examples, each lime a 
new module is added, we do not need lo recompute the semantics of (and we do not need 
to recompile) the whole system but we can compose the semantic of the new module wit h 
l hat of lhe old one. To the besl of our knowledge, lhe on ly existing approach lo modular 
dalabases is in [15], but il does not support a modular bottom-up execution mode) such as 
lhe one considered above. 
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